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I

STATE OF MAINE
KENNEBEC, SS.

STATE OF MAINE,
Plaintiff
v.
PUBLISHERS CLEARING
HOUSE,
Defendant

SUPERIOR COURT
CIVIL ACTION
DOCKET NO. CV-01-

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

COMPLAINT
(Unfair Trade Practice)

I. INTRODUCTION
1.

The Maine Attorney General has brought this lawsuit in response to unfair

and deceptive sweepstakes mailings by Defendant Publishers Clearing House
(“hereinafter “PCH”) to residents of the State of Maine in violation of the Maine Unfair
Trade Practices Act, 5 M.R.S.A. §§ 207 and 209.

The Attorney General seeks

appropriate injunctive relief, consumer restitution, civil penalties, and payment of fees and
costs.
II. PARTIES
2.

Defendant PCH is a New York limited partnership with offices at 382

Channel Drive, Port Washington, New York 11050.

PCH sells subscriptions to

magazines and other merchandise to consumers, including consumers throughout Maine,
using mass sweepstakes mailings as a primary method of inducing purchases.
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3.

The Maine Attorney General is authorized under the Unfair Trade Practices

Act, 5 M.R.S.A. § 209, to sue to enforce the Act’s prohibition on unfair and deceptive acts
and practices in commerce. He has determined this suit to be in the public interest.
III. BACKGROUND
4.

PCH is one of the largest sweepstakes operators in the magazine

subscription business. Since 1967, PCH has been engaged in the business of selling,
and offering for sale, magazine subscriptions and other merchandise, such as crystal
figurines, costume jewelry, gold coins and other "collectibles", through direct mail
sweepstakes solicitations sent to millions of American households nationally and
throughout Maine.
5.

Typically, PCH's solicitations are directed to individually named addressees

and appear in the form of a sweepstakes which purports to award a pre-determined cash
prize amount, on or before a certain date, to the holder of a winning series of numbers.
Although the solicitations lead consumers to believe that they are well on their way to
winning the grand prize, the actual odds of winning, which PCH never discloses, are no
better than one in 50 million.
6.

Each year, in an effort to induce the purchase of magazine subscriptions and

other merchandise, PCH sends large numbers of sweepstakes mailings to Maine
consumers, consisting of letters, forms and other documents designed to interest consumers
in making purchases from PCH.
7.

Among the techniques used to induce such purchases are these:
a.

representations that convey the overall impression that the consumer
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has won the sweepstakes.
b.

representations that state or imply that the consumer has been specially

selected to receive the mailing, or has a greater likelihood of winning than is the case.
c.

requests for information from the consumer such as his or her

preferences regarding characteristics of the prize to be awarded.
d.

personalized simulated checks.

e.

fictitious dramatizations that state or imply that PCH employees have

personal feelings or have had actual conversations about particular consumers.
f.

envelopes bearing official-looking designations and implying that they

were sent by special mailing methods.
g.

methods of entry for consumers not interested in ordering merchandise

that are more cumbersome and complicated than the methods used by orderers.
h.

representations that state or imply that persons who order merchandise

are more likely to win, or to be eligible for additional prizes or opportunities, than nonorderers, or that a person’s purchase history will improve his or her status in a
sweepstakes.
8.

A significant number of elderly consumers who receive PCH solicitations

purchase hundreds and even thousands of dollars worth of PCH merchandise in a single
year. By targeting purchasers, a large percentage of whom are elderly, to receive multiple
solicitations, PCH knowingly and intentionally directs its solicitations at elderly consumers
who are more vulnerable to the solicitations. These consumers suffer economic damage
from PCH's conduct.

9.

PCH creates and manipulates the contents of its solicitations using a variety
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of graphic and copy techniques. Such techniques include varying the size, color and type
of the font in the solicitation to minimize the effect of disclaimers and to maximize the
effect of misleading statements such as those which proclaim that the consumer has won
a large cash prize. PCH also employs devices such as internal memoranda, personal
letters, greeting cards, and personal notes from its employees to convey to consumers
that they are receiving special or personal correspondence from PCH, that they should
trust PCH, and that they should order merchandise from PCH because PCH will soon
award then a large cash prize. Additionally, PCH uses simulated official and
governmental documents to convince consumers that they have won or are about to win
a large cash prize.
10.

Deception begins with the envelopes PCH uses. PCH's envelopes are

addressed to consumer by name and designed with official looking emblems and large,
bold print warnings and statements to disguise millions of identical "bulk rate" mailings as
personal, priority-mail letters which contain urgent and confidential information about
prizes which consumers are let to believe will be awarded immediately.
11.

To enhance the false impression that the consumer is receiving a personal

and important communication, PCH's bulk mailing envelopes often include what appear
to be handwritten, personal or "post-its" to the consumer from PCH officials and carefully
chosen phrases to reinforce the false impression that the consumer has won or will win a
significant amount of money such as "PCH Prize Patrol Confirmation."
12.

PCH's envelopes are just the first step in its carefully designed solicitations,

the purpose of which is to get customers to buy merchandise from PCH in the hope of
winning large cash prizes. In reality, even PCH's "Guaranteed Cash Winners" have very
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little chance of recouping in prizes even the cost of their postage.
13.

PCH's solicitations include important, official looking documents which

simulate forms from government agencies such as the US Postal Service, the Internal
Revenue Service and that State Department of Motor Vehicles. These documents create
the false impression of urgency, importance and governmental authorization, if not
outright approval of the award of a prize to the consumer.
14.

According to PCH's instructions, consumers must assemble, sign and

return the forms quickly in order to be eligible for the promised prizes. By creating artificial
deadlines and requiring consumers to "authorize" these forms, PCH lead consumers to
believe that a significant event has transpired or is about to transpire in the consumer's
life: a significant winning of money.
15.

PCH's solicitations contain an assortment of pictures, fliers, letters and

forms which relentlessly bombard consumers with false promises and misleading
representations. The materials are designed to confuse two separate offers: the offer of
magazine subscriptions and other merchandise and the offer of a chance to win a
sweepstakes. The result is that PCH creates the false impression that consumers will
improve their chances of winning money by placing orders. Contributing to this impression
is PCH's failure to disclose the odds of winning its prizes other than to say in its "Official
Rules" that "The odds of winning depend on the number of entries received."
16.

The goal of PCH's solicitations is to get consumers to order merchandise.

Despite the perfunctory statement in its "Official Rules" and some other places that no
purchase is necessary to win, PCH's solicitations taken as a whole create the false
impression that consumers will have a far better chance of winning a prize if they place
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orders.
17.

For example, PCH's simulated, special forms and reply envelopes

contained in its solicitations can be used only by consumers placing orders. The
prescribed method for entering a sweepstakes for consumers who do not order
magazines or merchandise is significantly more cumbersome than the entry method for
those consumers who do make a purchase. Often, PCH's disclosures about how a
consumer can enter the PCH sweepstakes without ordering merchandise appear
inconspicuously within large blocks of print usually on the reverse side of the
sweepstakes notifications.
18.

PCH's uses "personal" letters, memoranda and greeting cards that are

signed by PCH officials to establish a relationship of trust between PCH and the
consumer. In addition to holding out the lure of winning a large cash prize, the PCH
officials manipulate consumers into ordering merchandise by expressing personal interest
and friendship for the consumer sharing confidences and otherwise falsely representing
that the consumer is known to a PCH official and is special.
19.

A number of recipients of PCH’s mailings containing misleading statements

about the need to make a purchase in order to enter PCH’s sweepstakes, including
elderly consumers, have purchased merchandise in large dollar amounts.

From 1997

through 1999 some Mainers, mostly elderly, spent in excess of $1,000 for such
sweepstakes-related merchandise.

COUNT I
Unfair and Deceptive Mailings
20.

Paragraphs 1 through 18 are incorporated herein by reference as if they
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were fully alleged herein.
21.

Defendant PCH has engaged in unfair and deceptive practices in

commerce within the meaning of the Maine Unfair Trade Practices Act, 5 M.R.S.A. § 207,
by, among other things:
a.

misrepresenting that the consumer has won the sweepstakes.

b.

misrepresenting that the consumer has been specially selected to

receive the mailing, or has a greater likelihood of winning than is the case.
c.

requesting information from the consumer such as his or her

preferences regarding characteristics of the prize to be awarded, thereby falsely
implying that the consumer has, or is likely to have, won the sweepstakes.
d.

misleadingly employing personalized simulated checks.

e.

utilizing misleading fictitious dramatizations that state or imply that PCH

employees have personal feelings or have had actual conversations about particular
consumers.
f.

mailing their solicitations in envelopes bearing misleading official

looking designations and falsely implying that they were sent by special mailing
methods.
g.

using methods of entry for consumers not interested in ordering

merchandise that are more cumbersome and complicated than the methods used by
orderers.
h.

misrepresenting that persons who order merchandise are more likely to

win, or to be eligible for additional prizes or opportunities, than non-orderers, or that a
person’s purchase history will improve his or her status in a sweepstakes.
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WHEREFORE Plaintiff requests judgment in its favor and the following relief:
1.

An injunction prohibiting Defendant PCH from sending sweepstakes

mailings into Maine unless those mailings are fair and non-deceptive, and setting forth in
detail prohibitions and requirements designed to ensure that this is the case.
2.

Appropriate consumer restitution, including an offered refund of all monies

paid by high-dollar purchasers from PCH.
3.

Civil penalties of up to $10,000.00 for each intentional violation of the Unfair

Trade Practices Act.
4.

An award of investigative and litigation costs and fees to the State of Maine.

5.

Such other relief as the Court deems proper.

Dated: August 3, 2001

STATE OF MAINE
G. STEVEN ROWE
Attorney General
FRANCIS ACKERMAN
Chief, Public Protective Division

LINDA J. COkm
Assistant Attorney General
Maine Bar No. 3638
State House Station 6
Augusta, Maine 04333-0006
(207) 626-8800
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A t t o r n e y G e n e r a l o e M is s o u r i
J E R E M I A H W. ( J A Y ) N I X O N
ATTORNEY GENERAL

To:
From:
Date:
Re:

J e f f e r s o n Ci t y
6 5 10 2

P .O .B o x 8 9 9
(5 7 3 ) 751-3321

Linda Conti
Anne Schneider
June 4, 2002
Publishers Clearing House:
Third Distribution; Reimbursement

Enclosed is a check in the amount of $15,000.00 reflecting Maine’s share of the $1.5
million payment for costs. The check is made payable to the Maine Attorney General’s
Office. Thank you for all your help with this case!

IN THE CIRCUIT COURT FOR THE COUNTY OF BOONE
STATE OF MISSOURI
STATE OF MISSOURI ex rei.
JEREMIAH W. (JAY) NIXON,
Attorney General,
Plaintiff,
v.
PUBLISHERS CLEARING HOUSE; a
limited partnership d/b/a PCH,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. 99CC084409

ORDER APPROVING THIRD DISTRIBUTION
UNDER ALLOCATION AGREEMENT

WHEREAS, the Attorney General for the State of Missouri, along with the Attorneys General
of twenty-five other States (collectively, the "Settling States") reached a settlement of certain
consumer protection claims against Publishers Clearing House (“PCH”) by means of state court
Consent Judgments filed in each state, the first of which was filed on July 20, 2001, by the State
of Missouri in this Court; and
WHEREAS, pursuant to Paragraphs 53-59 of the Consent Judgement and the Consent
Judgments of all Settling States obligate PCH to pay a total of $34 million dollars to the Settling
States for various puiposes over a period of years, which money is to be paid to the Attorney
General of the State of Missouri, who is then required to distribute the money pursuant to the
agreement of the Settling States; and
WHEREAS an agreement regarding the allocation and distribution of these funds to the several
purposes described in the Consent Judgments, and among the States, has been filed with this
Court; and
WHEREAS, the Attorneys General have determined that it is reasonable and proper to distribute
a portion of the funds for specified purposes, the Missouri Attorney General has given notice to
the Settling States of his intent to distribute said portion of funds paid by PCH in accordance
with the following Order;
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NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED THAT the Distribution described herein is approved
and shall be made by the Attorney General of the State of Missouri, acting for and on behalf of
the Settling States:
1.
Pursuant to Paragraphs 54 and 60 of the Consent Judgment and Paragraph 9.A of
the Allocation Agreement, the Attorney General shall distribute to the Settling States
who elect to opt out of the jointly-administered High Activity Redress Program described
in Paragraph 3 an amount equal to their pro rata share of the Restitution now allocated
under the Allocation Agreement, specifically, $3,450,050.65. The Attorney General has
been advised by eight (8) States (Opt Out States) that they have elected to opt out of the
jointly-administered High Activity Redress Program and conduct their own redress
programs. The amounts designated as Restitution payable to each of the Opt Out States
at this time are set forth on Exhibit" 1" attached to this Order. The balance of such
Restitution funds, consisting of $10,039,949.35, shall be used for the collective benefit of
the remaining eighteen States participating in the jointly administered High Activity
Redress Program. Any Restitution funds distributed under this Order which are not
ultimately paid to consumers under the applicable redress program may be used for any
purpose allowable under the receiving States' laws. Accordingly, the Attorney General
shall distribute for restitution purposes $3,450,050.65 among the Opt Out States in the
specific amounts set forth on Exhibit "1" and retain and use the remainder of
$ 10,039,949.35 for the benefit of the High Activity Redress Program being jointly
administered by the other eighteen states.
2.
Pursuant to Paragraphs 56 and 60 of the Consent Judgment and Paragraph 4.C. of
the Allocation Agreement, subject to Paragraph 4.D. of that Agreement, certain funds
have been allocated by Paragraph 4.B. for the purposes described by Paragraph 56 of the
Consent Judgment, hi accordance with Exhibit "B" of the Allocation Agreement, the
sum of $1,500,000.00 shall be distributed as set forth therein. Accordingly, the Attorney
General shall distribute for the purposes described in Paragraph 56 of the Consent
Judgment the specific amounts set forth on Exhibit" 1
This Court retains jurisdiction over this matter to alter, amend or supplement this Order as justice
so requires. The remaining funds shall remain on deposit subject to further approval by this
Court.
SO ORDERED.

Dated:

S 'j

^
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EXHIBIT "1"
PCH JUDGMENT:

THIRD
DISTRIBUTION
S hare o f R estitution Fund

S hare o f R estitution

(Initial Allocation o f

Fund (A llocation of

$5,500,000)

$ 13 ,50 0 ,00 0 Balance)

RESTITUTION

Total R estitution
A llocated

Opt-Out States:
A rka n sa s

$

140,184.55

C on n e cticu t

$

D elaw are

$

Iowa

$

K e ntucky
M aryland
P ennsylvania
W isco nsin

$

343,210.46

$

483,395.01

85,167.72

$

208,514.07

$

2 93 ,681.79

30,829.84

$

75,479.94

$

106,309.78

131,195.36

$

321,202.44

$

452 ,39 7 .80

$

106,517.30

$

260,783.73

$

367,301.03

$

204,542.41

$

500,776.25

$

705,318.66

$
$

501,920.43
208,818.00

$
$

1,228,839.68
511,244.08

$
$

1 ,730,760.12
720,062.08

$

1,409,175.61

$

3,450,050.65

$

4 ,85 9,22 6.27

$

4,100,824.38

$

10,039,949.35

$

1 4,1 40 ,7 73 .7 3

$

19,000,000.00

18 S tates P articipating in
Jo in tly-A dm inistered
R estitution Program :
A rizo n a , Colorado, Florida,
Indiana, Kansas, M aine,
M assa chu ssets, M ichigan,
M innesota, M issouri, N ew
Je rse y, N orth C arolina,
O regon, R hode Island,
T en ne sse e, Texas, V erm ont,
W e st V irginia

Total Restitution
Distribution:

Total Allocation under
Exhibit B to Allocation
Agreement

OTHER COSTS
ALLOCATION

Y-2002
Share of $1.5MM
Payment under 3rd
Distribution Order
$

0.15

A rizo n a

$500,000.00

$75,000.00

A rka n sa s

$100,000.00

$15,000.00

C o lo ra do

$675,000.00

$101,250.00

C o n n e cticu t

$500,000.00

$75,000.00

D ela w a re

$300,000.00

$45,000.00

Florida

$500,000.00

$75,000.00

Indiana

$100,000.00

$15,000.00

Iowa

$500,000.00

$75,000.00

K ansas

$100,000.00

$15,000.00

K e n tu cky

$300,000.00

$45,000.00

M aine

$100,000.00

$15,000.00

M aryland

$300,000.00

$45,000.00

M asse ch u sse ts

$100,000.00

$15,000.00

M ichigan

$500,000.00

$75,000.00

M innesota

$300,000.00

$45,000.00

M issouri

$750,000.00

$112,500.00

N ew Je rse y

$300,000.00

$45,000.00

N orth C arolin a*

$100,000.00

$15,000.00

O reg on *

$675,000.00

$101,250.00

P enn sylvan ia

$500,000.00

$75,000.00

R hode Island

$100,000.00

$15,000.00

T e n n e sse e

$100,000.00

$15,000.00

T e xa s

$500,000.00

$75,000.00

V e rm o n t

$300,000.00

$45,000.00

W e st V irgin ia *

$300,000.00
$1,000,000.00

$45,000.00
S150.000.00

$9,500,000.00

$1,425,000.00

W isco n sin
Totals

4 _________________

CONSUMER PROTECTION DIVISION

RECEIVED

MAR
A t t o r n e y G e n e r a l of M is s o u r i

2 2006

OFFICE ÛF ATTORNEY GENERAL

J e ffe r so n C ity
JA Y N IX O N
ATTORNEY GENERAL

65 102

TO:

Linda Conti
Maine Office of the Attorney General

FROM:

Arlene Boessen
Fiscal Officer
^

DATE:

February 27, 2006

RE:

Publishers Clearing House Litigation

P .O .B o x 8 99
(5 7 3 ) 7 5 1 -3 3 2 1

Enclosed is a check in the amount of $111,073.17 which represents your state’s share
of the final distribution in the Publishers Clearing House litigation. If you have any
questions please call Anne Schneider at 573-751-3321.

STATE OF MAINE
KENNEBEC, SS.

STATE OF MAINE,
Plaintiff
v.
PUBLISHERS CLEARING
HOUSE,
Defendant

SUPERIOR COURT
CIVIL ACTION
DOCKET NO. CV-01-/53

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CONSENT JUDGMENT

I. GENERAL PROVISIONS
1.
Scope oF Consent Judgment. The injunctive provisions of this Consent Judgment are
entered pursuant to 5 M.R.S.A. §§ 207 and 209 and any consumer protection law relating to
sweepstakes promotions and practices and are applicable to Publishers Clearing House, a New
York limited partnership ("PCH"), and all of its subsidiaries and affiliates, general partners,
officers, directors, employees, agents, servants, and Representatives of any of them, and the
successors and assigns of each thereof, and all persons, corporations, partnerships, and other
entities acting in concert or participating with PCH, who have actual or constructive knowledge
of this Consent Judgment. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary set forth in this Consent
Judgment or otherwise, this Consent Judgment applies to natural persons only in their respective
capacities as directors, officers, employees, agents, or servants of PCH or other relevant entity
and does not create any personal liability, nor shall any of them be subjected to any penalty or
sanction or otherwise personally be answerable for any conduct that is alleged to be a violation of
any provision hereof, but all penalties and sanctions imposed for such violations shall be
imposed solely on PCH or the relevant entity, as the case may be.
2.
Release of Claims. The State acknowledges by its execution hereof that this Consent
Judgment constitutes a complete settlement and release of all claims on behalf of the State
against PCH, and all of its subsidiaries and affiliates, past and present, and their past and present
general partners, officers, directors, employees, agents, servants, limited partners, and members
of its Executive Committee, and Representatives of any of them, and the successors and assigns
of each thereof (all such released parties shall be collectively referred to as the "Releasees"), with
respect to all claims, causes of action, damages, fines, costs, and penalties which were asserted or
could have been asserted prior to the Effective Date under the above-cited consumer protection
statutes and relating to or based upon the acts or practices which are the subject of this Consent
Judgment. The State agrees that it shall not proceed with or institute any civil action or
1

proceeding based upon the above-cited consumer protection statutes against the Releasees,
including but not limited to an action or proceeding seeking restitution, injunctive relief, fines,
penalties, attorneys' fees, or costs, for any communication disseminated prior to the Effective
Date which relates to the subject matter of this Consent Judgment or for any conduct or practice
prior to the Effective Date which relates to the subject matter of this Consent Judgment.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, the State may institute an action or proceeding to enforce the
terms and provisions of this Consent Judgment or to take action based on future conduct by the
Releasees.
3.
Preservation of Law Enforcement Action. Nothing herein precludes the State from
enforcing the provisions of this Consent Judgment, or from pursuing any law enforcement action
with respect to the acts or practices of PCH not covered by this Consent Judgment or any acts or
practices of PCH conducted after the Effective Date of this Consent Judgment.
4.
Compliance with and Application of State Law. Nothing herein relieves PCH of its duty
to comply with applicable laws of the State nor constitutes authorization by the State for PCH to
engage in acts and practices prohibited by such laws. This Consent Judgment shall be governed
by the laws of the State.
5.
Non-Approval of Conduct. Nothing herein constitutes approval by the State of PCH’s
past or future Sweepstakes or other practices. PCH shall not make any Representation contrary
to this paragraph.
6.
Preservation of Private Claims and Relation to Private Settlements. Nothing herein shall
be construed as waiver of any private rights, causes of action, or remedies of any person against
PCH with respect to the acts and practices covered by this Consent Judgment. PCH agrees to the
terms and conditions of this Consent Judgment as additional obligations above and beyond the
terms of its settlement in Thomas G. Vollmer. et al. v. Publishers Clearing House. e( a!.. United
States District Court, Southern District of Illinois, Case No. 99-434-GPM. PCH hereby waives
all arguments and legal grounds that PCH’s obligations under this Consent Judgment are in any
way limited by the settlement or the court’s order in Vollmer.
7.
Relationship to Prior State Enforcement Actions. Nothing herein is affected by the
Agreed Entry and Final Judgment Order in State of Ohio ex rel. Montgomery v. Publishers
Clearing House. Case No. 00CVH-01-635.
8.
Use of Settlement as Defense. PCH acknowledges that it is the State’s customary
position that an agreement restraining certain conduct on the part of a defendant does not prevent
the State from addressing later conduct that could have been prohibited, but was not, in the
earlier agreement, unless the earlier agreement expressly limited the State’s enforcement options
in that manner. Therefore, nothing herein shall be interpreted to prevent the State from taking
enforcement action to address conduct occurring after the entry of this Consent Judgment that the
State believes to be in violation of the law. The fact that such conduct was not expressly
prohibited by the terms of this Consent Judgment shall not be a defense to any such enforcement
action.
?

9.

Execution in Counterparts. This Consent Judgment may be executed in counterparts.

II. DEFINITIONS
10.
Definitions. The following definitions shall be used in interpreting the terms of this
Consent Judgment.
a.

“Bonus” means any item or items offered as an inducement to purchase other
merchandise, or made available only to persons ordering such other merchandise,
where (i) no additional payment is required to obtain the item(s) and (ii) the
item(s) have a total retail value of S 30.00 or less, adjusted annually by the
percentage change in the Consumer Price Index since the Effective Date.

b.

The “Buying Won’t Help You Win Message” means the following statement:
“Buying Won’t Help You Win. Your chances of winning without a purchase are
the same as the chances of someone who buys something. It would not be lawful
to give any advantage to buyers in a Sweepstakes.”

c.

“Clear and Conspicuous” means readily understandable and presented in such
size, color, contrast, location, and audibility, compared to the other matter with
which it is presented, as to be readily noticed and understood. If a statement
modifies, explains, or clarifies other information with which it is presented, it
shall also be presented in close proximity to the information it modifies and it
shall not be obscured. This definition applies to other forms of the words “Clear
and Conspicuous,” such as “Clearly and Conspicuously.”

d.

"Effective Date” means the date this Consent Judgment is entered, provided that
the provisions of this Consent Judgment shall apply only to those Sweepstakes
Communications that are released for printing after sixty (60) days after the
Effective Date but in all events shall apply to any Sweepstakes Communication
mailed by PCH after one hundred twenty (120) days from the date this Consent
Judgment is entered regardless of the date such materials were released for
printing.

e.

The “Enter for Free Message” means the following statement: “Enter for Free,
You don’t have to buy anything to enter. Just mail the entry form included in this
mailing or follow the instructions in the Official Rules. ”

f.

The "Enter As Often As You Like Message" means the following statement:
"Enter as Often as You Like. You don't have to wait for us to mail you an entry
form. You may submit additional entries simply by writing us at: [specify
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address]. Each time you write to us you will be entered once in each ongoing
Sweepstakes. Each entry request must be mailed separately."
g.

"Entry Device” means any device or mechanism included in a Sweepstakes
Communication that can be used to enter a Sweepstakes, but excludes other entry
devices or mechanisms such as a toll-free telephone entry method or write-in
entries submitted by consumers on their own initiative.

h.

“Merchandise” shall include any objects, wares, goods, commodities,
intangibles, real estate, services or anything offered, directly or indirectly, to the
public for sale.

i.

“Misrepresent” means any Representation that is false or misleading.

j.

"Odds of Winning” means the phrase “1 in XXX,” where XXX equals the
quotient of the best estimate, based upon recent prior experience with the
Sweepstakes or similar Sweepstakes, of the number of entries to be received
during the course of the Sweepstakes divided by the number of units of the Prize
to be awarded. For purposes of this Consent Judgment each chance to win
contained in a communication constitutes a separate entry.

k.

“Official Rules” means the formal printed statement of the rules for a
Sweepstakes appearing in a communication.

l.

“Order” means a consumer offer to purchase Merchandise from PCH, or a
consumer request for PCH to sell Merchandise to the consumer, regardless of
whether or not the consumer ever pays for the Merchandise. For the purposes of
this Consent Judgment, “order” and “purchase” have the same meaning and
“orderer” refers to a consumer who orders.

m.

“Premium” means any item offered as an inducement to purchase other
Merchandise, or made available only to persons ordering such other Merchandise,
where (i) some payment is required (in addition to the price of the Merchandise)
to obtain the item and (ii) the item has a retail value of more than S 30.00
(adjusted annually by the percentage change in the Consumer Price Index since
the Effective Date). The term “Premium” excludes items offered only as
accessories to products purchased or as additional units of the products purchased.

n.

“ Prize” means cash or an item or service of monetary value that is offered or
awarded to a winner in a Sweepstakes or Skill Contest. The term does not include
one or more similarly valued items or cash amounts of nominal value that are
distributed to all or substantially all participants in a Sweepstakes or Skill Contest.

o.

“Recipient” means a natural person to whom a communication is made by PCH.
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p.

“Represent” means to state, or to imply through statements, questions, conduct,
graphics, symbols, lettering, formats, devices, language, documents, messages, or
through any other manner or means by which meaning might be conveyed. For
purposes of this Consent Judgment, this definition applies to other forms of the
word “Represent,” including without limitation “Representation.” In determining
the express or implied meaning of a Representation that appears from the outside
of a mailing envelope, only matter visible without opening the envelope shall be
considered.

q.

The “Settling States” are: Arizona, Arkansas, Colorado, Connecticut, Delaware,
Florida, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts,
Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, New Jersey, North Carolina, Oregon,
Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Tennessee, Texas, Vermont, West Virginia and
Wisconsin.

r.

“Skill Contest” means a puzzle, game, competition, or other contest in which the
outcome depends in whole or in part on the skill of the contestant, and in which an
Order, payment, or donation is required or implied to be required to enter the
contest.

s.

“Sweepstakes” means any contest, giveaway, drawing, or other enterprise or
promotion in which anything of value is offered or awarded to entrants by chance
or random selection.

t.

“Sweepstakes Communication” means any communication delivered by mail,
by newspaper or magazine advertisement, by television or radio broadcast media,
or by E-mail, Internet, or Internet web page by or on behalf of PCH that offers an
opportunity to enter a Sweepstakes, refers to a Sweepstakes, or refers to the
opportunity to enter a Sweepstakes. Where a mailing contains a component with
any of the foregoing, then the entire mailing constitutes a Sweepstakes
Communication. The term does not include consumer education materials,
customer service communications, or communications responding to consumer
complaints or inquiries. Any provision in this Consent Judgment that does not
expressly refer to a Sweepstakes Communication applies to all communications
regardless of their nature or form, unless otherwise expressly limited.

u.

“You Have Not Yet Won Message” means the following statement: “You Have
Not Yet Won. All Entries Have the Same Chance of Winning. The winner
has not been identified. We don't know who the winner is. If you enter our
Sweepstakes, your entry will have the same chance of winning as any other
entry."

III.

INJUNCTIVE TERMS
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A. Business Practices — Representations in Solicitations

11.
Prohibition of Faise Statements of Fact. PCH shall not make statements of fact that are
false, in any Sweepstakes Communication or sales solicitation.
12.
Prohibition of False Representations. Deception. Omissions, and Concealment. PCH
shall not make Representations that, under applicable State law, are false, deceptive or
misleading, or omit or conceal facts which, under applicable State law, are material, in any
Sweepstakes Communication.
13.
Unconditional Winner Representations. PCH shall not Represent that the Recipient of a
Sweepstakes Communication has won, is the winner, or unconditionally will be the winner of a
Sweepstakes or a Prize unless:
a.

such person or their entry has won or will be determined to be the winner,

b.

the Representation is not false, deceptive, or misleading, and

c.

the Prize and its value are Clearly and Conspicuously disclosed in the
Representation itself.

14.
Conditional Winner Representations. PCH shall not Represent that the Recipient or a
limited number of individuals may be or may become the winner, characterize the Recipient as a
possible winner, or Represent that the Recipient will, upon the satisfaction of some condition or
the occurrence of some event or other contingency, become the winner of a Sweepstakes Prize
unless:
a.

Such Representation conveys in readily noticeable and readily understandable
terms that the Recipient has not been identified as the winner,

b.

Such Representation conveys in readily noticeable and readily understandable
terms that the winner will not be known until some time in the future, that the
conditions necessary to become a winner have not yet been fulfilled, or that it is
not yet known whether the conditions have been fulfilled,

c.

Such Representation contains within it all material conditions needed to make it
truthful and not misleading, including but not limited to the conditions that must
be satisfied in order for the Recipient to be determined as the winner. All such
conditions must be
(i)

stated in readily noticeable and readily understandable terms,

(ii)

presented in such a manner that they are an integral part of the
Representation and not separated from the remainder of the Representation
by intervening words, graphics, or colors or blank space in excess of a
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single horizontal space or the vertical distance between two lines which
are single spaced,
(iii)

made in terms, syntax, and grammar that are as simple and easy to
understand as those used in the Representation, and

(iv)

presented in such a manner that they appear in not less than 100% of the
type size and in the same type face, color, style, and font as the remainder
of the Representation.

A general Representation, such as that an entry is necessary to win, that is clearly
applicable to all Recipients of the communication is not subject to the
requirements of this subparagraph.

15.

d.

Neither such Representation nor any conditional phrases, terms, or statements
necessary to make it truthful uses the present or past tense in referring to the
Recipient as a winner, or otherwise Represents that the Recipient is presently a
winner or has already won.

e.

Such Representation does not Represent that the Recipient has already won, is a
winner, definitely will win in the future, or has a greater likelihood of being
declared the winner than he or she actually has.

f.

Such Representation is not presented in such a way as to cause a likelihood of
confusion or misunderstanding as to Recipient’s status as a winner or possible
winner.

Representations Relating to Potential Winning or Enhanced Status.
a.

b.

PCH shall not Represent to a Recipient that
(i)

he or she will win, is likely to win, is close to winning, or that his or her
winning is imminent;

(ii)

he or she has been specially selected to receive a Sweepstakes entry
opportunity,

(iii)

he or she is among a select group with an enhanced chance of winning a
Prize, or is more likely to win than other entrants in that group; or

(iv)

the elimination of other persons has enhanced his or her chances of
winning a Prize (other than by reason of the failure of others to enter).

PCH shall not Misrepresent that the Recipient is receiving individualized attention
from PCH in connection with winning a Prize.
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c.

Without in any way limiting the scope of the foregoing, the following acts and
practices are deemed to violate this prohibition:
(i)

Using any document or device relating to the Recipient or the Recipient’s
winnings, including but not limited to any press release, disclosure
authorization, or publicity permission form concerning the Recipient, or
any attorney letter or tax advice relating to the Recipient’s Prize winnings,
the provision of which Represents that the Recipient is closer to winning
than is in fact the case because the Recipient is being furnished documents
or devices of that nature.

(ii)

Using (a) any simulated check or other payment device designating the
Recipient as a winner, a likely winner, the payee, or likely beneficiary of a
Prize; or (b) any commercial or financial form, legal instrument or
ownership document, relating to the Recipient or the Recipient’s winnings,
in such a manner as to Represent that the Recipient is the winner or a
likely winner of a Prize because the Recipient is being furnished items of
that nature.

(iii)

Requesting information or action from the Recipient that would be of use
or is Represented as being of use in the event the Recipient has won a
Sweepstakes Prize unless the Recipient has been determined to be the
winner of the Prize. Examples of prohibited requests include, but are not
limited to:
(a)

A request for information concerning the Recipient's whereabouts
at the time the Prize is to be awarded.

(b)

A request for information concerning the Recipient's preferences
for events relating to the awarding of a Sweepstakes Prize.

(c)

A request for the Recipient to execute a document or agreement,
such as a release, publicity document, or a confidentiality
agreement, that creates or is Represented to create duties,
obligations, or other commitments arising out of or related to the
awarding of a Sweepstakes Prize.

(d)

A request for information concerning the Recipient's preferences
regarding characteristics of the Prize to be awarded, such as the
color of a vehicle unless:
(1)

either (a) such information is actually recorded and used by
PCH or (b) the response to the request is clearly optional,
and
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(2)

such request is presented in such a manner that it (a) is
clearly being made of all Recipients of the communication,
(b) does not Misrepresent the Recipient's chances of
winning, and (c) includes the Clear and Conspicuous
statement "You Have Not Yet Won. We Don't Know Who
the Winner Is."

So long as the request is otherwise in compliance with all of the foregoing
provisions of this paragraph 15(c)(iii)(d) and the other provisions of this
Consent Judgment, PCH may request information concerning the
Recipient's eligibility to enter and win the Sweepstakes or the completion
of an entry requirement or the use of a device that is required for entry.
(iv)

(v)

(vi)

(d)

Using
(a)

the terms “Tied,” “Tie Breaker,” “Guaranteed Winner,” “Endorsed to
Win,” “Candidate to Win,” “Approved to Win,” “Guaranteed to Win,”
“On Call to Win,” “Finalist” or “Final Round;” or

(b)

any term that Misrepresents that the Recipient has an enhanced status or
position within a Sweepstakes superior to other timely entrants to describe
any such status or position.

Representing that any Sweepstakes is an “instant win” contest or that a winner
will be determined immediately unless either:
(a)

in the case of a pre-selected number Sweepstakes, the matching of entries
is performed as the entries are received by PCH and any winner is
promptly announced, or

(b)

in all other cases, there are procedures in place to monitor deliveries and
identify and announce a winner promptly after receipt.

Representing that the Prize Patrol is coming to the Recipient’s house to award a
Prize, or using the Prize Patrol or any reference to the Prize Patrol to Misrepresent
(a)

that the Recipient is receiving individualized attention from PCH in
connection with winning a Prize,

(b)

that the Recipient's winning is imminent,

(c)

that the Recipient is more likely to win than is in fact the case, or

that the Recipient is among a select group with an enhanced chance of winning a Prize.
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(vil)

Representing that PCH or one or more of its Representatives wish to be able to or
may communicate to the media, the public, or anyone else as to whether the
Recipient placed an Order in connection with his or her winning entry.

(viii)

Representing that the Recipient should conceal the contents of any Sweepstakes
Communication, or should not reveal the contents of any Sweepstakes
Communication to any other person, or should not speak about the promotion or
contest with anyone else.

(ix)

Representing that any communication has been sent by overnight mail, courier,
express mail, special delivery, or any other form of expedited delivery or special
handling when such is not the case, or otherwise suggesting the use of some
delivery method other than the method actually used.

(x)

Representing, when such is not the case, that the contents of a mailed
communication require the Recipient’s urgent attention, that the mailing was
“monitored,” that the government played some role in approving or originating
the mailing, or that the postal service or government provided any degree of
heightened attention or protection to the mailing; provided that generalized
requests for a prompt response shall not be deemed to violate this provision.

(xi)

Representing that the Recipient is the only person, or is one of only a few persons,
to whom the communication has been delivered, when such is not the case, or
Representing that the group of persons to whom the communication has been
delivered is smaller than it actually is.

(xii)

Using a return address that

(xiii)

(a)

Represents that the sender is not PCH or a licensee or tradename owned by
PCH,

(b)

that includes the name of an individual, department, or business function
as the sender that does not exist or that is not responsible for matters
covered in the communication in question,

(c)

Represents that the individual or department has any influence or ability to
increase the likelihood that the Recipient is or would be a winner, or

(d)

identifies the sender as PCH’s Board of Judges.

Using a scratch-off device that reveals information Representing that the
Recipient was lucky to receive the scratch-off device, or that the information
communicated by the device is determined by luck, when in fact all or
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substantially all Recipients received scratch-off devices bearing the same or
substantially the same information.
(xiv)

Representing that the Recipient shares characteristics with past Sweepstakes
winners other than'having entered.

(xv)

Setting out the Recipient’s name on a list of winners.

(xvi)

Representing that the Recipient is lucky or is on a lucky streak.

(xvii) Using congratulatory expressions to Misrepresent that the Recipient has attained
an improved or elevated status in the Sweepstakes or has an improved or elevated
chance of winning the Sweepstakes or a Prize.
PCH may, if it offers a Prize that is only available to entrants from a specified communication(s)
or a specified group(s), state that fact if such statement is not otherwise false, misleading, or
deceptive; does not Misrepresent the Recipient’s likelihood of winning or Represent that the
Recipient has an enhanced status in the Sweepstakes different from other persons to whom the
Prize or is offered; and Clearly and Conspicuously discloses the basis upon which such Prize or
will be awarded.
16.
Representations Related to Prize. PCH shall not, in a Sweepstakes Communication in
which it offers one or more items of the same or substantially the same value to all or
substantially all Recipients of the communication:
a.

Represent that such items are Prizes or awards or are otherwise distributed by
chance,

b.

Use the terms Sweepstakes, win, or drawing to describe the process by which
such items will be distributed or otherwise Represent that such process involves a
distribution by chance, or

c.

Use the terms winner, luck, lucky, or congratulations to describe the Recipient or
otherwise Represent that the Recipient is fortunate in having been selected to
receive the item or has a special status in the distribution.

Subject to subparagraphs a through c above, PCH may Represent that the items to be received by
all timely entrants are gifts, or terms of like meaning and import, and may describe the actual
process by which such items are distributed.
17.
Representations Contrary to Random Winner-Selection Process. PCH shall not
Represent that a Sweepstakes Prize will or may be awarded in a non-random manner or that any
entry has, will have, or may have any advantage over other timely entries in a Sweepstakes.
PCH shall not Misrepresent the likelihood of the Recipient winning any Sweepstakes or Prize.
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1S'.
Representations of Personal Feelings. . PCH shall not Misrepresent in a Sweepstakes
Communication in relation to any Sweepstakes, Prize, or entry, that its employees or others
acting on its behalf, real or fictitious, have personal feelings concerning or a personal relationship
with the Recipient of the communication, including, but not limited to, Representations that:
a.

they have a shared interest with the Recipient,

b.

they have any belief, feeling, or opinion relating specifically to the Recipient,
such as the Recipient deserves to win,

c.

they have taken or refrained from taking or will take or will refrain from taking
any action relating specifically to concerning the Recipient.

The foregoing does not prohibit general expressions of good will towards or interest in
Sweepstakes participants or customers as a group.
19.
Fictitious Events or Things. PCH shall not Represent in a Sweepstakes Communication,
as personalized dramatizations of its business processes or winner-selection methodologies or
otherwise, the following:
a.

fictitious conversations, meetings, events, or actions purporting to have taken
place and relating specifically to the Recipient, including without limitation
conversations between or meetings of employees or Representatives of PCH
relating specifically to the Recipient, or

b.

fictitious conversations, meetings, events, or actions purporting to be set in the
future and relating specifically to the Recipient where such events are unlikely to
occur, or

c.

fictitious documents purportedly prepared or drafted for possible future use which
relate specifically to the Recipient including without limitation internal
documents, reports, and communications between PCH and others that pertain the
Recipient.

20.
Representations Related to Ordering Giving an Advantage in the Winner Selection
Process. PCH shall not Represent that a purchase is necessary to enter or win a Sweepstakes or
that ordering improves the Recipient’s likelihood of winning. Without in any way limiting the
scope of the foregoing, the following acts and practices are deemed to violate this provision:
a.

Representing that an Order or a person's Order history has resulted in, will result
in, or may result in any special, different, or enhanced status in a Sweepstakes or
with PCH relating to a Sweepstakes.

b.

Representing that past winners had ordered Merchandise or that past winners’
ordering history increased their chances of winning.
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c.

Representing that a person’s ordering history enhances the likelihood of winning,
such as through report cards, performance reviews, and winner profiles.

d.

Representing that a person who enters and Orders will or may be eligible to
receive additional Prizes or more likely to win than a person who enters but does
not Order, or that a person who enters and Orders will or may be given any
advantage over a person who enters but does not Order.

e.

Representing that a person who enters but does not Order will or may receive
fewer Prizes or be less likely to win than a person who enters and Orders, or that a
person who enters but does not Order will or may be subjected to any disability or
disadvantage to which a person who enters and Orders would not be subjected.

f.

Representing that persons who Order will or may receive or be more likely to
receive future communications containing Sweepstakes entry opportunities than
those who fail to Order, or that a communication containing an entry opportunity
was or was not received because the Recipient did or did not Order in the past,
provided that PCH may Represent
(i)

that specific product offers are being offered or will or may be offered to
the Recipient based on his or her actual Order activity and indicated
interest in such products, or

(ii)

that the Recipient has qualified or will qualify for special discounts or
product offers or customer privileges with respect to purchasing by reason
of actual Order activity.

g.

Representing that persons who fail to Order will or may not receive or will or may
be less likely to receive future Sweepstakes entry opportunities, or that a
communication was not received because the Recipient failed to Order in the past.

h.

Offering in any sales solicitation or billing effort any opportunity to enter a
Sweepstakes that is or appears to be available only to persons who have
previously Ordered or paid for products (“Customer-Only Sweepstakes”) unless
in accordance with the following:
(i)

No present or future purchase is required to enter the Customer-Only
Sweepstakes, and no Representation to the contrary is included in such
communication;

(ii)

No Representation is made to the Recipient that he or she would, by
Ordering, qualify to receive an opportunity to enter Customer-Only
Sweepstakes in the future;
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j.

(iii)

Such Customer-Only Sweepstakes are offered only infrequently and
irregularly; and

(iv)

Such Customer-Only Sweepstakes are not presented in such a manner as
to give rise to an expectation that such opportunities will be available in
the future.

Representing that membership in a club in which membership is or appears to be
based on Orders or Ordering history, such as, without limitation, the President’s
Club or the President’s Gold Club, increases or may increase the Recipient’s
likelihood of winning a Sweepstakes or a Prize, or enhances or may enhance the
Recipient’s eligibility for additional Sweepstakes, Prizes, or entry opportunities.

21.
Representations Related to Preexisting Entries. PCH shall not Represent that the
Recipient's failure to respond to a communication will or may result in the forfeiture or other loss
of any previous valid entry or loss of any Prize to which the Recipient is or may be entitled, or
Misrepresent that failure to timely return an entry will or may result in a loss of opportunity to
enter the same Sweepstakes by response to another mailing or by an alternative method of entry.
22.
Representations Related to Payment of Invoices. PCH shall not Represent to a Recipient
that his or her payment history, failure to pay an invoice or payment of an invoice will or may
affect the Recipient’s likelihood of winning a Sweepstakes or eligibility for a Sweepstakes.
B. Business Practices —Required Disclosures
23.
Remedial Advertising in Sweepstakes Communications. For a period of two (2) years,
commencing with the Effective Date, PCH shall include one of the remedial messages set forth
below on the front side of the Order device, the front side of the primary letter, or the front side
of the Sweepstakes Facts insert in each Sweepstakes Communication delivered by mail that
contains an opportunity to Order Merchandise. The message must be Clear and Conspicuous,
and PCH shall use each remedial message an equal number of times by changing the remedial
message approximately every third mailing.
a.

“What’s wrong with this word: GNIYUB? That’s right! It’s backwards. And if
you think that you need to buy in Order to win a Sweepstakes, that’s backwards
too. No purchase has ever been necessary to enter and win a PCH Sweepstakes.
In fact, it would not be lawful to require a purchase to enter a Sweepstakes, and
we don’t want you to purchase a product unless it is right for you.”

b.

“Does buying help you win? Absolutely not! In fact, many of our winners have
been non-purchasers. They won and they didn’t buy a thing! Here’s how it
works. When your Sweepstakes entry comes to PCH, it doesn't matter whether
you have purchased anything or not (either this time or in the past). It is luck - not
purchasing - that determines who wins!”
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c.

‘'Do you know the law about Sweepstakes? Buying will not help you win. In
fact, in any lawful Sweepstakes, all entries have an equal opportunity to win. So
it doesn't make any difference whether or not you purchased. It is all the luck of
the draw.”

24.
Sweepstakes Facts Disclosure. The Sweepstakes Facts Disclosure shall consist of a box
containing the Prize Data Grid ("Prize Data Grid") and the four Sweepstakes Facts Messages
("Sweepstakes Facts Messages").
a.

The Prize Data Grid shall appear as set forth in Exhibit A hereto and contain the
following matter and no other:
(i)

A heading entitled “Sweepstakes Facts” printed above the Prize Data Grid
in boldface type at least 125% the size of that type which shall appear
within the Prize Data Grid.

(ii)

The Prize Data Grid containing the following information:
(a)

a column identifying all major Prizes (including at least the Prize
of greatest value for each Sweepstakes into which entry is offered
in that communication and any other Prize specifically identified in
the communication), and

(b)

a column identifying, if not identical to the identification of the
Prize, the Prize’s value, and, if applicable, the quantity of the Prize
or Prizes to be awarded in this category,

(c)

a column stating the numerical Odds of Winning the Prize as a 1 in
“n” ratio, and

(d)

a column stating the Sweepstakes End Date.

(iii)

The Sweepstakes End Date means the last date by which any entry may be
received in the particular Sweepstakes identified in the Prize Data Grid.
Such date may be no more than thirty (30) days before the winners are
selected. In the event a Sweepstakes Prize may be awarded before the
Sweepstakes End Date, PCH may indicate that fact by placing a footnote
on the Sweepstakes Facts Disclosure which shall state "Winner may be
determined earlier. See Official Rules for Details." and PCH shall provide
in the Official Rules an a readily understandable explanation of any
winner-selection process that may determine the winner before the
Sweepstakes End Date.

(iv)

In addition to the above information, PCH may also include in the Prize
Data Grid the name or identifying number of any Sweepstakes into which
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entry is offered, as well as the winner-selection method presented in
separate columns so long as the information contained within each column
in the box remains clearly distinct and can be easily read.
b.

c.

The Sweepstakes Facts Messages contain the following four statements, each
presented as its own paragraph separate from the other paragraphs and with the
caption of each paragraph set in boldface type so as to contrast with the remainder
of the message:
(i)

You Have Not Yet Won. All Entries Have the Same Chance of
Winning. The winner has not been identified. We don't know who the
winner is. If you enter our Sweepstakes, your entry will have the same
chance to win as every other entry.

(ii)

Enter for Free. You don't have to buy anything to enter. Just mail the
entry form included in this mailing or follow the instructions in the
Official Rules.

(iii)

Enter As Often As You Like. You don't have to wait for us to mail you
an entry form. You may submit additional entries simply by writing us at:
[specify address]. Each time you write to us you will be entered once in
each ongoing Sweepstakes. Each entry request must be mailed separately.

(iv)

Buying Won’t Help You Win. Your chances of winning without a
purchase are the same as the chances of someone who buys something. It
would not be lawful to give any advantage to buyers in a Sweepstakes.

The Sweepstakes Facts Prize Data Grid shall be placed immediately above the
Sweepstakes Facts Messages and the content of the Sweepstakes Facts Disclosure
shall be presented so as to be Clear and Conspicuous and not overlaid with any
graphic design, text, or color from outside the Disclosure except as permitted in
paragraph 26.

25.
Sweepstakes Facts Disclosure Insert. PCH shall include in all personalized Sweepstakes
Communications containing Sweepstakes entry opportunities or offering Merchandise for sale
and all other Sweepstakes Communications that contain both a Sweepstakes entry opportunity
and an offer of Merchandise for sale the Sweepstakes Facts Disclosure Insert. The Sweepstakes
Facts Disclosure, consisting of the Prize Data Grid and the Sweepstakes Facts Messages, shall be
stated Clearly and Conspicuously in accordance with the format of Exhibit "A" attached hereto,
the requirements of paragraph 24 above, and the following:
a.

The Sweepstakes Facts Disclosure shall appear on a separate free-standing insert.

b.

The insert shall contain no other matter on the side bearing the Sweepstakes Facts
Disclosure, except as permitted by paragraph 23, and on the reverse side no matter
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other than the PCH logo, company name, address, copyright symbol, the Official
Rules, consumer and customer service information (such as refund policies, return
procedures, and no purchase necessary messages), or any combination thereof.
c.

The insert may not be folded so as to split the Sweepstakes Facts Box unless
folding is necessary to insert it into the envelope in which it is mailed. If the
insert is folded, it shall be folded with the Sweepstakes Facts Disclosure facing
out.

d.

The minimum type size for all text on the insert will be no less than twelve (12)
point type, except for the "Sweepstakes Facts" heading which shall be 125%
larger or, in the case of 12-point type text, 15-point type.

26.
Disclosures in Rules. PCH shall Clearly and Conspicuously disclose in the Official Rules
the Sweepstakes Facts Disclosure. The Sweepstakes Facts Disclosure, consisting of the Prize
Data Grid and the Sweepstakes Facts Messages, shall be stated in accordance with the format of
Exhibit "A" attached hereto, the requirements of paragraph 24 above, and following:
a.

The content of the Sweepstakes Facts Disclosure, except for the heading
"Sweepstakes Facts," shall be printed in a type size that is at least
(i)

8-point type, in communications mailed in an outer envelope of the size of
a standard #10 business envelope or less, or

(ii)

10-point type, in communications mailed in larger outer envelopes, and in
a font and type size that is at least as prominent as that contained in the
text of the Official Rules, and shall otherwise be presented in the manner
described in paragraph 24 above.

b.

The Sweepstakes Facts Disclosure shall be clearly distinct from any other matter
and separated by at least 1/8 inch of clear space from any other matter.

c.

The Sweepstakes Facts Disclosure shall contain no matter other than that
contemplated or prescribed by Exhibit A hereto and paragraph 24 above, and will
not be overlaid with any graphic design, text, or color from outside the box.

d.

The background of any box appearing in the Official Rules shall be in a color or
shade that contrasts with that of the surrounding area and which contrasts with the
text in the box in such a manner that the text is clearly distinct from the
background and easily read.

27.
Official Rules. Official Rules shall be included in all Sweepstakes Communications
including Sweepstakes entry opportunities. The Official Rules shall be prominently identified by
the words “Official Rules” or the like, and all references to the Official Rules shall be consistent
within the Sweepstakes Communication. The Official Rules or a copy of them shall be placed so
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that they may be retained by the Recipient after responding, and, in any case in which the
Official Rules appear on an entry or Order form, they shall include a Clear and Conspicuous
statement as to where a retention copy may be found.
28.
Disclosures in Sweepstakes Communications. PCH shall, at a minimum, Clearly and
Conspicuously disclose in all Sweepstakes Communications including opportunities to enter and
Order messages to the effect that no purchase is necessary to enter and that a purchase will not
improve a person's chance of winning, in each case,
a.

on the face of the Entry Device or Order device, as provided herein, in all
communications that include either device;

b.

In the Official Rules, and

c.

in at least one other place in the communication.

29.
Internet Disclosures. This agreement shall apply as fully as practicable to
communications via the Internet, including E-mail and Internet web pages. To the extent that
placement or formatting requirements for certain disclosures imposed herein cannot be complied
with in this electronic medium, the following provisions will control:
a.

In Sweepstakes Communications containing an entry opportunity delivered via email, the disclosures required in paragraph 24 above and set out in Exhibit A shall
be made in the text of the E-mail itself. In Sweepstakes Communications
containing an entry opportunity presented on a web page, the disclosures required
in paragraph 24 above and set out in Exhibit A shall be made on the web page
itself or by link to a PCH web page containing only those disclosures, provided
that such a link must Clearly and Conspicuously identify what information is to
be found at the link, e.g. Sweepstakes Facts, or Official Rules.

b.

The provisions of this Consent Judgment pertaining to the method of entry and
disclosures required thereon, shall be modified to be consistent with the methods
of entry permitted under the Official Rules of the Sweepstakes offered in the
communication. In the context of a web page, such disclosures shall be arranged
substantially as described in paragraph 24 and Exhibit A, and the availability of
such disclosures shall be disclosed to viewers ofPCH’s web site prior to their
placing an Order or entering a Sweepstakes and shall be presented to viewers by
means of a conspicuous icon clearly identified as “See Sweepstakes Facts” which
appears on the web site’s homepage, on all Order pages and on all entry pages,
and the availability of the Official Rules shall also be clearly disclosed and
identified as “Official Rules.”

C. Business Practices —Conduct of Skill Contests And Sweepstakes
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30.
Skill Contests. PCH shall not offer a Skill Contest in any Sweepstakes Communication.
PCH shall not mail a Skill Contest offer into any State in which Skill Contests are not legal.
31.
Identification of Premiums and Bonuses. PCH shall not Misrepresent the nature,
attributes or value of any Premium or Bonus. Without in any way limiting the scope of the
foregoing, PCH shall Clearly and Conspicuously disclose in any Sweepstakes Communication
delivered by mail that includes a Premium or Bonus offer:
a.

The identity and retail value of all Premiums offered in the Sweepstakes
Communication; and

b.

The nature and maximum retail value of any Bonus offered in the Sweepstakes'
Communication where some Representation is made as to its nature or value;
provided that the foregoing shall not prohibit a “mystery” Bonus or similar
promotions in which no Representation as to the specific identity of any particular
item or the value of the item is made, as long as PCH Clearly and Conspicuously
discloses in any such "mystery" Bonus offer the maximum retail value of the
highest valued item available.

32.
Representations of Chance in Premium and Bonus Offers. PCH shall not offer a
Premium or Bonus in any Sweepstakes Communication delivered by mail if there is or is
Represented to be any element of chance involved in the selection of the items to be received.
a.

b.

For the purposes of this paragraph, an element of chance will be deemed to be
involved in the selection if:
(i)

The offer includes a Premium or a Bonus for which a payment or purchase
of some designated amount or item does not ensure receipt,

(ii)

The conditions for receiving a Premium or Bonus are not Clearly and
Conspicuously disclosed, or

(iii)

The identity of the Premium or Bonus for which the Recipient is eligible is
not Clearly and Conspicuously disclosed,

provided that no material element of chance will be deemed to be involved if:
(i)

in respect to any Premium, the only uncertainty involves which of a
number of items of comparable value, the identity and value of each of
which is clearly disclosed, the Recipient will receive, or

(ii)

in respect to any Bonus, the offer is a “mystery” or similar promotion
offering a Bonus in which no Representation as to the specific identity of
any particular item or the value of the item is made and the maximum
possible value of the Bonus is Clearly and Conspicuously disclosed.
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33.
Method of Entry. In all Sweepstakes Communications that offer entry into a
Sweepstakes, PCH shall provide only devices, forms, or other mechanisms for entering the
Sweepstakes ("Entry Form(s)") that may be used by all entrants. PCH may include on an Entry
Form an offer for Merchandise or include any form, device, or mechanism for Ordering
Merchandise ("Entry/Order Form"), so long as it complies with the terms of this provision.
Except for the inclusion of such offer of Merchandise or form, device, or mechanism for
Ordering Merchandise, PCH shall not distinguish any Entry Forms, or instructions relating to
their use, based on whether a purchase is being or has ever been made by the entrant.
Additionally, PCH shall not make any distinction in any response method to be used by any
entrant in entering a Sweepstakes, such as through the use of different reply envelopes, the
direction of responses to different addresses or departments, or the appearance of any distinction
on a reply envelope. If PCH offers an Entry/Order Form, it shall comply with the following
terms:
a.

Such Entry Form shall provide a mechanism or require an act for Ordering
Merchandise that is separate and different from the mechanisms and acts required
for entering a Sweepstakes. PCH shall not automatically enter any person into a
Sweepstakes based on the placement of an Order.

b.

All Order-related material (the "Order-related portion") included on any Entry
Form shall be clearly marked and graphically separated from all Sweepstakesrelated material (the "Sweepstakes-related portion") thereon. The Order-related
portion shall be presented in such a manner as to distinguish as optional the
placement of any Order in response to the communication.

c.

PCH shall Clearly and Conspicuously disclose on the Entry Form that the
completion or use of the Order-related portion is optional to the use of the
Sweepstakes-related portion, state the disclosures described in paragraph 28, and
include a Clear and Conspicuous reference to the location of the Sweepstakes
Facts. Additionally, for a term of three years following the Implementation Date
of this Judgment, PCH shall Clearly and Conspicuously state "Buying Won't Help
You Win " in proximity to the Order-related portion. In a Sweepstakes
Communication offering an Order and entry opportunity which is made through
E-mail or through an Internet web page, the disclosures required by this paragraph
shall be Clear and Conspicuous and presented in such as manner as to distinguish
as optional the placement of any Order in response to the communication.

d.

Any form, device, mechanism, or instructions related thereto, offered for use in
placing an Order shall be easily distinguishable from all forms, devices,
mechanisms or instructions relating to entering a Sweepstakes and shall Clearly
and Conspicuously Represent that ordering is optional.

34.
Write-In Entries. In addition to any Entry Form offered by a Sweepstakes
Communication, PCH shall make available the opportunity to enter current ongoing Sweepstakes
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simply by writing to, or otherwise communicating with, PCH to request entry and may disclose
such alternative entry methods in such Sweepstakes Communications.
35.
All Entries to be Treated Equally. PCH shall not give any advantage to an entry in a
Sweepstakes accompanied by an Order, or subject an entry not accompanied by an Order to any
disadvantage.
36.
Treatment of Non-Order Entrants. In all aspects of every Sweepstakes, PCH shall treat
equally persons who enter but do not Order any Merchandise (“Non-Order Entrants”) and
persons who both enter and Order (“Order Entrants"). PCH shall not impose any requirements,
burdens, or expenses on Non-Order Entrants that are not also imposed on Order Entrants relative
to their participation in any Sweepstakes. PCH shall not exclude Non-Order Entrants from any
aspect of the Sweepstakes or other contest that is available to Order Entrants. Without in any way
limiting the scope of the foregoing, the following acts and practices are deemed to violate this
provision:
a.

Requesting or requiring any action, information or the return of any
document from an Order Entrant that is not also requested or required of a
Non-Order Entrant, unless the action, information, or document is
reasonably necessary to process the Order or future Orders, or relates to
the person’s interest in receiving future product offers, but only if such
requests or requirements make no reference to any Sweepstakes, entry or
Prize, or Represent any advantage in a Sweepstakes; or

b.

Requesting or requiring Non-Order Entrants to fulfill any requirement or
perform any function, including providing information, that is not
requested or required of Order Entrants.

37.
Deadlines for Return of Sweepstakes Entries. PCH shall not Misrepresent the entry
deadlines for any Sweepstakes or Sweepstakes entry included in a Sweepstakes Communication.
Without in any way limiting the scope of the foregoing, PCH shall not, in a Sweepstakes
Communication delivered by mail or by newspaper or magazine advertisement:
a.

Represent that any date other than the Sweepstakes End Date is the deadline for
an entry unless the specific calendar date by which the entry must be received is
set forth Clearly and Conspicuously in the communication.

b.

Represent that any date is the deadline for an entry unless entries that do not meet
the deadline are treated as ineligible and PCH has procedures in place to identify
and record such entries as ineligible.

c.

Misrepresent the deadline for entering a Sweepstakes or the importance or the
need for promptness in responding.
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d.

Represent that entries must be returned or other action must be taken by a certain
deadline, where that deadline is different from the deadline for another
Sweepstakes offered in the communication, unless the Representation identifies,
Clearly and Conspicuously and in a readily understandable manner, the
Sweepstakes to which the deadline applies.

38.
Prize Description and Award. All Sweepstakes Communications including entry
opportunities shall Clearly and Conspicuously describe the Prize offered, the deadline for
entering to win the Prize, the Prize award date, and the name or identifying number of the
Sweepstakes or other contests under which the Prize is being offered. No description of any
Prize contained in a Sweepstakes Communication shall conflict with the terms of or the
description of that Prize in the Official Rules included in that communication. PCH shall award
all Prizes as offered.
39.
Preselected Numbers. In any Sweepstakes promotion using a preselected winning
number, PCH shall ensure that the preselected number is among the numbers actually mailed to
potential entrants prior to the end of the Sweepstakes promotion and shall select a winner, by
alternate method, on the Sweepstakes end date or Prize award date in the event that the
preselected number is not returned.
D. Business Practices —Billing And Payment Processing
40.
Invoices. PCH shall disclose on the invoice sent to consumers ordering magazine
subscriptions the title(s) ordered and the duration of or number of issues in the subscription. For
each product other than a magazine subscription, PCH shall disclose on the invoice the product
ordered and the price. All invoices shall disclose the procedure for contacting PCH to exercise
rights, if any, under its refund and return policy applicable to the subscription or product. If the
product is one in a series of products to be delivered, the invoice shall also disclose that the
product is part of a series and, if known, the total number of products in the series that will be
shipped (e.g., “shipment 1 of 12”) or the timing of future shipments (e.g. “You will receive an
item every month”).
41.
Billing Cycles. Invoices subsequent to the initial Order acknowledgment and request for
payment shall be issued only after a customer has had a reasonable amount of time (ordinarily
not less than 20 days) to receive and pay the preceding invoice. All payments shall be posted
promptly and in accordance with customary commercial standards.
42.
Treatment of Duplicate Payments. Upon receipt from a customer of a duplicate or excess
payment for a magazine Order, the customer will be promptly notified with an opportunity to
request a refund or have the subscription extended and, upon receipt from a customer of a
duplicate or excess payment for a product Order, the duplicate payment will be applied to the
open balance on another purchase or promptly refunded.
43.
Complaint Handling. PCH shall establish a state liaison whose responsibilities include
resolving issues referred by state law enforcement agencies. PCH shall promptly respond to
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consumer complaints, including but not limited to complaints concerning Merchandise Orders,
billing, billing statements and collections.
44.
Refund Policy. Each Sweepstakes Communication containing Order opportunities and
each Order acknowledgment or initial invoice shall Clearly and Conspicuously disclose PCH’s
refund policy. PCH’s refund policy shall, at a minimum, require PCH to provide a full refund of
the amount paid, including related shipping and handling charges, if the customer returns the
Merchandise within the stated refund period.
45.
Toll-Free Customer Service Telephone Numbers. Toll-free customer service telephone
lines shall be maintained and made available by PCH such that consumers may call to obtain
answers to questions and assistance with problems. The toll-free number shall appear on all
Sweepstakes Communications including entry opportunities and on all Order acknowledgments.
The toll-free number shall have a commercially reasonable number of toll-free lines and be
staffed during normal business hours. PCH’s website will continue to include an E-mail address
to which service-related electronic communications may be transmitted to the company. The
toll-free number shall be available through Toll-Free Directory Assistance.
E. Business Practices -- Protection of Consumers
46.

Identi fication of Customers Who Mav Be Vulnerable
a.

As soon as practicable, but not later than 90 days, after the Effective Date of this
Consent Judgment, PCH shall identify each person shown on its records with an
address in the State with paid Orders from Sweepstakes Communications
including Order opportunities of over $1000 in 1996, over $1000 in 1997, over
$1500 in 1998, and over $2000 in 1999 (“ 1996-1999 High Activity Customers”).
Any such person so identified as a 1996-1999 High Activity Customer in any
three of those four years shall be marked on PCH's promotion file as an account
not to be mailed Sweepstakes Communications including Order opportunities
("suppressed") and no such person shall be returned to an active mailing category
for receipt of Sweepstakes Communications including Order opportunities unless
and until the Special Compliance Counsel determines through the use of a survey
to be conducted by a competent and independent third party approved by, and
under the direction and control of, the Special Compliance Counsel that the
person is not generally confused or disoriented, does not persist in the belief that
buying will help him/her win, and is not making excessive purchases in relation to
his/her means.

b.

As soon as practicable, but not later than 90 days, after the Effective Date of this
Consent Judgment, PCH shall identify for the twelve-month period commencing
with January 1, 2000, and ending with December 31, 2000, each person shown on
its records with an address in the State with paid Orders from Sweepstakes
Communications including Order opportunities of S2000 or more for magazines
and Merchandise combined for the period. All such persons shall be suppressed,
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and no such person shall be returned to an active mailing category for receipt of
Sweepstakes Communications including Order opportunities unless and until the
Special Compliance Counsel determines that such communications are
appropriate for the person via the survey method described in subparagraph 46(a).
c.

For the six-month period commencing with January 1, 2001, and ending with
June 30, 2001, PCH shall within 30 days after the end of the period identify each
person shown on its records with an address in the State with paid Orders from
Sweepstakes Communications including Order opportunities of SI 250 or more for
magazines and Merchandise combined for the period. All such persons shall be
suppressed, and no such person shall be returned to an active mailing category for
receipt of Sweepstakes Communications including Order opportunities unless and
until the Special Compliance Counsel determines that such communications are
appropriate for the person via the survey method described in subparagraph 46(a).

d.

PCH shall, on or before January 31, 2002, identify each person shown on its
records with an address in the State with paid Orders from Sweepstakes
Communications including Order opportunities of $2000 or more for magazines
and Merchandise combined for the period from January 1, 2001 through
December 31, 2001. All such persons shall be suppressed, and no such person
shall be returned to an active mailing category for receipt of Sweepstakes
Communications including Order opportunities unless and until the Special
Compliance Counsel determines that such communications are appropriate for the
person via the survey process described in subparagraph 46(a).

e.

As soon as is practicable after the Effective Date of this Consent Judgment, but in
any event on or before January l, 2002, an independent expert retained by the
Special Compliance Counsel shall oversee the development of a statistical model
(the "High Activity Classification Model") by the Settling States and PCH to
identify persons who are not appropriate Recipients of Sweepstakes
Communications with Order opportunities. The Settling States are entitled to be
advised, at their own expense which may be reimbursed from the funds recovered
pursuant to paragraph 56 herein, by their own expert regarding this development.
On approval of the High Activity Classification Model by PCH and the State, said
approval not to be unreasonably withheld by either party, PCH shall adopt and
implement the High Activity Classification Model as the sole and exclusive
method for purposes of suppressing consumers who are inappropriate Recipients
shown on its records with an address in the State.

f.

In the first calendar quarter of 2003 and the first calendar quarter of each year
thereafter, PCH shall identify all customers with paid Orders from Sweepstakes
Communications including Order opportunities of $1000 or more for magazines
and Merchandise combined within the preceding twelve-month period and apply
the High Activity Classification Model to them.
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(i)

All such customers with model scores that predict a likelihood of being
inappropriate Recipients of Sweepstakes Communications with Order
opportunities shall be suppressed.

(ii)

All relevant information used in developing and applying the High
Activity Classification Model, or any instrument used to replace it, shall
be made available to the Special Compliance Counsel, and upon request
and for the purpose of developing and implementing the High Activity
Classification Model or evaluating its performance, to PCH, a single
Settling State, or group of Settling States, or its or their designees, subject
to a mutually agreeable confidentiality agreement binding on the Recipient
of the information and its or their agents limiting the use and
dissemination to the purpose stated above.

(iii)

In the unanticipated and unlikely event that PCH and the State do not
agree upon the High Activity Classification Model, PCH shall identify
each person shown on its records with an address in the State with paid
Orders from Sweepstakes Communications including Order opportunities
of $2000 or more in the prior calendar year and determine if the person is
appropriate for receipt of Sweepstakes Communications including Order
opportunities via the survey process described in subparagraph 46(a). All
persons determined to be generally confused or disoriented, or who persist
in the belief that buying will help him/her win, or who are making
excessive purchases in relation to his/her means shall be suppressed. In
addition, each person shown on PCH's records with an address in the State
with paid Orders from Sweepstakes Communications including Order
opportunities of $5000 or more in the prior calendar year shall be
suppressed.

g.

Separately and independently, PCH shall institute a system that will permanently
suppress on a monthly basis all customers referred by any Attorney General’s
Office to the Special Compliance Counsel for suppression, provided that the
Special Compliance Counsel will review such referrals when received. If the
Special Compliance Counsel’s review indicates that suppression is not warranted,
he may confer with the Attorney General regarding his findings, which the
Attorney General may either accept or reject and insist upon the suppression.

h.

Any customer who has been suppressed prior to the Effective Date of this
Judgment by PCH or pursuant to any term of this Judgment, may request
reinstatement, but shall be restored to an active mailing category only upon
verification by the Special Compliance Counsel pursuant to the survey process
described in subparagraph 46(a). PCH may not offer, solicit, or in any way invite
such requests.
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On January 1, 2004, and on each succeeding January 1, the paid Order Dollar
Thresholds described in this paragraph 52 shall be increased to take into account
the increase in the consumer price index and exclude any single item Merchandise
Order in excess of,$500 and the resulting amount shall be the new Dollar
Threshold for the ensuing year. Specifically on or before December 15 each the
Special Compliance Counsel shall determine the increase in the CPI from the
preceding year by deriving a fraction, the numerator of which shall be the CPI as
of September 30 of the year in which the computation is being made, and the
denominator of which shall be the CPI as of September 30 of the preceding year.
The resulting fraction shall be multiplied by the Dollar Threshold for the year in
which the computation is made and the resulting amount shall be the Dollar
Threshold for the ensuing year. For purposes of the preceding computation the
term CPI shall mean the Consumer Price Index for All Urban Consumers as
published by the United States Bureau of Labor Statistics or any successor index.
By way of example, but not limitation, if the CPI as of September 30, 2003, was
172 and the CPI as of September 30, 2002, was 168, then the Dollar Threshold for
calendar year 2004 would be 172 divided by 168 = 1.0238095 X $1000 =
$1023.81.
All personally identifiable information resulting from the survey process
described in subparagraph 46(a), or any surveying done to verify and improve the
High Activity Classification Model pursuant to paragraph 46(e), shall be held by
the Special Compliance Counsel in strictest confidence and may only be made
available to PCH, a single Settling State, or group of Settling States, or its or their
designees, for the purpose of developing and implementing the High Activity
Classification Model or evaluating its performance, subject to a mutually
agreeable confidentiality agreement binding on the Recipient of the information
and its or their agents limiting the use and dissemination to the purpose stated
above. In the event PCH assumes the duties of Special Compliance Counsel as
described in subparagraph 461 below, the above-described information shall be
used by PCH only for the purposes stated in this subparagraph.
Notwithstanding any other provision of this Judgment, the Special Compliance
Counsel shall provide to any Attorney General of any Settling State, upon written
request, the names and addresses of each person shown on PCH's records with an
address in his or her State who has been suppressed, or who has paid Orders from
Sweepstakes Communications including Order opportunities of $2500 or more in
the calendar year prior to the year in which the request is made, and their status as
suppressed or not suppressed.
In the event PCH does not retain Special Compliance Counsel following the
expiration of the requirement set forth in paragraph 52 below, then PCH may
assume the surviving duties described by this paragraph 46.
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47.
Treatment of Orders from Suppressed Persons. Once a person has been permanently
suppressed from PCH’s mailing lists in accordance with paragraph 46, PCH shall do all of the
following:
a.

reject all Orders placed by the suppressed person after suppression,

b.

refrain from billing the suppressed person for Orders placed after suppression, and

c.

automatically refund any monies received from the suppressed person for
payment of Orders placed after suppression.

48.
hist Rental. PCH shall ensure that the names of all customers to whom communications
are discontinued pursuant to paragraph 46 above are removed from all lists made available by
PCH for sale or rental to others.
49.
Do Not Contact Requests. PCH shall include in each Sweepstakes Communication
including entry opportunities a Clear and Conspicuous statement of the procedure by which a
Recipient’s name may be removed from the company’s active mailing list. This procedure shall
include acceptance of “do not contact” requests made by telephone call to a toll-free number
identified in the notice or by mail to an address identified in the notice. PCH shall accept “do not
contact” requests made directly by the Recipient or made on behalf of the Recipient by a
guardian, conservator, primary caregiver, family member, or legal Representative, or made, in
writing, by the State’s attorney general. PCH shall add the name and address provided in any
such request, together with all variations of the name and address on its list that PCH can, with
reasonable diligence, determine would result in delivery of a communication to the person, to the
“do not contact” list. PCH shall exclude the names and addresses on such “do not contact” list
from all lists of names and addresses used to select Recipients for PCH Sweepstakes
Communications (other than billing and collections communications for open Orders and
Customer Service communications which contain no Sweepstakes promotional material or entry
opportunities). PCH shall not include in any other communications inducements to request
removal from the “do not contact” list. PCH shall not accept any Orders from such person in the
name and at the address on its “do not contact” list whose “do not contact” request was made on
behalf of the Recipient by a guardian, conservator, primary caregiver, family member, or legal
Representative or the State’s attorney general. PCH shall maintain a record of all such “do not
contact” requests in such form or forms as shall permit the permanent suppression of such names
and addresses from future Sweepstakes Communications. Any such request shall be given effect
by PCH not less than forty-five (45) days after receipt and shall remain in effect until PCH
receives notice to the contrary from the Recipient or any such other person; provided that, in any
case in which the original request was made by a legal Representative of the person or the State’s
attorney general, the request shall be changed only upon notice from the same or another legal
Representative or the attorney general, respectively. PCH shall ensure that any name and address
on its “do not contact” list is removed from all lists made available by PCH to others for
marketing purposes. PCH shall exercise reasonable diligence to ensure that the names and
addresses on its “do not contact” list are suppressed from each and every new list obtained,
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rented, or used by PCH before any Sweepstakes Communication is sent to the names and
addresses on the new list.
50.
Payment for Failure to Comply with Do Not Contact Requests. In any instance in which
PCH, after the period allowed by paragraph 49 hereof, selects the name and address of a person
in connection with whom a “do not contact” request has been submitted in accordance with
paragraph 49 to receive a communication in violation of that paragraph, and the person actually
receives the communication from PCH in the name and at an address variation which reasonable
diligence on the part of PCH would have identified, PCH shall pay five hundred dollars
(S500.00) as directed by the State.
51.
Duplicate Names. PCH shall employ reasonable diligence to remove from its mailing lists
duplicate accounts for consumers (i.e., names and addresses that can be ascertained from the
information known to PCH to relate to the same consumer), and prevent the reappearance of such
duplicates, which shall include at least the following:

52.

a.

PCH shall process all incoming names and addresses from rented lists using
industry standard or better software designed to identify duplicate households
(such as the currently used Acxiom software) and eliminate any individuals found
to duplicate other rented names or to match an individual on its current customer
database;

b.

PCH shall perform address standardization and matching of all incoming Orders
from prospect mailings against its current customer database to identify and
eliminate any duplicate records;

c.

PCH shall at least four times a year perform address correction of its current
customer database using industry standard or better software, which may be that
which at present is certified by the United States Postal Service, to ensure that
customers' postal code and area of residence are consistent and up to date; and

d.

PCH shall at least twice a year update its current customer database using a
licensed supplier of the National Change of Address (NCOA) file provided by the
Postal Service to identify and update the records of individuals on its current
database who have changed their addresses.

Compliance Counsel.
a.

PCH shall engage a law firm of national standing and recognized competence in
the area, which may be Venable, Baetjer, Howard & Civiletti, to act as Special
Compliance Counsel in respect to this Consent Judgment. PCH shall ensure that
Special Compliance Counsel has the following authority and is adequately
empowered to assume the following duties and responsibilities:
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(i)

Monitoring PCH's compliance with the terms of this Consent Judgment,
applicable state and federal laws, and PCH's internal promotional, billing,
and collection policies and procedures;

(ii)

Reviewing and approving for use PCH’s Sweepstakes mailings and other
promotional materials;

(iii)

Monitoring PCH's Customer Suppression program as established under the
terms of this Judgment;

(iv)

Conferring periodically with PCH's General Counsel and Director of
Consumer Affairs, who are PCH's principal compliance officers, and with
PCH's Chief Executive Officer, regarding PCH's compliance efforts;

(v)

Making recommendations to PCH and its executives concerning
improvements to its promotional, billing, and collection policies and
procedures and its consumer education and protection programs;

(vi)

Providing direct liaison to the Settling States with respect to any consumer
complaints, requests, or inquiries, any requests or inquiries of the Settling
States, and any other matters arising from this Judgment and its
implementation;

(vii)

Monitoring the resolution of consumer complaints, requests, and inquiries
delivered to PCH by the Offices of the Attorneys General of the Settling
States and by consumers residing within the Settling States;

(viii)

Resolving such consumer complaints, requests, and inquiries on a case-by
case basis, which resolution may include determining whether refunds
may be appropriate and whether a consumer should be removed from
PCH's mailing lists and instructing PCH accordingly; and

(ix)

Recommending responses to any requests or inquiries from the Attorneys
General of the Settling States and resolutions of any complaints from the
Attorneys General of the Settling States regarding alleged violations of
this Consent Judgment or applicable state or federal law by PCH.

In the event PCH declines to follow a recommendation made by the Special
Compliance Counsel regarding the response or resolution of a complaint, request
or inquiry made by a resident of a Settling State or by an Attorney General of a
Settling State under subparagraphs (vi) through (ix) above, reporting to the
Attorney General its recommendation and PCH's response in the written reports
referred to in subparagraph (d) below.
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PCH shall continue to retain the Special Compliance Counsel for not less than
three (3) years after the date of entry of this Consent Judgment.
b.

The Settling States agree that if any of them believes that PCH has committed a
material violation of any provision of this Order, or of any state consumer
protection law or regulation which prohibits deceptive, misleading, or unfair trade
practices, then the Attorney General who believes that such a material violation
has occurred, may first contact the Special Compliance Counsel in writing, via
facsimile (202) 962-8300, and overnight mail addressed to the attention of
Benjamin R. Civiletti, Venable, Baetjer, Howard & Civiletti, 1201 New York
Avenue, Washington, DC, 20005, or any person subsequently designated to
receive such notice, and advise the Special Compliance Counsel of the manner in
which it is believed that this Order or any law or regulation has been materially
violated. If such notice is given, the Special Compliance Counsel will have thirty
(30) days to meet, discuss and/or recommend resolution of any alleged violation
of this Order or any applicable law or regulation.

c.

PCH shall, under the oversight of its Special Compliance Counsel, respond to and
attempt to resolve any consumer complaint, request, or inquiry pertaining to its
mailings, its promotions, its Merchandise, and its billing efforts that may be sent
to PCH by the Settling States or by consumers residing within the Settling States.
PCH shall make its response and offer any resolution within thirty (30) days of
receipt of the complaint, request, or inquiry and shall, through its Special
Compliance Counsel, periodically notify the Attorney General of each Settling
State as to the number, nature, and resolution of all complaints received from that
Attorney General or from consumers in that Settling State. Any such consumer
complaints, requests or inquiries may be sent by the Settling State to the attention
of Christopher Irving, Director of Consumer Affairs, Publishers Clearing House,
3S2 Channel Drive, Port Washington, New York, N.Y. 11050, or any person
subsequently designated by PCH to receive such notice. Alternatively, oral
complaints, requests or inquiries from consumers may be sent to Mr. Irving at a
designated toll-free number, currently (800) 337-4724.

d.

The Special Compliance Counsel shall provide quarterly written reports to the
Settling States describing PCH's compliance with the terms of this Judgment, the
results of the monitoring processes described above and the status of any
complaints which remain unresolved as of the dates of the reports, with the first
such report being due on or before a date three months after the date of entry of
this Consent Judgment, and subsequent reports at three-month intervals for the
first year from the Effective Date of this Judgment, and at six-month intervals
thereafter.

IV. MONETARY PROVISIONS
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53.
Restitution Amount. The Settling States shall recover and PCH shall pay consumer
restitution in the amount of Nineteen Million Dollars (519,000,000.00). All money recovered
for restitution and refunds shall be held by the Settling States until distributed by the Settling
States to consumers pursuant to restitution programs to be determined by the Settling States. The
Settling States shall cause such restitution funds to be deposited in an interest-bearing account
(or accounts) and any interest accrued, or any money which cannot be distributed to consumers
eligible under the Settling States’ restitution programs within a reasonable period of time, may be
used and/or applied to any other lawful use by the Settling States. PCH shall also provide, in a
form acceptable to the Settling States, such information as is reasonably necessary to identify (a)
consumers who will be eligible for restitution and (b) the amounts for which they may be
eligible.
54.
Costs of Administration of Restitution Program. PCH shall pay One Million Dollars
(51,000,000.00) to the Settling States for the costs of administering the consumer restitution •
programs. The selection of any third-party administrator and the operation of any programs shall
be in the sole discretion of the Settling States. Any balance remaining after all restitution costs
have been paid may be used and/or applied to any other lawful use by the Settling States.
55.
Civil Penalty Funds. Pursuant to consumer protection laws, PCH shall pay civil penalties
of One Million Dollars (51,000,000.00) to the Settling States, to be allocated among such states
in such manner as they shall agree among themselves.
56.
Other Funds. The Settling States shall recover the amount of Thirteen Million Dollars
(513,000,000.00) which shall be applied by the Settling States to their consumer protection
efforts, as well as in reimbursement of their litigation costs, attorneys fees, investigative costs,
and any other lawful purpose. 1 Notwithstanding the immediately preceding sentence, subject to
their respective state laws and policies, the States may use such reimbursement amount for any
purpose provided by state law, including for placement in or application to, a consumer
education, litigation, or local consumer aid fund or revolving fund, or for other uses to defray the
costs of the litigations and investigations leading to this Judgment, as permitted by the laws of
the State. In addition, a portion of these funds may be used to establish an Enforcement Fund for
the purpose of providing financial assistance to State Attorneys General's offices for use in their
efforts to enforce their Consumer Protection Acts, such Fund to be established in an agreement
between and among the Settling States as to which PCH will not be a party.
57.
Collateral for Deferred Payments. PCH shall deliver to the Attorney General of the State
of Missouri, on behalf of the Settling States, within ten (10) business days after the date of entry
of this Consent Judgment in any one Settling State, as security for its payment obligations under
paragraphs 53 to 56 hereof, a mortgage on all real property and improvements owned by it as of
such date of entry, including its headquarters building located at 382 Channel Drive, Port
Washington, New York, subject only to any prior lien and mortgage created to secure the

'T h e S tate o f M a in e sh all a p p ly p a y m e n ts o f a n y c iv il p e n a ltie s an d c o sts r e c e iv e d u n d e r th is C o n s e n t
J u d g m e n t in a c c o r d a n c e w ith 5 M . R .S .A . § 2 0 9 .
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financing contemplated by paragraph 59(b) hereof, which senior lien will be for not more than
Nine Million Dollars (59,000,000).
58.
Terms of Payment. The amounts payable under the preceding sections hereof, totaling
Thirty-Four Million Dollars (534,000,000.00), shall, subject to paragraph 59 hereof, be paid as
follows:
a.

On or before July 31, 2001, PCH shall pay to the order of the Settling States the
sum of Eight Million Dollars (58,000,000.00).

b.

On or before July 31,2002, PCFT shall pay to or to the order of the Settling States
the sum of Eight Million Dollars (58,000,000.00).

c.

On or before July 31,2003, PCH shall pay to or to the order of the Settling States
the sum of Nine Million Dollars ($9,000,000.00).

d.

On or before July 31,2004, PCH shall pay to or to the order of the Settling States
the sum of Nine Million Dollars ($9,000,000.00).

59.
Acceleration of Amounts Due. Notwithstanding the timing provisions of paragraph 58
hereof:
a.

Six Million dollars (56,000,000) of the amount payable under subparagraphs b
and c of paragraph 58 above shall be accelerated and become due and payable as
and when PCH obtains financing on commercially reasonable terms in an amount
of not less than $20 Million Dollars ($20,000,000) subject to repayment not more
rapidly than level payments of principal over five (5) years, which amount when
paid shall be applied to reduce the amount payable in each subsequent installment
payment ratably over both of such installment payments, and

b.

Nine Million Dollars ($9,000,000) payable under subparagraph d of paragraph 58
above shall be accelerated and become due and payable as and when PCH obtains
first mortgage financing on commercially reasonable terms, secured by its real
properties, in an amount of not less than Nine Million Dollars (59,000,000)
subject to repayment not more rapidly than level payments of principal over
twenty (20) years, which amount when paid shall be applied to reduce the amount
payable under said subparagraph d.

PCH shall use its best efforts to obtain the financing referred to in sub-paragraphs a) and b)
above.
60.
Method of Payment. All payments to be made to the Settling States shall be made by
wire transfer of immediately available funds to the Missouri Attorney General, on behalf of the
Settling States, at such address as he shall in writing direct, who will thereafter distribute the
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funds to the Settling States in accordance with the terms of this Consent Judgment and
agreements between the Settling States to which PCH is not a party.
61.
Allocation and Distribution of Funds among the Settling States. Allocation and
distribution of all monies paid by PCH hereunder among the Settling States shall be made
pursuant to an agreement among the Settling States to which PCH is not a party.
62.
Default. In the event that PCH fails to make a scheduled payment by the 30th day of the
next month following the month in which it is due, or if PCH defaults for any reason on its loan
secured by the senior lien referred to in paragraph 59(b), PCH will be considered to be in default
of the "Terms of Payment." In the event of such default, a single Settling State or a group of
Settling States may send to PCH, at 3S2 Channel Drive, Port Washington, NY 11050, or such
other address as PCH may hereafter designate, a notice of its having defaulted. Said notice will
advise PCH that:
a.

if payment is not received within fifteen (15) days of the mailing of that notice,
the entire unpaid balance of the payments due under the "Terms of Payment" shall
immediately become due and payable by PCH to the Settling States;

b.

PCH will be deemed to have violated the terms of this Consent Judgment and
subject to any penalties permitted by state law and the Court's powers of
contempt;

c.

interest will accrue beginning on the date by which the PCH is required to have
cured its default in response to the mailing of the notice by a single Settling State
or a group of Settling States and will continue to accaie until the judgment is paid
in full; and

d.

a single Settling State or a group of Settling States will be permitted to execute
upon the total sum to which it may be entitled under this provision, including
foreclosure of the mortgage referred to in paragraph 59(b) as permitted in and
provided for by New York state law.

Following the expiration of Fifteen (15) Days from the date of the mailing of the foregoing
notice, if PCH has failed to cure the default by making all payments then due under the "Terms
of Payment," the entire unpaid balance of the payments described under the "Terms of Payment"
shall immediately become due and payable by PCH to the States, PCH shall be deemed to have
violated the terms of this judgment, interest shall accrue beginning on the Fifteenth Day from the
date the notice was mailed, and the States may execute upon the total sum to which they are
entitled.
63.
Interest on Overdue Payments. Interest on any unpaid balance of any payment due
hereunder shall accrue at the rate of nine percent (9%) per annum from the date due until paid in
full.
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V. a d m i n i s t r a t i v e p r o v i s i o n s

64.
Modification. Jurisdiction is retained for the purpose of enabling any party to this
Consent Judgment to apply to the Court at any time for such further orders and directions as
might be necessary or appropriate for the modification, construction, or carrying out of the
injunctive provisions of this Consent Judgment, or for the enforcement of and the punishment of
violations of any provisions hereof.
a.

The State shall give PCH 14 days’ notice before filing a motion or other pleading
seeking contempt of court or other sanctions for violation of this Consent
Judgment. The giving of such notice shall not prevent the State from beginning
such proceeding following the expiration of the 14-day period. No prior notice is
required for any other state law action which can or may be filed.

b.

Any party to this Consent Judgment may petition the Court for modification on
thirty (30) days’ notice to all other parties to this Consent Judgment. PCH may
petition for modification if it believes that the facts and circumstances that led to
the State’s action against PCH have changed in any material respect. The parties
by stipulation may agree to a modification of this Consent Judgment, which
agreement shall be presented to this Court for consideration; provided that the
parties may jointly agree to a modification only by a written instrument signed by
or on behalf of both the State and PCH. If PCH wishes to seek a stipulation for a
modification from the State, it shall send a written request for agreement to such
modification to the Attorney General of the State at least thirty (30) days prior to
filing a motion with the Court for such modification. Within thirty (30) days of
receipt from PCH of a written request for agreement to modify, the Attorney
General of the State shall notify PCH in writing if the Attorney General of the
State agrees to the requested modification.

c.

If, after the date of entry of this Consent Judgment, the State, its Attorney
General, or. any agency of the State charged with the administration of its
consumer protection statutes, enacts or promulgates legislation, rules, or
regulations with respect to the matters governed by this Consent Judgment that
conflict with any provision of this Consent Judgment, or if the applicable law of
the State shall otherwise change so as to conflict with any provision of this
Consent Judgment, the Attorney General of such State shall not unreasonably
withhold its consent to the modification of such provision to the extent necessary
to eliminate such conflict. Laws, rules, or regulations, or other change in State
law, with respect to the matters governed by this Consent Judgment, shall be
deemed to "conflict" with a provision of this Consent Judgment PCH cannot
reasonably comply with both such law, rule, or regulation and an applicable
provision of this Consent Judgment. If PCH believes that it cannot reasonably
comply both with this Consent Judgment and with applicable federal law, rules, or
regulation, it may seek modification hereof. To the extent that federal law or
regulation clearly preempts any provision of this Consent Judgment, which the
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parties agree is not the case as of the Entry Date of this Judgment, compliance
with such federal law will not constitute a violation of that provision of this
Consent Judgment.
d.

In the event that PCH believes that a change in circumstances after the entry of
this Consent Judgment merits a change in the terms of paragraph 33 to permit
different Entry Devices for those who wish to enter with an Order and those who
wish to enter without an Order, PCH may petition the Court for a modification
and the State will not unreasonably oppose any such petition.

Dated

2^0 i

CONSENT TO JUDGMENT

1.
PCH acknowledges that it has read the foregoing Consent Judgment, is aware of its right
to a trial in this matter and has waived that right.
2.
PCH admits the jurisdiction of the Court and consents to the entry of this Consent
Judgment.
3.
PCH acknowledges that its mailings were confusing to some consumers in the past. PCH
regrets and apologizes for injury suffered by such consumers. PCH is committed to presenting
its offers and its Sweepstakes clearly in all mailings and solicitations.
4.
PCH states that no promise of any kind or nature whatsoever (other than the written terms
of this Consent Judgment) was made to it to induce it to enter into this Consent Judgment, that it
has entered into this Consent Judgment voluntarily, and that this Consent Judgment constitutes
the entire agreement between PCH and the State.
5.
Robin B. Smith represents that she is the Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of PCH
and that, as such, she has been authorized by PCH to enter into this Consent Judgment for and on
behalf of all entities bound by this Consent Judgment.

Dated:

7 1 3-7 j 0 '
'

Robin B. Smith, Chairman and Chief
Executive Officer, Publishers Clearing
House, 382 Channel Drive
Port Washington, New York 11050
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National Settlement Counsel:
Benjamin R. Civiletti
Jeffrey D. Knowles
William D. Coston
Christopher E. Gatewood
Veneble, Baetjer, Howard & Civiletti
1201 New York Avenue NW
Washington, DC 20005-3917
(202) 962-4800

National Litigation Counsel:
Richard A. Mescon
Morgan, Lewis & Bockius
101 Park Avenue
New York, NY 10178
(212) 309-6000

Dated:
Daniel L. Rosenthal, Esq.
VERR1LL & DANA, LLP
P.O. Box 865
Portland, Maine 04112
(207) 774-4000
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August 3, 2001

HAND DELIVERED
Nancy Desjardin, Clerk
Kennebec County Superior Court
95 State Street
Augusta, Maine 04330
Re:

In re: Publishers Clearing House, Civil Action Docket No. CV-01-

Dear Ms. Desjardin:
Enclosed for filing, please find a Complaint, Summary Sheet, and Consent Judgment in
the above matter. Thank you for your assistance.
Sincerely,

CM

Assistant Attorney General
Enclosures
LJC/ajm
cc:

Daniel Rosenthal, Esq.
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STATE OF MAINE
KENNEBEC, SS.

STATE OF MAINE,
Plaintiff
v.
PUBLISHERS CLEARING
HOUSE,
Defendant

SUPERIOR COURT
CIVIL ACTION
DOCKET NO. CV-01-

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

COMPLAINT
(Unfair Trade Practice)

I. INTRODUCTION
1.

The Maine Attorney General has brought this lawsuit in response to unfair

and deceptive sweepstakes mailings by Defendant Publishers Clearing House
(“hereinafter “PCH”) to residents of the State of Maine in violation of the Maine Unfair
Trade Practices Act, 5 M.R.S.A. §§ 207 and 209.

The Attorney General seeks

appropriate injunctive relief, consumer restitution, civil penalties, and payment of fees and
costs.
H. PARTIES
2.

Defendant PCH is a New York limited partnership with offices at 382

Channel Drive, Port Washington, New York 11050.

PCH sells subscriptions to

magazines and other merchandise to consumers, including consumers throughout Maine,
using mass sweepstakes mailings as a primary method of inducing purchases.
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3.

The Maine Attorney General is authorized under the Unfair Trade Practices

Act, 5 M.R.S.A. § 209, to sue to enforce the Act’s prohibition on unfair and deceptive acts
and practices in commerce. He has determined this suit to be in the public interest.
111. BACKGROUND
4.

PCH is one of the largest sweepstakes operators in the magazine

subscription business. Since 1967, PCH has been engaged in the business of selling,
and offering for sale, magazine subscriptions and other merchandise, such as crystal
figurines, costume jewelry, gold coins and other "collectibles", through direct mail
sweepstakes solicitations sent to millions of American households nationally and
throughout Maine.
5.

Typically, PCH's solicitations are directed to individually named addressees

and appear in the form of a sweepstakes which purports to award a pre-determined cash
prize amount, on or before a certain date, to the holder of a winning series of numbers.
Although the solicitations lead consumers to believe that they are well on their way to
winning the grand prize, the actual odds of winning, which PCH never discloses, are no
better than one in 50 million.
6.

Each year, in an effort to induce the purchase of magazine subscriptions and

other merchandise, PCH sends large numbers of sweepstakes mailings to Maine
consumers, consisting of letters, forms and other documents designed to interest consumers
in making purchases from PCH.
7.

Among the techniques used to induce such purchases are these:
a.

representations that convey the overall impression that the consumer
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has won the sweepstakes.
b.

representations that state or imply that the consumer has been specially

selected to receive the mailing, or has a greater likelihood of winning than is the case.
c.

requests for information from the consumer such as his or her

preferences regarding characteristics of the prize to be awarded.
d.

personalized simulated checks.

e.

fictitious dramatizations that state or imply that PCH employees have

personal feelings or have had actual conversations about particular consumers.
f.

envelopes bearing official-looking designations and implying that they

were sent by special mailing methods.
g.

methods of entry for consumers not interested in ordering merchandise

that are more cumbersome and complicated than the methods used by orderers.
h.

representations that state or imply that persons who order merchandise

are more likely to win, or to be eligible for additional prizes or opportunities, than nonorderers, or that a person’s purchase history will improve his or her status in a
sweepstakes.
8.

A significant number of elderly consumers who receive PCH solicitations

purchase hundreds and even thousands of dollars worth of PCH merchandise in a single
year. By targeting purchasers, a large percentage of whom are elderly, to receive multiple
solicitations, PCH knowingly and intentionally directs its solicitations at elderly consumers
who are more vulnerable to the solicitations. These consumers suffer economic damage
from PCH's conduct.

9.

PCH creates and manipulates the contents of its solicitations using a variety
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of graphic and copy techniques. Such techniques include varying the size, color and type
of the font in the solicitation to minimize the effect of disclaimers and to maximize the
effect of misleading statements such as those which proclaim that the consumer has won
a large cash prize. PCH also employs devices such as internal memoranda, personal
letters, greeting cards, and personal notes from its employees to convey to consumers
that they are receiving special or personal correspondence from PCH, that they should
trust PCH, and that they should order merchandise from PCH because PCH will soon
award then a large cash prize. Additionally, PCH uses simulated official and
governmental documents to convince consumers that they have won or are about to win
a large cash prize.
10.

Deception begins with the envelopes PCH uses. PCH's envelopes are

addressed to consumer by name and designed with official looking emblems and large,
bold print warnings and statements to disguise millions of identical "bulk rate" mailings as
personal, priority-mail letters which contain urgent and confidential information about
prizes which consumers are let to believe will be awarded immediately.
11.

To enhance the false impression that the consumer is receiving a personal

and important communication, PCH's bulk mailing envelopes often include what appear
to be handwritten, personal or "post-its" to the consumer from PCH officials and carefully
chosen phrases to reinforce the false impression that the consumer has won or will win a
significant amount of money such as "PCH Prize Patrol Confirmation."
12.

PCH's envelopes are just the first step in its carefully designed solicitations,

the purpose of which is to get customers to buy merchandise from PCH in the hope of
winning large cash prizes. In reality, even PCH's "Guaranteed Cash Winners" have very
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little chance of recouping in prizes even the cost of their postage.
13.

PCH's solicitations include important, official looking documents which

simulate forms from government agencies such as the US Postal Service, the Internal
Revenue Service and that State Department of Motor Vehicles. These documents create
the false impression of urgency, importance and governmental authorization, if not
outright approval of the award of a prize to the consumer.
14.

According to PCH's instructions, consumers must assemble, sign and

return the forms quickly in order to be eligible for the promised prizes. By creating artificial
deadlines and requiring consumers to "authorize" these forms, PCH lead consumers to
believe that a significant event has transpired or is about to transpire in the consumer's
life: a significant winning of money.
15.

PCH's solicitations contain an assortment of pictures, fliers, letters and

forms which relentlessly bombard consumers with false promises and misleading
representations. The materials are designed to confuse two separate offers: the offer of
magazine subscriptions and other merchandise and the offer of a chance to win a
sweepstakes. The result is that PCH creates the false impression that consumers will
improve their chances of winning money by placing orders. Contributing to this impression
is PCH's failure to disclose the odds of winning its prizes other than to say in its "Official
Rules" that "The odds of winning depend on the number of entries received."
16.

The goal of PCH's solicitations is to get consumers to order merchandise.

Despite the perfunctory statement in its "Official Rules" and some other places that no
purchase is necessary to win, PCH's solicitations taken as a whole create the false
impression that consumers will have a far better chance of winning a prize if they place
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orders.
17.

For example, PCH's simulated, special forms and reply envelopes

contained in its solicitations can be used only by consumers placing orders. The
prescribed method for entering a sweepstakes for consumers who do not order
magazines or merchandise is significantly more cumbersome than the entry method for
those consumers who do make a purchase. Often, PCH's disclosures about how a
consumer can enter the PCH sweepstakes without ordering merchandise appear
inconspicuously within large blocks of print usually on the reverse side of the
sweepstakes notifications.
18.

PCH's uses "personal" letters, memoranda and greeting cards that are

signed by PCH officials to establish a relationship of trust between PCH and the
consumer. In addition to holding out the lure of winning a large cash prize, the PCH
officials manipulate consumers into ordering merchandise by expressing personal interest
and friendship for the consumer sharing confidences and otherwise falsely representing
that the consumer is known to a PCH official and is special.
19.

A number of recipients of PCH’s mailings containing misleading statements

about the need to make a purchase in order to enter PCH’s sweepstakes, including
elderly consumers, have purchased merchandise in large dollar amounts.

From 1997

through 1999 some Mainers, mostly elderly, spent in excess of $1,000 for such
sweepstakes-related merchandise.

-CQLWT-1
Unfair and Deceptive Mailings
20.

Paragraphs 1 through 18 are incorporated herein by reference as if they
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were fully alleged herein.
21.

Defendant PCH has engaged in unfair and deceptive practices in

commerce within the meaning of the Maine Unfair Trade Practices Act, 5 M.R.S.A. § 207,
by, among other things:
a.

misrepresenting that the consumer has won the sweepstakes.

b.

misrepresenting that the consumer has been specially selected to

receive the mailing, or has a greater likelihood of winning than is the case.
c.

requesting information from the consumer such as his or her

preferences regarding characteristics of the prize to be awarded, thereby falsely
implying that the consumer has, or is likely to have, won the sweepstakes.
d.

misleadingly employing personalized simulated checks.

e.

utilizing misleading fictitious dramatizations that state or imply that PCH

employees have personal feelings or have had actual conversations about particular
consumers.
f.

mailing their solicitations in envelopes bearing misleading official

looking designations and falsely implying that they were sent by special mailing
methods.
g.

using methods of entry for consumers not interested in ordering

merchandise that are more cumbersome and complicated than the methods used by
orderers.
h.

misrepresenting that persons who order merchandise are more likely to

win, or to be eligible for additional prizes or opportunities, than non-orderers, or that a
person’s purchase history will improve his or her status in a sweepstakes.
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WHEREFORE Plaintiff requests judgment in its favor and the following relief:
1.

An injunction prohibiting Defendant PCH from sending sweepstakes

mailings into Maine unless those mailings are fair and non-deceptive, and setting forth in
detail prohibitions and requirements designed to ensure that this is the case.
2.

Appropriate consumer restitution, including an offered refund of all monies

paid by high-dollar purchasers from PCH.
3.

Civil penalties of up to $10,000.00 for each intentional violation of the Unfair

Trade Practices Act.
4.

An award of investigative and litigation costs and fees to the State of Maine.

5.

Such other relief as the Court deems proper.

Dated: August 3, 2001

STATE OF MAINE
G. STEVEN ROWE
Attorney General
FRANCIS ACKERMAN
Chief, Public Protective Division

Si

LINDA J. C O N tf
Assistant Attorney General
Maine Bar No. 3638
State House Station 6
Augusta, Maine 04333-0006
(207) 626-8800
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STATE OF MAINE
KENNEBEC, SS.

STATE OF MAINE,
Plaintiff
v.
PUBLISHERS CLEARING
HOUSE,
Defendant

SUPERIOR COURT
CIVIL ACTION
DOCKET NO. CV-01

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CONSENT JUDGMENT

I. GENERAL PROVISIONS
1.
Scope of Consent Judgment. The injunctive provisions of this Consent Judgment are
entered pursuant to 5 M.R.S.A. §§ 207 and 209 and any consumer protection law relating to
sweepstakes promotions and practices and are applicable to Publishers Clearing House, a New
York limited partnership ("PCH"), and all of its subsidiaries and affiliates, general partners,
officers, directors, employees, agents, servants, and Representatives of any of them, and the
successors and assigns of each thereof, and all persons, corporations, partnerships, and other
entities acting in concert or participating with PCH, who have actual or constructive knowledge
of this Consent Judgment. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary set forth in this Consent
Judgment or otherwise, this Consent Judgment applies to natural persons only in their respective
capacities as directors, officers, employees, agents, or servants of PCH or other relevant entity
and does not create any personal liability, nor shall any of them be subjected to any penalty or
sanction or otherwise personally be answerable for any conduct that is alleged to be a violation of
any provision hereof, but all penalties and sanctions imposed for such violations shall be
imposed solely on PCH or the relevant entity, as the case may be.
2.
Release of Claims. The State acknowledges by its execution hereof that this Consent
Judgment constitutes a complete settlement and release of all claims on behalf of the State
against PCH, and all of its subsidiaries and affiliates, past and present, and their past and present
general partners, officers, directors, employees, agents, servants, limited partners, and members
of its Executive Committee, and Representatives of any of them, and the successors and assigns
of each thereof (all such released parties shall be collectively referred to as the "Releasees”), with
respect to all claims, causes of action, damages, fines, costs, and penalties which were asserted or
could have been asserted prior to the Effective Date under the above-cited consumer protection
statutes and relating to or based upon the acts or practices which are the subject of this Consent
Judgment. The State agrees that it shall not proceed with or institute any civil action or
1

proceeding based upon the above-cited consumer protection statutes against the Releasees,
including but not limited to an action or proceeding seeking restitution, injunctive relief, fines,
penalties, attorneys' fees, or costs, for any communication disseminated prior to the Effective
Date which relates to the subject matter of this Consent Judgment or for any conduct or practice
prior to the Effective Date which relates to the subject matter of this Consent Judgment.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, the State may institute an action or proceeding to enforce the
terms and provisions of this Consent Judgment or to take action based on future conduct by the
Releasees.
3.
Preservation of Law Enforcement Action. Nothing herein precludes the State from
enforcing the provisions of this Consent Judgment, or from pursuing any law enforcement action
with respect to the acts or practices of PCH not covered by this Consent Judgment or any acts or
practices of PCH conducted after the Effective Date of this Consent Judgment.
4.
Compliance with and Application of State Law. Nothing herein relieves PCH of its duty
to comply with applicable laws of the State nor constitutes authorization by the State for PCH to
engage in acts and practices prohibited by such laws. This Consent Judgment shall be governed
by the laws of the State.
5.
Non-Approval of Conduct. Nothing herein constitutes approval by the State of PCH’s
past or future Sweepstakes or other practices. PCH shall not make any Representation contrary
to this paragraph.
6.
Preservation of Private Claims and Relation to Private Settlements. Nothing herein shall
be construed as waiver of any private rights, causes of action, or remedies of any person against
PCH with respect to the acts and practices covered by this Consent Judgment. PCH agrees to the
terms and conditions of this Consent Judgment as additional obligations above and beyond the
terms of its settlement in Thomas G. Vollmer. ei al. v. Publishers Clearing House, et al.. United
States District Court, Southern District of Illinois, Case No. 99-434-GPM. PCH hereby waives
all arguments and legal grounds that PCH’s obligations under this Consent Judgment are in any
way limited by the settlement or the court’s order in Vollmer.
7.
Relationship to Prior State Enforcement Actions. Nothing herein is affected by the
Agreed Entry and Final Judgment Order in State of Ohio ex rel. Montgomery v. Publishers
Clearing House. Case No. 00CVH-01-635.
S.
Use of Settlement as Defense. PCH acknowledges that it is the State’s customary
position that an agreement restraining certain conduct on the part of a defendant does not prevent
the State from addressing later conduct that could have been prohibited, but was not, in the
earlier agreement, unless the earlier agreement expressly limited the State’s enforcement options
in that manner. Therefore, nothing herein shall be interpreted to prevent the State from taking
enforcement action to address conduct occurring after the entry of this Consent Judgment that the
State believes to be in violation of the law. The fact that such conduct was not expressly
prohibited by the terms of this Consent Judgment shall not be a defense to any such enforcement
action.
i
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Execution i,n Counterparts. This Consent Judgment may be executed in counterparts.

II- DEFINITIONS
10.
Definitions. The following definitions shall be used in interpreting the terms of this
Consent Judgment.
a.

“Bonus” means any item or Items offered as an inducement to purchase other
merchandise, or made available only to persons ordering such other merchandise,
where (i) no additional payment is required to obtain the item(s) and (ii) the
item(s) have a total retail value of S 30.00 or less, adjusted annually by the
percentage change in the Consumer Price Index since the Effective Date.

b.

The “Buying Won’t Help You Win Message” means the following statement:
“Buying Won’t Help You Win. Your chances of winning without a purchase are
the same as the chances of someone who buys something. It would not be lawful
to give any advantage to buyers in a Sweepstakes.”

c.

“Clear and Conspicuous” means readily understandable and presented in such
size, color, contrast, location, and audibility, compared to the other matter with
which it is presented, as to be readily noticed and understood. If a statement
modifies, explains, or clarifies other information with which it is presented, it
shall also be presented in close proximity to the information it modifies and it
shall not be obscured. This definition applies to other forms of the words “Clear
and Conspicuous,” such as “Clearly and Conspicuously.”

d.

"Effective Date” means the date this Consent Judgment is entered, provided that
the provisions of this Consent Judgment shall apply only to those Sweepstakes
Communications that are released for printing after sixty (60) days after the
Effective Date but in all events shall apply to any Sweepstakes Communication
mailed by PCH after one hundred twenty (120) days from the date this Consent
Judgment is entered regardless of the date such materials were released for
printing.

e.

The “Enter for Free Message" means the following statement: “Enter for Free.
You don't have to buy anything to enter. Just mail the entry form included in this
mailing or follow the instructions in the Official Rules. ”

f.

The "Enter As Often As You Like Message" means the following statement:
"Enter as Often as You Like. You don't have to wait for us to mail you an entry
form. You may submit additional entries simply by writing us at: [specify

address]. Each time you write to us you will be entered once in each ongoing
Sweepstakes. Each entry request must be mailed separately."
g.

"Entry Device” means any device or mechanism included in a Sweepstakes
Communication that can be used to enter a Sweepstakes, but excludes other entry'
devices or mechanisms such as a toll-free telephone entry method or write-in
entries submitted by consumers on their own initiative.

h.

“Merchandise” shall include any objects, wares, goods, commodities,
intangibles, real estate, services or anything offered, directly or indirectly, to the
public for sale.

i.

“Misrepresent” means any Representation that is false or misleading.

j.

"Odds of Winning” means the phrase “ 1 in XXX,” where XXX equals the
quotient of the best estimate, based upon recent prior experience with the
Sweepstakes or similar Sweepstakes, of the number of entries to be received
during the course of the Sweepstakes divided by the number of units of the Prize
to be awarded. For purposes of this Consent Judgment each chance to win
contained in a communication constitutes a separate entry.

k.

“Official Rules” means the formal printed statement of the mies for a
Sweepstakes appearing in a communication.

l.

“O rder” means a consumer offer to purchase Merchandise from PCH, or a
consumer request for PCH to sell Merchandise to the consumer, regardless of
whether or not the consumer ever pays for the Merchandise. For the purposes of
this Consent Judgment, “order” and “purchase" have the same meaning and
“orderer” refers to a consumer who orders.

m.

“Premium” means any item offered as an inducement to purchase other
Merchandise, or made available only to persons ordering such other Merchandise,
where (i) some payment is required (in addition to the price of the Merchandise)
to obtain the item and (ii) the item has a retail value of more than S 30.00
(adjusted annually by the percentage change in the Consumer Price Index since
the Effective Date). The term “Premium" excludes items offered only as
accessories to products purchased or as additional units of the products purchased.

n.

“ Prize” means cash or an item or service of monetary value that is offered or
awarded to a winner in a Sweepstakes or Skill Contest. The term does not include
one or more similarly valued items or cash amounts of nominal value that are
distributed to all or substantially all participants in a Sweepstakes or Skill Contest.

o.

“Recipient” means a natural person to whom a communication is made by PCH.
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p.

“Represent” means to state, or to imply through statements, questions, conduct,
graphics, symbols, lettering, formats, devices, language, documents, messages, or
through any other manner or means by which meaning might be conveyed. For
purposes of this Consent Judgment, this definition applies to other forms of the
word “Represent,” including without limitation “Representation.” In determining
the express or implied meaning of a Representation that appears from the outside
of a mailing envelope, only matter visible without opening the envelope shall be
considered.

q.

The “Settling States” are: Arizona, Arkansas, Colorado, Connecticut, Delaware,
Ftorida, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts,
Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, New Jersey, North Carolina, Oregon,
Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Tennessee, Texas, Vermont, West Virginia and
Wisconsin.

r.

“Skill Contest” means a puzzle, game, competition, or other contest in which the
outcome depends in whole or in part on the skill of the contestant, and in which an
Order, payment, or donation is required or implied to be required to enter the
contest.

s.

“Sweepstakes” means any contest, giveaway, drawing, or other enterprise or
promotion in which anything of value is offered or awarded to entrants by chance
or random selection.

t.

“Sweepstakes Communication” means any communication delivered by mail,
by newspaper or magazine advertisement, by television or radio broadcast media,
or by E-mail, Internet, or internet web page by or on behalf of P Œ that offers an
opportunity to enter a Sweepstakes, refers to a Sweepstakes, or refers to the
opportunity to enter a Sweepstakes. Where a mailing contains a component with
any of the foregoing, then the entire mailing constitutes a Sweepstakes
Communication. The term does not include consumer education materials,
customer service communications, or communications responding to consumer
complaints or inquiries. Any provision in this Consent Judgment that does not
expressly refer to a Sweepstakes Communication applies to all communications
regardless of their nature or form, unless otherwise expressly limited.

u.

“You Have Not Yet Won Message” means the following statement: “You Have
Not Yet Won. All Entries Have the Same Chance of Winning. The winner
has not been identified. We don't know who the winner is. If you enter our
Sweepstakes, your entry will have the same chance of winning as any other
entry."Il-

Ill-

INJUNCTIVE TERMS

A. Business Practices —Representations in Solicitations
11 ■ Prohibition _ Q f False Statements of Fact. PCH shall not make statements of fact that are
false, in any Sweepstakes Communication or sales solicitation.
12.
Prohibition of False Representations, Deception. Omissions, and Concealment. PCH
shall not make Representations that, under applicable State law, are false, deceptive or
misleading, or omit or conceal facts which, under applicable State law, are material, in any
Sweepstakes Communication.
13.
Unconditional Winner Representations. PCH shall not Represent that the Recipient of a
Sweepstakes Communication has won, is the winner, or unconditionally will be the winner of a
Sweepstakes or a Prize unless:
a.

such person or their entry has won or will be determined to be the winner,

b.

the Representation is not false, deceptive, or misleading, and

c.

the Prize and its value are Clearly and Conspicuously disclosed in the
Representation itself.

14.
Conditional Winner Representations. PCH shall not Represent that the Recipient or a
limited number of individuals may be or may become the winner, characterize the Recipient as a
possible winner, or Represent that the Recipient will, upon the satisfaction of some condition or
the occurrence of some event or other contingency, become the winner of a Sweepstakes Prize
unless:
a.

Such Representation conveys in readily noticeable and readily understandable
terms that the Recipient has not been identified as the winner,

b.

Such Representation conveys in readily noticeable and readily understandable
terms that the winner will not be known until some time in the future, that the
conditions necessary to become a winner have not yet been fulfilled, or that it is
not yet known whether the conditions have been fulfilled,

c.

Such Representation contains within it all material conditions needed to make it
truthful and not misleading, including but not limited to the conditions that must
be satisfied in order for the Recipient to be determined as the winner. All such
conditions must be
(i)

stated in readily noticeable and readily understandable terms,

(ii)

presented in such a manner that they are an integral part of the
Representation and not separated from the remainder of the Representation
by intervening words, graphics, or colors or blank space in excess of a

single horizontal space or the vertical distance between two lines which
are single spaced,
(iii)

made in terms, syntax, and grammar that are as simple and easy to
understand as those used in the Representation, and

(iv)

presented in such a manner that they appear in not less than 100% of the
type size and in the same type face, color, style, and font as the remainder
of the Representation.

A general Representation, such as that an entry is necessary to win, that is clearly
applicable to all Recipients of the communication is not subject to the
requirements of this subparagraph.
d.

Neither such Representation nor any conditional phrases, terms, or statements
necessary to make it truthful uses the present or past tense in referring to the
Recipient as a winner, or otherwise Represents that the Recipient is presently a
winner or has already won.

e.

Such Representation does not Represent that the Recipient has already won, is a
winner, definitely will win in the future, or has a greater likelihood of being
declared the winner than he or she actually has.

f.

Such Representation is not presented in such a way as to cause a likelihood of
confusion or misunderstanding as to Recipient’s status as a winner or possible
winner.

Representations Relating to Potential Winning or Enhanced Status.
a.

b.

PCH shall not Represent to a Recipient that
(i)

he or she will win, is likely to win, is close to winning, or that his or her
winning is imminent;

(ii)

he or she has been specially selected to receive a Sweepstakes entry
opportunity,

(iii)

he or she is among a select group with an enhanced chance of winning a
Prize, or is more likely to win than other entrants in that group; or

(iv)

the elimination of other persons has enhanced his or her chances of
winning a Prize (other than by reason of the failure of others to enter).

PCH shall not Misrepresent that the Recipient is receiving individualized attention
from PCH in connection with winning a Prize.

c.

Without in any way limiting the scope of the foregoing, the following acts and
practices are deemed to violate this prohibition:
(i)

Using any document or device relating to the Recipient or the Recipient’s
winnings, including but not limited to any press release, disclosure
authorization, or publicity permission form concerning the Recipient, or
any attorney letter or tax advice relating to the Recipient’s Prize winnings,
the provision of which Represents that the Recipient is closer to winning
than is in fact the case because the Recipient is being furnished documents
or devices of that nature,

(ii)

Using (a) any simulated check or other payment device designating the
Recipient as a winner, a likely winner, the payee, or likely beneficiary of a
Prize; or (b) any commercial or financial form, legal instrument or
ownership document, relating to the Recipient or the Recipient’s winnings,
in such a manner as to Represent that the Recipient is the winner or a
likely winner of a Prize because the Recipient is being furnished items of
that nature.

(iu)

Requesting information or action from the Recipient that would be of use
or is Represented as being of use in the event the Recipient has won a
Sweepstakes Prize unless the Recipient has been determined to be the
winner of the Prize. Examples of prohibited requests include, but are not
limited to:
(a)

A request for information concerning the Recipient's whereabouts
at the time the Prize is to be awarded.

(b)

A request for information concerning the Recipient’s preferences
for events relating to the awarding of a Sweepstakes Prize.

(c)

A request for the Recipient to execute a document or agreement,
such as a release, publicity document, or a confidentiality
agreement, that creates or is Represented to create duties,
obligations, or other commitments arising out of or related to the
awarding of a Sweepstakes Prize.

(d)

A request for information concerning the Recipient's preferences
regarding characteristics of the Prize to be awarded, such as the
color of a vehicle unless:1
(1)

either (a) such information is actually recorded and used by
PCH or (b) the response to the request is clearly optional,
and
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(2)

such request is presented in such a manner that it (a) is
clearly being made of all Recipients of the communication,
(b) does not Misrepresent the Recipient's chances of
winning, and (c) includes the Clear and Conspicuous
statement "You Have Not Yet Won. We Don't Know Who
the Winner Is."

So long as the request is otherwise in compliance with all of the foregoing
provisions of this paragraph 15(c)(iii)(d) and the other provisions of this
Consent Judgment, PCH may request information concerning the
Recipient's eligibility to enter and win the Sweepstakes or the completion
of an entry requirement or the use of a device that is required for entry.
(iv)

(v)

(vi)

(d)

Using
(a)

the terms “Tied,” “Tie Breaker,” “Guaranteed Winner,” “Endorsed to
Win,” “Candidate to Win,” “Approved to Win,” “Guaranteed to Win,”
“On Call to Win,” “Finalist” or “Final Round;” or

(b)

any term that Misrepresents that the Recipient has an enhanced status or
position within a Sweepstakes superior to other timely entrants to describe
any such status or position.

Representing that any Sweepstakes is an “instant win” contest or that a winner
will be determined immediately unless either:
(a)

in the case of a pre-selected number Sweepstakes, the matching of entries
is performed as the entries are received by PCH and any winner is
promptly announced, or

(b)

in all other cases, there are procedures in place to monitor deliveries and
identify and announce a winner promptly after receipt.

Representing that the Prize Patrol is coming to the Recipient’s house to award a
Prize, or using the Prize Patrol or any reference to the Prize Patrol to Misrepresent
(a)

that the Recipient is receiving individualized attention from PCH in
connection with winning a Prize,

(b)

that the Recipient's winning is imminent,

(c)

that the Recipient is more likely to win than is in fact the case, or

that the Recipient is among a select group with an enhanced chance of winning a Prize.
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(vii)

Representing that PCH or one or more of its Representatives wish to be able to or
may communicate to the media, the public, or anyone else as to whether the
Recipient placed an Order in connection with his or her winning entry.

(viii)

Representing that the Recipient should conceal the contents of any Sweepstakes
Communication, or should not reveal the contents of any Sweepstakes
Communication to any other person, or should not speak about the promotion or
contest with anyone else.

(ix)

Representing that any communication has been sent by overnight mail, courier,
express mail, special delivery, or any other form of expedited delivery or special
handling when such is not the case, or otherwise suggesting the use of some
delivery method other than the method actually used.

(x)

Representing, when such is not the case, that the contents of a mailed
communication require the Recipient’s urgent attention, that the mailing was
“monitored,” that the government played some role in approving or originating
the mailing, or that the postal service or government provided any degree of
heightened attention or protection to the mailing; provided that generalized
requests for a prompt response shall not be deemed to violate this provision.

(xi)

Representing that the Recipient is the only person, or is one of only a few persons,
to whom the communication has been delivered, when such is not the case, or
Representing that the group of persons to whom the communication has been
delivered is smaller than it actually is.

(xii)

Using a return address that

(xiii)

(a)

Represents that the sender is not PCH or a licensee or tradename owned by
PCH,

(b)

that includes the name of an individual, department, or business function
as the sender that does not exist or that is not responsible for matters
covered in the communication in question,

(c)

Represents that the individual or department has any influence or ability to
increase the likelihood that the Recipient is or would be a winner, or

(d)

identifies the sender as PCH’s Board of Judges.

Using a scratc’n-off device that reveals information Representing that the
Recipient was lucky to receive the scratch-off device, or that the information
communicated by the device is determined by luck, when in fact all or
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substantially all Recipients received scratch-off devices bearing the same or
substantially the same information.
(xiv)

Representing that the Recipient shares characteristics with past Sweepstakes
winners other than having entered.

(xv)

Setting out the Recipient’s name on a list of winners.

(xvi)

Representing that the Recipient is lucky or is on a lucky streak.

(xvii) Using congratulatory expressions to Misrepresent that the Recipient has attained
an improved or elevated status in the Sweepstakes or has an improved or elevated
chance of winning the Sweepstakes or a Prize.
PCH may, if it offers a Prize that is only available to entrants from a specified communication(s)
or a specified group(s), state that fact if such statement is not otherwise false, misleading, or
deceptive; does not Misrepresent the Recipient’s likelihood of winning or Represent that the
Recipient has an enhanced status in the Sweepstakes different from other persons to whom the
Prize or is offered; and Clearly and Conspicuously discloses the basis upon which such Prize or
will be awarded.
16.
Representations Related to Prize. PCH shall not, in a Sweepstakes Communication in
which it offers one or more items of the same or substantially the same value to all or
substantially all Recipients of the communication:
a.

Represent that such items are Prizes or awards or are otherwise distributed by
chance,

b.

Use the terms Sweepstakes, win, or drawing to describe the process by which
such items will be distributed or otherwise Represent that such process involves a
distribution by chance, or

c.

Use the terms winner, luck, lucky, or congratulations to describe the Recipient or
otherwise Represent that the Recipient is fortunate in having been selected to
receive the item or has a special status in the distribution.

Subject to subparagraphs a through c above, PCH may Represent that the items to be received by
all timely entrants are gifts, or terms of like meaning and import, and may describe the actual
process by which such items are distributed.
17.
Representations Contrary to Random Winner-Selection Process. PCH shall not
Represent that a Sweepstakes Prize will or may be awarded in a non-random manner or that any
entry has, will have, or may have any advantage over other timely entries in a Sweepstakes.
PCH shall not Misrepresent the likelihood of the Recipient winning any Sweepstakes or Prize.
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18.
Representations of Personal Feelings. PCH shall not Misrepresent in a Sweepstakes
Communication in relation to any Sweepstakes, Prize, or entry, that its employees or others
acting on its behalf, real or fictitious, have personal feelings concerning or a personal relationship
with the Recipient of the communication, including, but not limited to, Representations that:
a.

they have a shared interest with the Recipient,

b.

they have any belief, feeling, or opinion relating specifically to the Recipient,
such as the Recipient deserves to win,

c.

they have taken or refrained from taking or will take or will refrain from taking
any action relating specifically to concerning the Recipient.

The foregoing does not prohibit general expressions of good will towards or interest in
Sweepstakes participants or customers as a group.
19.
Fictitious Events or Things. PCH shall not Represent in a Sweepstakes Communication,
as personalized dramatizations of its business processes or winner-selection methodologies or
otherwise, the following:
a.

fictitious conversations, meetings, events, or actions purporting to have taken
place and relating specifically to the Recipient, including without limitation
conversations between or meetings of employees or Representatives of PCH
relating specifically to the Recipient, or

b.

fictitious conversations, meetings, events, or actions purporting to be set in the
future and relating specifically to the Recipient where such events are unlikely to
occur, or

c.

fictitious documents purportedly prepared or drafted for possible future use which
relate specifically to the Recipient including without limitation internal
documents, reports, and communications between PCH and others that pertain the
Recipient.

20.
Representations Related to Ordering Giving an Advantage in the Winner Selection
Process. PCH shall not Represent that a purchase is necessary to enter or win a Sweepstakes or
that ordering improves the Recipient’s likelihood of winning. Without in any way limiting the
scope of the foregoing, the following acts and practices are deemed to violate this provision:
a.

Representing that an Order or a person's Order history has resulted in, will result
in, or may result in any special, different, or enhanced status in a Sweepstakes or
with PCH relating to a Sweepstakes.

b.

Representing that past winners had ordered Merchandise or that past winners’
ordering history increased their chances of winning.
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c.

Representing that a person’s ordering history enhances the likelihood of winning,
such as through report cards, performance reviews, and winner profiles.

d.

Representing that a person who enters and Orders will or may be eligible to
receive additional Prizes or more likely to win than a person who enters but does
not Order, or that a person who enters and Orders will or may be given any
advantage over a person who enters but does not Order.

e.

Representing that a person who enters but does not Order will or may receive
fewer Prizes or be less likely to win than a person who enters and Orders, or that a
person who enters but does not Order will or may be subjected to any disability or
disadvantage to which a person who enters and Orders would not be subjected.

f.

Representing that persons who Order will or may receive or be more likely to
receive future communications containing Sweepstakes entry opportunities than
those who fail to Order, or that a communication containing an entry opportunity
was or was not received because the Recipient did or did not Order in the past,
provided that PCH may Represent
(i)

that specific product offers are being offered or will or may be offered to
the Recipient based on his or her actual Order activity and indicated
interest in such products, or

(ii)

that the Recipient has qualified or will qualify for special discounts or
product offers or customer privileges with respect to purchasing by reason
of actual Order activity.

g.

Representing that persons who fail to Order will or may not receive or will or may
be less likely to receive future Sweepstakes entry opportunities, or that a
communication was not received because the Recipient failed to Order in the past.

h.

Offering in any sales solicitation or billing effort any opportunity to enter a
Sweepstakes that is or appears to be available only to persons who have
previously Ordered or paid for products (“Customer-Only Sweepstakes”) unless
in accordance with the following:
(i)

No present or future purchase is required to enter the Customer-Only
Sweepstakes, and no Representation to the contrary is included in such
communication;

(ii)

No Representation is made to the Recipient that he or she would, by
Ordering, qualify to receive an opportunity to enter Customer-Only
Sweepstakes in the future;
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j.

(in)

Such Customer-Only Sweepstakes are offered only infrequently and
irregularly; and

(iv)

Such Customer-Only Sweepstakes are not presented in such a manner as
to give rise to an expectation that such opportunities will be available in
the future.

Representing that membership in a club in which membership is or appears to be
based on Orders or Ordering history, such as, without limitation, the President’s
Club or the President’s Gold Club, increases or may increase the Recipient’s
likelihood of winning a Sweepstakes or a Prize, or enhances or may enhance the
Recipient’s eligibility for additional Sweepstakes, Prizes, or entry opportunities.

21.
Representations Related to Preexisting Entries. PCH shall not Represent that the
Recipient's failure to respond to a communication will or may result in the forfeiture or other loss
of any previous valid entry or loss of any Prize to which the Recipient is or may be entitled, or
Misrepresent that failure to timely return an entry will or may result in a loss of opportunity to
enter the same Sweepstakes by response to another mailing or by an alternative method of entry.
22.
Representations Related to Payment of Invoices. PCH shall not Represent to a Recipient
that his or her payment history, failure to pay an invoice or payment of an invoice will or may
affect the Recipient’s likelihood of winning a Sweepstakes or eligibility for a Sweepstakes.
B. Business Practices -- Required Disclosures
23.
Remedial Advertising in Sweepstakes Communications. For a period of two (2) years,
commencing with the Effective Date, PCH shall include one of the remedial messages set forth
below on the front side of the Order device, the front side of the primary letter, or the front side
of the Sweepstakes Facts insert in each Sweepstakes Communication delivered by mail that
contains an opportunity to Order Merchandise. The message must be Clear and Conspicuous,
and PCH shall use each remedial message an equal number of times by changing the remedial
message approximately every third mailing.
a.

“What’s wrong with this word: GNIYUB? That’s right! It's backwards. And if
you think that you need to buy in Order to win a Sweepstakes, that’s backwards
too. No purchase has ever been necessary to enter and win a PCH Sweepstakes.
In fact, it would not be lawful to require a purchase to enter a Sweepstakes, and
we don’t want you to purchase a product unless it is right for you.”

b.

“Does buying help you win? Absolutely not! In fact, many of our winners have
been non-purchasers. They won and they didn’t buy a thing! Here’s how it
works. When your Sweepstakes entry comes to PCH, it doesn't matter whether
you have purchased anything or not (either this time or in the past). It is luck - not
purchasing - that determines who wins!”
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c.

“Do you know the law about Sweepstakes? Buying will not help you win. In
fact, in any lawful Sweepstakes, all entries have an equal opportunity to win. So
it doesn't make any difference whether or not you purchased. It is all the luck of
the draw.”

24.
Sweepstakes Facts Disclosure. The Sweepstakes Facts Disclosure shall consist of a box
containing the Prize Data Grid ("Prize Data Grid") and the four Sweepstakes Facts Messages
("Sweepstakes Facts Messages").
a.

The Prize Data Grid shall appear as set forth in Exhibit A hereto and contain the
following matter and no other:
(i)

A heading entitled “Sweepstakes Facts” printed above the Prize Data Grid
in boldface type at least 125% the size of that type which shall appear
within the Prize Data Grid.

(ii)

The Prize Data Grid containing the following information:
(a)

a column identifying all major Prizes (including at least the Prize
of greatest value for each Sweepstakes into which entry is offered
in that communication and any other Prize specifically identified in
the communication), and

(b)

a column identifying, if not identical to the identification of the
Prize, the Prize’s value, and, if applicable, the quantity of the Prize
or Prizes to be awarded in this category,

(c)

a column stating the numerical Odds of Winning the Prize as a 1 in
“n” ratio, and

(d)

a column stating the Sweepstakes End Date.

(iii)

The Sweepstakes End Date means the last date by which any entry may be
received in the particular Sweepstakes identified in the Prize Data Grid.
Such date may be no more than thirty (30) days before the winners are
selected. In the event a Sweepstakes Prize may be awarded before the
Sweepstakes End Date, PCH may indicate that fact by placing a footnote
on the Sweepstakes Facts Disclosure which shall state "Winner may be
determined earlier. See Official Rules for Details." and PCH shall provide
in the Official Rules an a readily understandable explanation of any
winner-selection process that may determine the winner before the
Sweepstakes End Date.

(iv)

In addition to the above information, PCH may also include in the Prize
Data Grid the name or identifying number of any Sweepstakes into which
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entry is offered, as well as the winner-selection method presented in
separate columns so long as the information contained within each column
in the box remains clearly distinct and can be easily read.
b.

c.

The Sweepstakes Facts Messages contain the following four statements, each
presented as its own paragraph separate from the other paragraphs and with the
caption of each paragraph set in boldface type so as to contrast with the remainder
of the message:
(i)

You Have Not Yet Won, All Entries Have the Same Chance of
Winning. The winner has not been identified. We don't know who the
winner is. If you enter our Sweepstakes, your entry will have the same
chance to win as every other entry.

(ii)

Enter for Free. You don't have to buy anything to enter. Just mail the
entry form included in this mailing or follow the instructions in the
Official Rules.

(iii)

Enter As Often As You Like. You don't have to wait for us to mail you
an entry form. You may submit additional entries simply by writing us at:
[specify address]. Each time you write to us you will be entered once in
each ongoing Sweepstakes. Each entry request must be mailed separately.

(iv)

Buying Won't Help You Win. Your chances of winning without a
purchase are the same as the chances of someone who buys something. It
would not be lawful to give any advantage to buyers in a Sweepstakes.

The Sweepstakes Facts Prize Data Gnd shall be placed immediately above the
Sweepstakes Facts Messages and the content of the Sweepstakes Facts Disclosure
shall be presented so as to be Clear and Conspicuous and not overlaid with any
graphic design, text, or color from outside the Disclosure except as permitted in
paragraph 26.

25.
Sweepstakes Facts Disclosure Insert. PCH shall include in all personalized Sweepstakes
Communications containing Sweepstakes entry opportunities or offering Merchandise for sale
and all other Sweepstakes Communications that contain both a Sweepstakes entry opportunity
and an offer of Merchandise for sale the Sweepstakes Facts Disclosure Insert. The Sweepstakes
Facts Disclosure, consisting of the Prize Data Grid and the Sweepstakes Facts Messages, shall be
stated Clearly and Conspicuously in accordance with the format of Exhibit "A" attached hereto,
the requirements of paragraph 24 above, and the following:
a.

The Sweepstakes Facts Disclosure shall appear on a separate free-standing insert.

b.

The insert shall contain no other matter on the side bearing the Sweepstakes Facts
Disclosure, except as permitted by paragraph 23, and on the reverse side no matter
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other than the PCH logo, company name, address, copyright symbol, the Official
Rules, consumer and customer service information (such as refund policies, return
procedures, and no purchase necessary messages), or any combination thereof.
c.

The insert may not be folded so as to split the Sweepstakes Facts Box unless
folding is necessary to insert it into the envelope in which it is mailed. If the
insert is folded, it shall be folded with the Sweepstakes Facts Disclosure facing
out.

d.

The minimum type size for all text on the insert will be no less than twelve (12)
point type, except for the "Sweepstakes Facts" heading which shall be 125%
larger or, in the case of 12-point type text, 15-point type.

26.
Disclosures in Rules. PCH shall Clearly and Conspicuously disclose in the Official Rules
the Sweepstakes Facts Disclosure. The Sweepstakes Facts Disclosure, consisting of the Prize
Data Grid and the Sweepstakes Facts Messages, shall be stated in accordance with the format of
Exhibit "A" attached hereto, the requirements of paragraph 24 above, and following:
a.

The content of the Sweepstakes Facts Disclosure, except for the heading
"Sweepstakes Facts," shall be printed in a type size that is at least
(i)

8-point type, in communications mailed in an outer envelope of the size of
a standard #10 business envelope or less, or

(ii)

10-point type, in communications mailed in larger outer envelopes, and in
a font and type size that is at least as prominent as that contained in the
text of the Official Rules, and shall otherwise be presented in the manner
described in paragraph 24 above.

b.

The Sweepstakes Facts Disclosure shall be clearly distinct from any other matter
and separated by at least 1/8 inch of clear space from any other matter.

c.

The Sweepstakes Facts Disclosure shall contain no matter other than that
contemplated or prescribed by Exhibit A hereto and paragraph 24 above, and will
not be overlaid with any graphic design, text, or color from outside the box.

d.

The background of any box appearing in the Official Rules shall be in a color or
shade that contrasts with that of the surrounding area and which contrasts with the
text in the box in such a manner that the text is clearly distinct from the
background and easily read.

27.
Official Rules. Official Rules shall be included in all Sweepstakes Communications
including Sweepstakes entry opportunities. The Official Rules shall be prominently identified by
the words “Official Rules” or the like, and all references to the Official Rules shall be consistent
within the Sweepstakes Communication. The Official Rules or a copy of them shall be placed so

that they may be retained by the Recipient after responding, and, in any case in which the
Official Rules appear on an entry or Order form, they shall include a Clear and Conspicuous
statement as to where a retention copy may be found.
28.
Disclosures in Sweepstakes Communications. PCH shall, at a minimum, Clearly and
Conspicuously disclose in all Sweepstakes Communications including opportunities to enter and
Order messages to the effect that no purchase is necessary to enter and that a purchase will not
improve a person's chance of winning, in each case,
a.

on the face of the Entry Device or Order device, as provided herein, in all
communications that include either device;

b.

In the Official Rules, and

c.

in at least one other place in the communication.

29.
Internet Disclosures. This agreement shall apply as fully as practicable to
communications via the Internet, including E-mail and Internet web pages. To the extent that
placement or formatting requirements for certain disclosures imposed herein cannot be complied
with in this electronic medium, the following provisions will control:
a.

In Sweepstakes Communications containing an entry opportunity delivered via email, the disclosures required in paragraph 24 above and set out in Exhibit A shall
be made in the text of the E-mail itself. In Sweepstakes Communications
containing an entry opportunity presented on a web page, the disclosures required
in paragraph 24 above and set out in Exhibit A shall be made on the web page
itself or by link to a PCH web page containing only those disclosures, provided
that such a link must Clearly and Conspicuously identify what information is to
be found at the link, e.g. Sweepstakes Facts, or Official Rules.

b.

The provisions of this Consent Judgment pertaining to the method of entry and
disclosures required thereon, shall be modified to be consistent with the methods
of entry permitted under the Official Rules of the Sweepstakes offered in the
communication. In the context of a web page, such disclosures shall be arranged
substantially as described in paragraph 24 and Exhibit A, and the availability of
such disclosures shall be disclosed to viewers of PCH’s web site prior to their
placing an Order or entering a Sweepstakes and shall be presented to viewers by
means of a conspicuous icon clearly identified as “See Sweepstakes Facts” which
appears on the web site’s homepage, on all Order pages and on all entry pages,
and the availability of the Official Rules shall also be clearly disclosed and
identified as “Official Rules.”

C. Business Practices —Conduct of Skill Contests And Sweepstakes

30.
Skill Contests. PCH shall not offer a Skill Contest in any Sweepstakes Communication.
PCH shall not mail a Skill Contest offer into any State in which Skill Contests are not legal.
31.
Identification of Premiums and Bonuses. PCH shall not Misrepresent the nature,
attributes or value of any Premium or Bonus. Without in any way limiting the scope of the
foregoing, PCH shall Clearly and Conspicuously disclose in any Sweepstakes Communication
delivered by mail that includes a Premium or Bonus offer:
a.

The identity and retail value of all Premiums offered in the Sweepstakes
Communication; and

b.

The nature and maximum retail value of any Bonus offered in the Sweepstakes'
Communication where some Representation is made as to its nature or value;
provided that the foregoing shall not prohibit a “mystery” Bonus or similar
promotions in which no Representation as to the specific identity of any particular
item or the value of the item is made, as long as PCH Clearly and Conspicuously
discloses in any such "mystery" Bonus offer the maximum retail value of the
highest valued item available.

32.
Representations of Chance in Premium and Bonus Offers. PCH shall not offer a
Premium or Bonus in any Sweepstakes Communication delivered by mail if there is or is
Represented to be any element of chance involved in the selection of the items to be received.
a.

b.

For the purposes of this paragraph, an element of chance will be deemed to be
involved in the selection if:
(i)

The offer includes a Premium or a Bonus for which a payment or purchase
of some designated amount or item does not ensure receipt,

(ii)

The conditions for receiving a Premium or Bonus are not Clearly and
Conspicuously disclosed, or

(iii)

The identity of the Premium or Bonus for which the Recipient is eligible is
not Clearly and Conspicuously disclosed,

provided that no material element of chance will be deemed to be involved if:
(i)

in respect to any Premium, the only uncertainty involves which of a
number of items of comparable value, the identity and value of each of
which is clearly disclosed, the Recipient will receive, or

(ii)

in respect to any Bonus, the offer is a “mystery” or similar promotion
offering a Bonus in which no Representation as to the specific identity of
any particular item or the value of the item is made and the maximum
possible value of the Bonus is Clearly and Conspicuously disclosed.

33.
Method of Entry. In all Sweepstakes Communications that offer entry into a
Sweepstakes, PCH shall provide only devices, forms, or other mechanisms for entering the
Sweepstakes ("Entry Form(s)") that may be used by all entrants. PCH may include on an Entry
Form an offer for Merchandise or include any form, device, or mechanism for Ordering
Merchandise ("Entry/Order Form"), so long as it complies with the terms of this provision.
Except for the inclusion of such offer of Merchandise or form, device, or mechanism for
Ordering Merchandise, PCH shall not distinguish any Entry Forms, or instructions relating to
their use, based on whether a purchase is being or has ever been made by the entrant.
Additionally, PCH shall not make any distinction in any response method to be used by any
entrant in entering a Sweepstakes, such as through the use of different reply envelopes, the
direction of responses to different addresses or departments, or the appearance of any distinction
on a reply envelope. If PCH offers an Entry/Order Form, it shall comply with the following
terms:
a.

Such Entry Form shall provide a mechanism or require an act for Ordering
Merchandise that is separate and different from the mechanisms and acts required
for entering a Sweepstakes. PCH shall not automatically enter any person into a
Sweepstakes based on the placement of an Order.

b.

All Order-related material (the "Order-related portion") included on any Entry
Form shall be clearly marked and graphically separated from all Sweepstakesrelated material (the "Sweepstakes-related portion") thereon. The Order-related
portion shall be presented in such a manner as to distinguish as optional the
placement of any Order in response to the communication.

c.

PCH shall Clearly and Conspicuously disclose on the Entry Form that the
completion or use of the Order-related portion is optional to the use of the
Sweepstakes-related portion, state the disclosures described in paragraph 28, and
include a Clear and Conspicuous reference to the location of the Sweepstakes
Facts. Additionally, for a term of three years following the Implementation Date
of this Judgment, PCH shall Clearly and Conspicuously state "Buying Won't Help
You Win " in proximity to the Order-related portion. In a Sweepstakes
Communication offering an Order and entry opportunity which is made through
E-mail or through an Internet web page, the disclosures required by this paragraph
shall be Clear and Conspicuous and presented in such as manner as to distinguish
as optional the placement of any Order in response to the communication.

d.

Any form, device, mechanism, or instructions related thereto, offered for use in
placing an Order shall be easily distinguishable from all forms, devices,
mechanisms or instructions relating to entering a Sweepstakes and shall Clearly
and Conspicuously Represent that ordering is optional.

34.
Write-In Entries. In addition to any Entry Form offered by a Sweepstakes
Communication, PCH shall make available the opportunity to enter current ongoing Sweepstakes
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simply by writing to, or otherwise communicating with, PCH to request entry and may disclose
such alternative entry methods in such Sweepstakes Communications.
35.
All Entries to be Treated Equally. PCH shall not give any advantage to an entry in a
Sweepstakes accompanied by an Order, or subject an entry not accompanied by an Order to any
disadvantage.
36.
Treatment of Non-Order Entrants. In all aspects of every Sweepstakes, PCH shall treat
equally persons who enter but do not Order any Merchandise (“Non-Order Entrants”) and
persons who both enter and Order (“Order Entrants”). PCH shall not impose any requirements,
burdens, or expenses on Non-Order Entrants that are not also imposed on Order Entrants relative
to their participation in any Sweepstakes. PCH shall not exclude Non-Order Entrants from any
aspect of the Sweepstakes or other contest that is available to Order Entrants. Without in any way
limiting the scope of the foregoing, the following acts and practices are deemed to violate this
provision:
a.

Requesting or requiring any action, information or the return of any
document from an Order Entrant that is not also requested or required of a
Non-Order Entrant, unless the action, information, or document is
reasonably necessary to process the Order or future Orders, or relates to
the person’s interest in receiving future product offers, but only if such
requests or requirements make no reference to any Sweepstakes, entry or
Prize, or Represent any advantage in a Sweepstakes; or

b.

Requesting or requiring Non-Order Entrants to fulfill any requirement or
perform any function, including providing information, that is not
requested or required of Order Entrants.

37.
Deadlines for Return of Sweepstakes Entries. PCH shall not Misrepresent the entry
deadlines for any Sweepstakes or Sweepstakes entry included in a Sweepstakes Communication.
Without in any way limiting the scope of the foregoing, PCH shall not, in a Sweepstakes
Communication delivered by mail or by newspaper or magazine advertisement:
a.

Represent that any date other than the Sweepstakes End Date is the deadline for
an entry unless the specific calendar date by which the entry must be received is
set forth Clearly and Conspicuously in the communication.

b.

Represent that any date is the deadline for an entry unless entries that do not meet
the deadline are treated as ineligible and PCH has procedures in place to identify
and record such entries as ineligible.

c.

Misrepresent the deadline for entering a Sweepstakes or the importance or the
need for promptness in responding.
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d.

Represent that entries must be returned or other action must be taken by a certain
deadline, where that deadline is different from the deadline for another
Sweepstakes offered in the communication, unless the Representation identifies,
Clearly and Conspicuously and in a readily understandable manner, the
Sweepstakes to which the deadline applies.

38.
Prize Description and Award. All Sweepstakes Communications including entry
opportunities shall Clearly and Conspicuously describe the Prize offered, the deadline for
entering to win the Prize, the Prize award date, and the name or identifying number of the
Sweepstakes or other contests under which the Prize is being offered. No description of any
Prize contained in a Sweepstakes Communication shall conflict with the terms of or the
description of that Prize in the Official Rules included in that communication. PCH shall award
all Prizes as offered.
39.
Preselected Numbers. In any Sweepstakes promotion using a preselected winning
number, PCH shall ensure that the preselected number is among the numbers actually mailed to
potential entrants prior to the end of the Sweepstakes promotion and shall select a winner, by
alternate method, on the Sweepstakes end date or Prize award date in the event that the
preselected number is not returned.
D. Business Practices —Billing And Payment Processing
40.
Invoices. PCH shall disclose on the invoice sent to consumers ordering magazine
subscriptions the title(s) ordered and the duration of or number of issues in the subscription. For
each product other than a magazine subscription, PCH shall disclose on the invoice the product
ordered and the price. All invoices shall disclose the procedure for contacting PCH to exercise
rights, if any, under its refund and return policy applicable to the subscription or product. If the
product is one in a series of products to be delivered, the invoice shall also disclose that the
product is part of a series and, if known, the total number of products in the series that will be
shipped (e.g., “shipment 1 of 12”) or the timing of future shipments (e.g. “You will receive an
item every month”).
41.
Billing Cvcles. Invoices subsequent to the initial Order acknowledgment and request for
payment shall be issued only after a customer has had a reasonable amount of time (ordinarily
not less than 20 days) to receive and pay the preceding invoice. All payments shall be posted
promptly and in accordance with customary commercial standards,
42.
Treatment of Duplicate Payments. Upon receipt from a customer of a duplicate or excess
payment for a magazine Order, the customer will be promptly notified with an opportunity to
request a refund or have the subscription extended and, upon receipt from a customer of a
duplicate or excess payment for a product Order, the duplicate payment will be applied to the
open balance on another purchase or promptly refunded.
43.
Complaint Handling. PCH shall establish a state liaison whose responsibilities include
resolving issues referred by state law enforcement agencies. PCH shall promptly respond to
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consumer complaints, including but not limited to complaints concerning Merchandise Orders,
billing, billing statements and collections.
44.
Refund Policy. Each Sweepstakes Communication containing Order opportunities and
each Order acknowledgment or initial invoice shall Clearly and Conspicuously disclose PCH’s
refund policy. PCH’s refund policy shall, at a minimum, require PCH to provide a full refund of
the amount paid, including related shipping and handling charges, if the customer returns the
Merchandise within the stated refund period.
45.
Toll-Free Customer Service Telephone Numbers. Toll-free customer service telephone
lines shall be maintained and made available by PCH such that consumers may call to obtain
answers to questions and assistance with problems. The toll-free number shall appear on all
Sweepstakes Communications including entry opportunities and on all Order acknowledgments.
The toll-free number shall have a commercially reasonable number of toll-free lines and be
staffed during normal business hours. PCH’s website will continue to include an E-mail address
to which service-related electronic communications may be transmitted to the company. The
toll-free number shall be available through Toll-Free Directory Assistance.
E. Business Practices —Protection of Consumers
46.

Identification of Customers Who Mav Be Vulnerable
a.

As soon as practicable, but not later than 90 days, after the Effective Date of this
Consent Judgment, PCH shall identify each person shown on its records with an
address in the State with paid Orders from Sweepstakes Communications
including Order opportunities of over SI 000 in 1996, over $1000 in 1997, over
S1500 in 1998, and over $2000 in 1999 (“1996-1999 High Activity Customers”).
Any such person so identified as a 1996-1999 High Activity Customer in any
three of those four years shall be marked on PCH's promotion file as an account
not to be mailed Sweepstakes Communications including Order opportunities
("suppressed") and no such person shall be returned to an active mailing category
for receipt of Sweepstakes Communications including Order opportunities unless
and until the Special Compliance Counsel determines through the use of a survey
to be conducted by a competent and independent third party approved by, and
under the direction and control of, the Special Compliance Counsel that the
person is not generally confused or disoriented, does not persist in the belief that
buying will help him/her win, and is not making excessive purchases in relation to
his/her means.

b.

As soon as practicable, but not later than 90 days, after the Effective Date of this
Consent Judgment, PCH shall identify for the twelve-month period commencing
with January 1, 2000, and ending with December 31, 2000, each person shown on
its records with an address in the State with paid Orders from Sweepstakes
Communications including Order opportunities of $2000 or more for magazines
and Merchandise combined for the period. All such persons shall be suppressed,
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and no such person shall be returned to an active mailing category for receipt of
Sweepstakes Communications including Order opportunities unless and until the
Special Compliance Counsel determines that such communications are
appropriate for the person via the survey method described in subparagraph 46(a).
c.

For the six-month period commencing with January l, 2001, and ending with
June 30, 2001, PCH shall within 30 days after the end of the period identify each
person shown on its records with an address in the State with paid Orders from
Sweepstakes Communications including Order opportunities ofS1250 or more for
magazines and Merchandise combined for the period. All such persons shall be
suppressed, and no such person shall be returned to an active mailing category for
receipt of Sweepstakes Communications including Order opportunities unless and
until the Special Compliance Counsel determines that such communications are
appropriate for the person via the survey method described in subparagraph 46(a).

d.

PCH shall, on or before January 31, 2002, identify each person shown on its
records with an address in the State with paid Orders from Sweepstakes
Communications including Order opportunities of S2000 or more for magazines
and Merchandise combined for the period from January 1, 2001 through
December 31, 2001. All such persons shall be suppressed, and no such person
shall be returned to an active mailing category for receipt of Sweepstakes
Communications including Order opportunities unless and until the Special
Compliance Counsel determines that such communications are appropriate for the
person via the survey process described in subparagraph 46(a).

e.

As soon as is practicable after the Effective Date of this Consent Judgment, but in
any event on or before January 1, 2002, an independent expert retained by the
Special Compliance Counsel shall oversee the development of a statistical model
(the "High Activity Classification Model") by the Settling States and PCH to
identify persons who are not appropriate Recipients of Sweepstakes
Communications with Order opportunities. The Settling States are entitled to be
advised, at their own expense which may be reimbursed from the funds recovered
pursuant to paragraph 56 herein, by their own expert regarding this development.
On approval of the High Activity Classification Model by PCH and the State, said
approval not to be unreasonably withheld by either party, PCH shall adopt and
implement the High Activity Classification Model as the sole and exclusive
method for purposes of suppressing consumers who are inappropriate Recipients
shown on its records with an address in the State.

f.

In the first calendar quarter of 2003 and the first calendar quarter of each year
thereafter, PCH shall identify all customers with paid Orders from Sweepstakes
Communications including Order opportunities of S1000 or more for magazines
and Merchandise combined within the preceding twelve-month period and apply
the High Activity Classification Model to them.
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(i)

All such customers with model scores that predict a likelihood of being
inappropriate Recipients of Sweepstakes Communications with Order
opportunities shall be suppressed.

(ii)

All relevant information used in developing and applying the High
Activity Classification Model, or any instrument used to replace it, shall
be made available to the Special Compliance Counsel, and upon request
and for the purpose of developing and implementing the High Activity
Classification Model or evaluating its performance, to PCH, a single
Settling State, or group of Settling States, or its or their designees, subject
to a mutually agreeable confidentiality agreement binding on the Recipient
of the information and its or their agents limiting the use and
dissemination to the purpose stated above.

(iii)

In the unanticipated and unlikely event that PCH and the State do not
agree upon the High Activity Classification Model, PCH shall identify
each person shown on its records with an address in the State with paid
Orders from Sweepstakes Communications including Order opportunities
of S2000 or more in the prior calendar year and determine if the person is
appropriate for receipt of Sweepstakes Communications including Order
opportunities via the survey process described in subparagraph 46(a). All
persons determined to be generally confused or disoriented, or who persist
in the belief that buying will help him/her win, or who are making
excessive purchases in relation to his/her means shall be suppressed. In
addition, each person shown on PCH's records with an address in the State
with paid Orders from Sweepstakes Communications including Order
opportunities of $5000 or more in the prior calendar year shall be
suppressed.

g.

Separately and independently, PCH shall institute a system that will permanently
suppress on a monthly basis all customers referred by any Attorney General’s
Office to the Special Compliance Counsel for suppression, provided that the
Special Compliance Counsel will review such referrals when received. If the
Special Compliance Counsel’s review indicates that suppression is not warranted,
he may confer with the Attorney General regarding his findings, which the
Attorney General may either accept or reject and insist upon the suppression.

h.

Any customer who has been suppressed prior to the Effective Date of this
Judgment by PCH or pursuant to any term of this Judgment, may request
reinstatement, but shall be restored to an active mailing category only upon
verification by the Special Compliance Counsel pursuant to the survey process
described in subparagraph 46(a). PCH may not offer, solicit, or in any way invite
such requests.
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i.

On January 1,2004, and on each succeeding January 1, the paid Order Dollar
Thresholds described in this paragraph 52 shall be increased to take into account
the increase in the consumer price index and exclude any single item Merchandise
Order in excess of S500 and the resulting amount shall be the new Dollar
Threshold for the ensuing year. Specifically on or before December 15 each the
Special Compliance Counsel shall determine the increase in the CPI from the
preceding year by deriving a fraction, the numerator of which shall be the CPI as
of September 30 of the year in which the computation is being made, and the
denominator of which shall be the CPI as of September 30 of the preceding year.
The resulting fraction shall be multiplied by the Dollar Threshold for the year in
which the computation is made and the resulting amount shall be the Dollar
Threshold for the ensuing year. For purposes of the preceding computation the
term CPI shall mean the Consumer Price Index for All Urban Consumers as
published by the United States Bureau of Labor Statistics or any successor index.
By way of example, but not limitation, if the CPI as of September 30, 2003, was
172 and the CPI as of September 30, 2002, was 168, then the Dollar Threshold for
calendar year 2004 would be 172 divided by 168 = 1.0238095 X $1000 =
$1023.81.

j.

All personally identifiable information resulting from the survey process
described in subparagraph 46(a), or any surveying done to verify and improve the
High Activity Classification Model pursuant to paragraph 46(e), shall be held by
the Special Compliance Counsel in strictest confidence and may only be made
available to PCH, a single Settling State, or group of Settling States, or its or their
designees, for the purpose of developing and implementing the High Activity
Classification Model or evaluating its performance, subject to a mutually
agreeable confidentiality agreement binding on the Recipient of the information
and its or their agents limiting the use and dissemination to the purpose stated
above. In the event PCH assumes the duties of Special Compliance Counsel as
described in subparagraph 461 below, the above-described information shall be
used by PCH only for the purposes stated in this subparagraph.

k.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this Judgment, the Special Compliance
Counsel shall provide to any Attorney General of any Settling State, upon written
request, the names and addresses of each person shown on PCH's records with an
address in his or her State who has been suppressed, or who has paid Orders from
Sweepstakes Communications including Order opportunities of $2500 or more in
the calendar year prior to the year in which the request is made, and their status as
suppressed or not suppressed.l.

l.

In the event PCH does not retain Special Compliance Counsel following the
expiration of the requirement set forth in paragraph 52 below, then PCH may
assume the surviving duties described by this paragraph 46.
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47.
Treatmenhof .Orders from Suppressed Persons. Once a person has been permanently
suppressed from PCH’s mailing lists in accordance with paragraph 46, PCH shall do all of the
following:
a.

reject all Orders placed by the suppressed person after suppression,

b.

refrain from billing the suppressed person for Orders placed after suppression, and

c.

automatically refund any monies received from the suppressed person for
payment of Orders placed after suppression.

48.
List Rental. PCH shall ensure that the names of all customers to whom communications
are discontinued pursuant to paragraph 46 above are removed from all lists made available by
PCH for sale or rental to others.
49.
Do Not Contact Requests. PCH shall include in each Sweepstakes Communication
including entry opportunities a Clear and Conspicuous statement of the procedure by which a
Recipient’s name may be removed from the company’s active mailing list. This procedure shall
include acceptance of “do not contact” requests made by telephone call to a toll-free number
identified in the notice or by mail to an address identified in the notice. PCH shall accept “do not
contact” requests made directly by the Recipient or made on behalf of the Recipient by a
guardian, conservator, primary caregiver, family member, or legal Representative, or made, in
writing, by the State’s attorney general. PCH shall add the name and address provided in any
such request, together with all variations of the name and address on its list that PCH can, with
reasonable diligence, determine would result in delivery of a communication to the person, to the
“do not contact” list. PCH shall exclude the names and addresses on such “do not contact” list
from all lists of names and addresses used to select Recipients for PCH Sweepstakes
Communications (other than billing and collections communications for open Orders and
Customer Service communications which contain no Sweepstakes promotional material or entry
opportunities). PCH shall not include in any other communications inducements to request
removal from the “do not contact” list. PCH shall not accept any Orders from such person in the
name and at the address on its “do not contact” list whose “do not contact” request was made on
behalf of the Recipient by a guardian, conservator, primary caregiver, family member, or legal
Representative or the State’s attorney general. PCH shall maintain a record of all such “do not
contact” requests in such form or forms as shall permit the permanent suppression of such names
and addresses from future Sweepstakes Communications. Any such request shall be given effect
by PCH not less than forty-five (45) days after receipt and shall remain in effect until PCH
receives notice to the contrary from the Recipient or any such other person; provided that, in any
case in which the original request was made by a legal Representative of the person or the State’s
attorney general, the request shall be changed only upon notice from the same or another legal
Representative or the attorney general, respectively. PCH shall ensure that any name and address
on its “do not contact” list is removed from all lists made available by PCH to others for
marketing purposes. PCH shall exercise reasonable diligence to ensure that the names and
addresses on its “do not contact” list are suppressed from each and every new list obtained,
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rented, or used by PCH before any Sweepstakes Communication is sent to the names and
addresses on the new list.
50.
Payment for Failure to Comply with Do Not Contact Requests. In any instance in which
PCH, after the period allowed by paragraph 49 hereof, selects the name and address of a person
in connection with whom a “do not contact” request has been submitted in accordance with
paragraph 49 to receive a communication in violation of that paragraph, and the person actually
receives the communication from PCH in the name and at an address variation which reasonable
diligence on the part of PCH would have identified, PCH shall pay five hundred dollars
(S500.00) as directed by the State.
51.
Duplicate Names. PCH shall employ reasonable diligence to remove from its mailing lists
duplicate accounts for consumers (i.e., names and addresses that can be ascertained from the
information known to PCH to relate to the same consumer), and prevent the reappearance of such
duplicates, which shall include at least the following:

52.

a.

PCH shall process all incoming names and addresses from rented lists using
industry standard or better software designed to identify duplicate households
(such as the currently used Acxiom software) and eliminate any individuals found
to duplicate other rented names or to match an individual on its current customer
database;

b.

PCH shall perform address standardization and matching of all incoming Orders
from prospect mailings against its current customer database to identify and
eliminate any duplicate records;

c.

PCH shall at least four times a year perform address correction of its current
customer database using industry standard or better software, which may be that
which at present is certified by the United States Postal Service, to ensure that
customers' postal code and area of residence are consistent and up to date; and

d.

PCH shall at least twice a year update its current customer database using a
licensed supplier of the National Change of Address (NCOA) file provided by the
Postal Service to identify and update the records of individuals on its current
database who have changed their addresses.

Compliance Counsel.
a.

PCH shall engage a law firm of national standing and recognized competence in
the area, which may be Venable, Baetjer, Howard & Civiletti, to act as Special
Compliance Counsel in respect to this Consent Judgment. PCH shall ensure that
Special Compliance Counsel has the following authority and is adequately
empowered to assume the following duties and responsibilities:
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(i)

Monitoring PCH's compliance with the terms of this Consent judgment,
applicable state and federal laws, and PCH's internal promotional, billing,
and collection policies and procedures;

(ii)

Reviewing and approving for use PCH’s Sweepstakes mailings and other
promotional materials;

(iii)

Monitoring PCH's Customer Suppression program as established under the
terms of this Judgment;

(iv)

Conferring periodically with PCH's General Counsel and Director of
Consumer Affairs, who are PCH's principal compliance officers, and with
PCH's Chief Executive Officer, regarding PCH's compliance efforts;

(v)

Making recommendations to PCH and its executives concerning
improvements to its promotional, billing, and collection policies and
procedures and its consumer education and protection programs;

(vi)

Providing direct liaison to the Settling States with respect to any consumer
complaints, requests, or inquiries, any requests or inquiries of the Settling
States, and any other matters arising from this Judgment and its
implementation;

(vii)

Monitoring the resolution of consumer complaints, requests, and inquiries
delivered to PCH by the Offices of the Attorneys General of the Settling
States and by consumers residing within the Settling States;

(viii)

Resolving such consumer complaints, requests, and inquiries on a case-by
case basis, which resolution may include determining whether refunds
may be appropriate and whether a consumer should be removed from
PCH's mailing lists and instructing PCH accordingly; and

(ix)

Recommending responses to any requests or inquiries from the Attorneys
General of the Settling States and resolutions of any complaints from the
Attorneys General of the Settling States regarding alleged violations of
this Consent Judgment or applicable state or federal law by PCH.

In the event PCH declines to follow a recommendation made by the Special
Compliance Counsel regarding the response or resolution of a complaint, request
or inquiry made by a resident of a Settling State or by an Attorney General of a
Settling State under subparagraphs (vi) through (ix) above, reporting to the
Attorney General its recommendation and PCH's response in the written reports
referred to in subparagraph (d) below.
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PCH shall continue to retain the Special Compliance Counsel for not less than
three (3) years after the date of entry of this Consent Judgment.
b.

The Settling States agree that if any of them believes that PCH has committed a
material violation of any provision of this Order, or of any state consumer
protection law or regulation which prohibits deceptive, misleading, or unfair trade
practices, then the Attorney General who believes that such a material violation
has occurred, may first contact the Special Compliance Counsel in writing, via
facsimile (202) 962-8300, and overnight mail addressed to the attention of
Benjamin R. Civiletti, Venable, Baetjer, Howard & Civiletti, 1201 New York
Avenue, Washington, DC, 20005, or any person subsequently designated to
receive such notice, and advise the Special Compliance Counsel of the manner in
which it is believed that this Order or any law or regulation has been materially
violated. If such notice is given, the Special Compliance Counsel will have thirty
(30) days to meet, discuss and/or recommend resolution of any alleged violation
of this Order or any applicable law or regulation.

c.

PCH shall, under the oversight of its Special Compliance Counsel, respond to and
attempt to resolve any consumer complaint, request, or inquiry pertaining to its
mailings, its promotions, its Merchandise, and its billing efforts that may be sent
to PCH by the Settling States or by consumers residing within the Settling States.
PCH shall make its response and offer any resolution within thirty (30) days of
receipt of the complaint, request, or inquiry and shall, through its Special
Compliance Counsel, periodically notify the Attorney General of each Settling
State as to the number, nature, and resolution of all complaints received from that
Attorney General or from consumers in that Settling State. .Any such consumer
complaints, requests or inquiries may be sent by the Settling State to the attention
of Christopher Irving, Director of Consumer Affairs, Publishers Clearing House,
382 Channel Drive, Port Washington, New York, N.Y. 11050, or any person
subsequently designated by PCH to receive such notice. Alternatively, oral
complaints, requests or inquiries from consumers may be sent to Mr. Irving at a
designated toll-free number, currently (800) 337-4724.

d.

The Special Compliance Counsel shall provide quarterly written reports to the
Settling States describing PCH's compliance with the terms of this Judgment, the
results of the monitoring processes described above and the status of any
complaints which remain unresolved as of the dates of the reports, with the first
such report being due on or before a date three months after the date of entry of
this Consent Judgment, and subsequent reports at three-month intervals for the
first year from the Effective Date of this Judgment, and at six-month intervals
thereafter.IV
.

IV. MONETARY PROVISIONS
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53.
Restitution Amount. The Settling States shall recover and PCH shall pay consumer
restitution in the amount of Nineteen Million Dollars (519,000,000.00). All money recovered
for restitution and refunds shall be held by the Settling States until distributed by the Settling
States to consumers pursuant to restitution programs to be determined by the Settling States. The
Settling States shall cause such restitution funds to be deposited in an interest-bearing account
(or accounts) and any interest accrued, or any money which cannot be distributed to consumers
eligible under the Settling States’ restitution programs within a reasonable period of time, may be
used and/or applied to any other lawful use by the Settling States. PCH shall also provide, in a
form acceptable to the Settling States, such information as is reasonably necessary to identify (a)
consumers who will be eligible for restitution and (b) the amounts for which they may be
eligible.
54.
Costs of Administration of Restitution Program. PCH shall pay One Million Dollars
(51,000,000.00) to the Settling States for the costs of administering the consumer restitution
programs. The selection of any third-party administrator and the operation of any programs shall
be in the sole discretion of the Settling States. Any balance remaining after all restitution costs
have been paid may be used and/or applied to any other lawful use by the Settling States.
55.
Civil Penalty Funds. Pursuant to consumer protection laws, PCH shall pay civil penalties
of One Million Dollars (SI,000,000.00) to the Settling States, to be allocated among such states
in such manner as they shall agree among themselves.
56.
Other Funds. The Settling States shall recover the amount of Thirteen Million Dollars
(513,000,000.00) which shall be applied by the Settling States to their consumer protection
efforts, as well as in reimbursement of their litigation costs, attorneys fees, investigative costs,
and any other lawful purposed Notwithstanding the immediately preceding sentence, subject to
their respective state laws and policies, the States may use such reimbursement amount for any
purpose provided by state law, including for placement in or application to, a consumer
education, litigation, or local consumer aid fund or revolving fund, or for other uses to defray the
costs of the litigations and investigations leading to this Judgment, as permitted by the laws of
the State. In addition, a portion of these funds may be used to establish an Enforcement Fund for
the purpose of providing financial assistance to State Attorneys General's offices for use in their
efforts to enforce their Consumer Protection Acts, such Fund to be established in an agreement
between and among the Settling States as to which PCH will not be a party.
57.
Collateral for Deferred Payments. PCH shall deliver to the Attorney General of the State
of Missouri, on behalf of the Settling States, within ten (10) business days after the date of entry
of this Consent Judgment in any one Settling State, as security for its payment obligations under
paragraphs 53 to 56 hereof, a mortgage on all real property and improvements owned by it as of
such date of entry, including its headquarters building located at 382 Channel Drive, Port
Washington, New York, subject only to any prior lien and mortgage created to secure thel

lT h e S t a t e o f M a i n e s h a l l a p p l y p a y m e n t s o f a n y c i v i l p e n a l t i e s a n d c o s t s r e c e i v e d u n d e r t h i s C o n s e n t
J u d g m e n t in a c c o r d a n c e w i t h 5 M . R . S . A . § 2 0 9 .
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financing contemplated by paragraph 59(b) hereof, which senior lien will be for not more than
Nine Million Dollars (39,000,000).
58.
Terms of Payment. The amounts payable under the preceding sections hereof, totaling
Thirty-Four Million Dollars (334,000,000.00), shall, subject to paragraph 59 hereof, be paid as
follows:
a.

On or before July 31, 2001, PCH shall pay to the order of the Settling States the
sum of Eight Million Dollars (38,000,000.00).

b.

On or before July 31, 2002, PCH shall pay to or to the order of the Settling States
the sum of Eight Million Dollars ($8,000,000.00).

c.

On or before July 31, 2003, PCH shall pay to or to the order of the Settling States
the sum of Nine Million Dollars ($9,000,000.00).

d.

On or before July 31, 2004, PCH shall pay to or to the order of the Settling States
the sum of Nine Million Dollars (39,000,000.00).

59.
Acceleration of Amounts Due. Notwithstanding the timing provisions of paragraph 58
hereof:
a.

Six Million dollars ($6,000,000) of the amount payable under subparagraphs b
and c of paragraph 58 above shall be accelerated and become due and payable as
and when PCH obtains financing on commercially reasonable terms in an amount
of not less than $20 Million Dollars ($20,000,000) subject to repayment not more
rapidly than level payments of principal over five (5) years, which amount when
paid shall be applied to reduce the amount payable in each subsequent installment
payment ratably over both of such installment payments, and

b.

Nine Million Dollars ($9,000,000) payable under subparagraph d of paragraph 58
above shall be accelerated and become due and payable as and when PCH obtains
first mortgage financing on commercially reasonable terms, secured by its real
properties, in an amount of not less than Nine Million Dollars ($9,000,000)
subject to repayment not more rapidly than level payments of principal over
twenty (20) years, which amount when paid shall be applied to reduce the amount
payable under said subparagraph d.

PCH shall use its best efforts to obtain the financing referred to in sub-paragraphs a) and b)
above.
60.
Method of Payment. All payments to be made to the Settling States shall be made by
wire transfer of immediately available funds to the Missouri Attorney General, on behalf of the
Settling States, at such address as he shall in writing direct, who will thereafter distribute the
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funds to the Settling States in accordance with the terns of this Consent Judgment and
agreements between the Settling States to which PCH is not a party.
61.
Allocation and Distribution of Funds among the Settling States. Allocation and
distribution of all monies paid by PCH hereunder among the Settling States shall be made
pursuant to an agreement among the Settling States to which PCH is not a party.
62.
Default. In the event that PCH fails to make a scheduled payment by the 30th day of the
next month following the month in which it is due, or if PCH defaults for any reason on its loan
secured by the senior lien referred to in paragraph 59(b), PCH will be considered to be in default
of the "Terms of Payment." In the event of such default, a single Settling State or a group of
Settling States may send to PCH, at 382 Channel Drive, Port Washington, NY 11050, or such
other address as PCH may hereafter designate, a notice of its having defaulted. Said notice will
advise PCH that:
a.

if payment is not received within fifteen (15) days of the mailing of that notice,
the entire unpaid balance of the payments due under the "Terms of Payment" shall
immediately become due and payable by PCH to the Settling States;

b.

PCH will be deemed to have violated the terms of this Consent Judgment and
subject to any penalties permitted by state law and the Court's powers of
contempt;

c.

interest will accrue beginning on the date by which the PCH is required to have
cured its default in response to the mailing of the notice by a single Settling State
or a group of Settling States and will continue to accrue until the judgment is paid
in full; and

d.

a single Settling State or a group of Settling States will be permitted to execute
upon the total sum to which it may be entitled under this provision, including
foreclosure of the mortgage referred to in paragraph 59(b) as permitted in and
provided for by New York state law.

Following the expiration of Fifteen (15) Days from the date of the mailing of the foregoing
notice, if PCH has failed to cure the default by making all payments then due under the "Terms
of Payment," the entire unpaid balance of the payments described under the "Terms of Payment"
shall immediately become due and payable by PCH to the States, PCH shall be deemed to have
violated the terms of this judgment, interest shall accrue beginning on the Fifteenth Day from the
date the notice was mailed, and the States may execute upon the total sum to which they are
entitled.
63.
Interest on Overdue Payments. Interest on any unpaid balance of any payment due
hereunder shall accrue at the rate of nine percent (9%) per annum from the date due until paid in
full.
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V. ADMINISTRATIVE PROVISIONS
64.
Modification. Jurisdiction is retained for the purpose of enabling any party to this
Consent Judgment to apply to the Court at any time for such further orders and directions as
might be necessary or appropriate for the modification, construction, or carrying out of the
injunctive provisions of this Consent Judgment, or for the enforcement of and the punishment of
violations of any provisions hereof.
a.

The State shall give PCH 14 days’ notice before filing a motion or other pleading
seeking contempt of court or other sanctions for violation of this Consent
Judgment. The giving of such notice shall not prevent the State from beginning
such proceeding following the expiration of the 14-day period. No prior notice'is
required for any other state law action which can or may be filed.

b.

Any party to this Consent Judgment may petition the Court for modification on
thirty (30) days’ notice to all other parties to this Consent Judgment. PCH may
petition for modification if it believes that the facts and circumstances that led to
the State’s action against PCH have changed in any material respect. The parties
by stipulation may agree to a modification of this Consent Judgment, which
agreement shall be presented to this Court for consideration; provided that the
parties may jointly agree to a modification only by a written instrument signed by
or on behalf of both the State and PCH. If PCH wishes to seek a stipulation for a
modification from the State, it shall send a written request for agreement to such
modification to the Attorney General of the State at least thirty (30) days prior to
filing a motion with the Court for such modification. Within thirty (30) days of
receipt from PCH of a written request for agreement to modify, the Attorney
General of the State shall notify PCH in writing if the Attorney General of the
State agrees to the requested modification.

c.

If, after the date of entry of this Consent Judgment, the State, its Attorney
General, or any agency of the State charged with the administration of its
consumer protection statutes, enacts or promulgates legislation, rules, or
regulations with respect to the matters governed by this Consent Judgment that
conflict with any provision of this Consent Judgment, or if the applicable law of
the State shall otherwise change so as to conflict with any provision of this
Consent Judgment, the Attorney General of such State shall not unreasonably
withhold its consent to the modification of such provision to the extent necessary
to eliminate such conflict. Laws, rules, or regulations, or other change in State
law, with respect to the matters governed by this Consent Judgment, shall be
deemed to "conflict" with a provision of this Consent Judgment PCH cannot
reasonably comply with both such law, rule, or regulation and an applicable
provision of this Consent Judgment. If PCH believes that it cannot reasonably
comply both with this Consent Judgment and with applicable federal law, rules, or
regulation, it may seek modification hereof. To the extent that federal law or
regulation clearly preempts any provision of this Consent Judgment, which the
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parties agree is not the case as of the Entry Date of this Judgment, compliance
with such federal law will not constitute a violation of that provision of this
Consent Judgment.
d.

In the event that PCH believes that a change in circumstances after the entry of
this Consent Judgment merits a change in the terms of paragraph 33 to permit
different Entry Devices for those who wish to enter with an Order and those who
wish to enter without an Order, PCH may petition the Court for a modification
and the State will not unreasonably oppose any such petition.

Dated:____________________

___________________
Justice, Superior Court
CONSENT TO JUDGMENT

1.
PCH acknowledges that it has read the foregoing Consent Judgment, is aware of its right
to a trial in this matter and has waived that right.
2.
PCH admits the jurisdiction of the Court and consents to the entry of this Consent
Judgment.
3.
PCH acknowledges that its mailings were confusing to some consumers in the past. PCH
regrets and apologizes for injury suffered by such consumers. PCH is committed to presenting
its offers and its Sweepstakes clearly in all mailings and solicitations.
4.
PCH states that no promise of any kind or nature whatsoever (other than the written terms
of this Consent Judgment) was made to it to induce it to enter into this Consent Judgment, that it
has entered into this Consent Judgment voluntarily, and that this Consent Judgment constitutes
the entire agreement between PCH and the State.
5.
Robin B. Smith represents that she is the Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of PCH
and that, as such, she has been authorized by PCH to enter into this Consent Judgment for and on
behalf of all entities bound by this Consent Judgment.

Dated:

7/
'

7 10 ^
Robin B. Smith, Chairman and Chief
Executive Officer, Publishers Clearing
House, 382 Channel Drive
Port Washington, New York 11050
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National Settlement Counsel:
Benjamin R. Civiletti
Jeffrey D. Knowles
William D. Coston
Christopher E. Gatewood
Veneble, Baetjer, Howard & Civiletti
1201 New York Avenue NW
Washington, DC 20005-3917
(202) 962-4800

National Litigation Counsel:
Richard A. Mescon
Morgan, Lewis & Bockius
101 Park Avenue
New York, NY 10178
(212)309-6000

Daniel L. Rosenthal, Esq.
VERRILL & DANA, LLP
P.O. Box 865
Portland, Maine 04112
(207) 774-4000
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Exhibit A

SWEEPSTAKES FACTS
PRIZE

M26C9

GIVEAWAY
NUMBER

ENDING
DATE

$10 Million

830

*1/31/02

1 in 100,000,000

$1 Million

825

‘ 1/31/02

1 in 60,000,000

$25,000.00

799

‘ 12/31/01

1 in 50,000,000

ESTIMATED
ODDS OF WINNING

‘ Winner may be determined earlier.
See Official Rules for Details.

• You Have Not Yet Won. AJI Entries Have The Same Chance
Of Winning. The winner has not been identified. We don’t
know who the winner is. If you enter our sweepstakes, your
entry will have the same chance to win as every other entry.

• Enter For Free. You don't have to buy anything to enter. Just
mail the entry form included in this mailing or follow the
instructions in the Official Rules.

• Enter As Often As You Like. You don't have to wait for
us to mail you an entry form. You may submit additional
entries simply by writing us at: Publishers Clearing House,
101 Winners Circle, Port Washington, NY 11050. Each time
you write us you will be entered once in each ongoing
Sweepstakes. Each entry request must be mailed separately.

«
• Buying Won’t Help You Win. Your chances of winning with
out a purchase are the same as the chances of someone
who buys something. It would not be lawful to give any
advantage to buyers in a sweepstakes.

STATE OF MAINE
KENNEBEC, SS.

In re:
PUBLISHERS CLEARING
HOUSE

SUPERIOR COURT
CIVIL ACTION
DOCKET NO. CV-00-^ *

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

ORDER COMPELLING PRODUCTION
OF DOCUMENTS, 5 M.R.S.A. § 212
A

Following hearing, and upon review of the materials submitted by the parties in relation
to this matter, the Court hereby orders Publishers Clearing House, a New York limited
partnership, (“PCH”) to comply fully with the terms of this Civil Investigative Demand, dated
February 2, 2000, (“CID”) issued by the Attorney General, a copy of which is appended hereto
and incorporated by reference herein. PCH shall produce all documents and statements required
to be produced by the terms of this CID within two (2) weeks of the date of this order.
PCH shall conduct a thorough search of all documents and records in its custody or
control, and shall produce for inspection and copying by the Attorney General in Kennebec
County all documents found which are responsive in any respect to any paragraph of the CID, in
accordance with the terms thereof.
Having conducted such a thorough search and made production in accordance with the
foregoing paragraph, PCH shall report to this Court, by means of a sworn statement, concerning
the efforts it has made to comply with the requirement of a thorough search and with the terms of
the CID in general.

r
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PCH shall further certify under oath to this Court, and to the Attorney General, that it has

made a diligent search of its records and response to the CID, that it has produced for inspection
by the Attorney General the original of all documents requested by the CID in its custody or
control, and that it has accurately listed all other documents responsive to the CID but (a)
withheld from production in good faith on the grounds of privilege from disclosure to the
Attorney General, and (b) removed, destroyed or altered pnbr to service of the CID. - 7 '"
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STATE OF MAINE
KENNEBEC, SS.

SUPERIOR COURT
CIVIL ACTION
DOCKET NO. CV-OO-

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

In re:
PUBLISHERS CLEARING
HOUSE

MEMORANDUM OF LAW IN SUPPORT
OF PETITION OF THE ATTORNEY
GENERAL FOR ORDER COMPELLING
PRODUCTION OF BOOKS AND
PAPERS, 5 M.R.S.A. § 212

INTRODUCTION
This memorandum of law is filed by the Attorney General of the State of Maine pursuant
to 5 M.R.S.A. § 212 in support of his petition for an order compelling the production of books
and papers and assessment of a civil penalty against Publishers Clearing House, a New York
limited partnership, (“PCH”) for failure to comply with a Civil Investigative Demand ("CID")
issued pursuant to 5 M.R.S.A.§ 211.

-;
BACKGROUND

Each year in an effort to induce the purchase of magazine subscriptions and other
merchandise, PCH sends sweepstakes mailings to Maine consumers, consisting of letters, forms
and other documents designed to interest consumers in making purchases from PCH.
Among the techniques PCH uses to induce such purchases are these:
(a) representations that convey the overall impression that the consumer has won the
sweepstakes;
(b) representations that state or imply that the consumer has been specially selected to
receive the mailing or has a greater likelihood of winning than is the case;

(c) requests for information from the consumer, such as his or her preferences regarding
characteristics of the prize to be awarded;
(d) personalized simulated checks;
(e) “scratch off’ devices that appear to be based on chance but entitles substantially all
consumers to the same prize or opportunity;
(f) fictitious dramatizations that state or imply that PCH employees have personal
feelings or have had actual conversations about particular consumers;
(g) envelopes bearing official looking designations and implying that they were sent by
special mailing methods;
(h) methods of entry for consumers not interested in ordering merchandise that are more
cumbersome and complicated than the methods used by orderers; and
(i) representations that state or imply that persons who order merchandise are more likely
to win, or to be eligible for additional prizes or opportunities than non orderers, or that a person’s
purchase history will improve his or her status in a sweepstakes.
The Attorney General is investigating whether PCH has engaged in acts or practices that
violate 5 M.R.S.A. § 207, which prohibits unfair methods of competition and unfair or deceptive
acts or practices in the conduct of any trade or commerce by mailing misleading promotional
materials to Maine residents in connection with its sweepstakes business. As part of his
investigation, the Attorney General issued CID pursuant to 5 M.R.S.A. § 211, requesting the
production of documents containing the names and addresses of Maine residents to whom PCH
mailed sweepstakes materials from January 1,1997 to the present. The State also requested
copies of promotional materials, including entry forms that are mailed to Maine residents, the
names and addresses of Maine residents who purchased magazines and merchandise from PCH
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from January 1, 1997 to the present, and, for those who purchased merchandise, the date of the
purchase, the type of merchandise purchased and the amount of the purchase. A copy of the CID
is appended hereto as Exhibit A.
The CID required that PCH respond on February 16, 2000. PCH requested and the
Attorney General’s office agreed to extend the time for response to March 1, 2000. On March
1, 2000, PCH responded to the CID by objecting to every request set forth in the CID. A copy
of PCH’s objections is appended hereto as Exhibit B. PCH did not appear, give testimony or
produce documents in response to the CID. Nor did PCH file a motion with the court to
modify or set aside the CID.
The Attorney General submits this memorandum in support of his petition for an order
compelling PCH to comply with the CID and his request for the assessment of a $5,000 civil
penalty against PCH for its failure to comply with the CID pursuant to 5 M.R.S.A. § 212.
ARGUMENT
A.

PCH Has Waived Its Objections
Pursuant to 5 M.R.S.A. § 211, the Attorney General, whenever he believes any person to

be or to have been in violation of the Unfair Trade Practices Act, may examine or cause to be
examined for that purpose, any books, records, papers and memoranda of whatever nature
relevant to such alleged violation. The Attorney General has received complaints and inquiries
from Maine residents regarding PCH’s sweepstakes. The Attorney General issued a CID,
pursuant to 5 M.R.S.A. § 211, requesting that PCH provide copies of sweepstakes mailings that
it mailed to Maine and the names and addresses of Maine residents who were sent the mailings,
and the names and addresses of Maine residents who purchased products from PCH, the date of
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the purchase, and the type and amount of merchandise purchased. PCH has not provided any
documents in response to the CID nor has PCH moved this court to modify the CID.
Title 5 M.R.S.A. § 211 provides “At any time prior to the date specified in the notice, or
within 21 days after the notice has been served, whichever period is shorter, the court may, upon
motion for good cause shown, extend such reporting date or modify or set aside such demand.”
Courts interpreting identical language have held that failure to move the court to modify or set
aside a CID constitutes a waiver of objections to the CID. State v. Hobby Horse Ranch Tractor
and Equipment Company. 929 P. 2d. 741 (Idaho 1996); Attorney General v. Bodimetric Profiles.
533 NE 2d. 1364 (Ma.. 1989).
Under the statutory scheme governing the issuance and enforcement of CIDs by the
Attorney General in the context of an Unfair Trade Practice Act investigation, the recipient of a
CID who objects to the demand has the burden of showing good cause to set aside or modify the
CID. The recipient may not remain passive as PCH has done. Although PCH notified the
Attorney General of its objections to the CID, it should have filed a motion in court to modify or
set aside the CID. Merely informing the Attorney General of its refusal to comply does not
suffice to shift the burden to the Attorney General to take the next legal step. Attorney General v.
Bodimetric. 533 NE 2d. at 1365; State v. Hobby Horse Ranch Tractor and Equipment Company,
929 P. 2d. at 744 (waiting for State to file an application for an order compelling response
instead of complying with clear requirements of the statute is a waiver of objections to CID).
Having failed to properly preserve its objections, PCH has waived its objections to the CID.

B.

The Court Should Assess Civil Penalty of $5,000 Against PCH For Failure To
Comply With 5 M.R.S.A. § 211
Title 5 M.R.S.A. §212 expressly provides that “[A] person upon whom a notice is served
pursuant to § 211 shall comply with the terms thereof unless otherwise provided by the
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order of a court of this State.” The statute also provides that any person who fails to
appear shall be subject to a civil penalty of not more than $5,000 payable to the State to
be recovered in a civil action. PCH did not appear as required by the CID or file a motion
in court to modify or set aside the CID. Therefore, PCH is subject to a civil penalty as
provided in 5 M.R.S.A. § 212. The Attorney General requests this court assess a civil
penalty of $5,000 against PCH for its utter failure to comply in any respect with the
requirements 5 M.R.S.A. § 211.

C.

PCH’s Objections Do Not Support A Finding That The CID Should Be Modified
Or Set Aside
Assuming arguendo that PCH has not waived its objections to the CID, none of the

objections raised in its correspondence with the Attorney General support a finding that the
CID should be modified or set aside.
5 M.R.S.A. § 212 provides for enforcement of civil investigative demands for documents
by the Attorney General in the context of an Unfair Trade Practices Act investigation. Pursuant
to 5 M.R.S.A.§ 212, "whenever any person fails to comply with any notice served upon him
under § 211, or whenever satisfactory copying or reproduction of any such material cannot be
done and such person refuses to surrender such material, the Attorney General may file, in the
Superior Court of the county in which such a person resides or has his principal place of business
or in Kennebec County, if such person is a nonresident or has no principal place of business in
this State, and serve upon such person or in the same manner, as provided in § 211, a petition for
an order of such Court for the enforcement of this section. Any disobedience of any final order
entered under this section by any court shall be punished as contempt thereof."
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Pursuant to this provision, the Attorney General is petitioning the Court to enforce his
CID for books and records served upon PCH and to issue an order requiring PCH to provide the
requested information.
PCH's objections to the Attorney General's CID do not justify modifying or setting aside
the CID even if PCH had properly preserved the objections. PCH asserts four (4) general
objections: 1) the CID seeks documents that are not relevant to the legitimate goals of the subject
matter of the Attorney General's investigation; 2) The CID as drafted is unduly burdensome,
unreasonable and oppressive; 3) The CID seeks documents that are protected by the attorney
client privilege and/or attorney work product doctrine; and 4) PCH objects to the CID to the
extent that it requests documents generated after February 2, 2000. See Exhibit B at l.The
Attorney General addresses each objection below.
The test enunciated in Oklahoma Press Publishing Co.v. Walling, 327 U.S.186. (1946)
and reaffirmed in United States v. Morton Salt Co., 338 U.S.632 (1950) for determining the
reasonableness of a subpoena duces tecum or similar order requires that (1) the inquiry is within
the authority of the agency; (2) the demand is not too indefinite; and (3) the information sought is
reasonably relevant. Under this test there is no question that 5 M.R.S.A.§§ 207 and 211 accord
the Attorney General the power to investigate possible unfair or deceptive practices. Moreover,
the CID is not impermissibly indefinite. There is no general request for all business records.
Rather the types of records sought are limited to mailings that were sent to Maine residents,
documents that identify Maine customers and documents that describe the type and amount of
merchandise purchased y Maine residents. Moreover, the CED is limited to mailings made on or
after January 1,1997. Much broader demands have been upheld. See e.g. Steele v. State of
Washington, 537 P. 2d 782,788 (Wash.l975)(collecting cases). Finally the documents requested
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in the CID are reasonably relevant to the Attorney General's investigation into whether PCH is
inducing Maine residents to purchase its products through its sweepstakes mailings.
Having established that the CID is reasonable under the standards articulated in
Oklahoma Press and Morton Salt, it is therefore also established that the CID is not unduly
burdensome, unreasonable or oppressive. Indeed documentary demands exceed reasonable limits
only when they "seriously interfere with the functioning of the investigated party by placing
excessive burdens on manpower or requiring removal or critical records." Attorney General v.
Bodimetric Profiles. 533 N.E. 2d at 1367-1386 (citation omitted). However, because the
requested information is often peculiarly within the province of the person to whom the CID is
addressed, broad discovery demands may be permitted even when such a demand "imposes
considerable expense and burden on the investigated party." Id. at 1368.
PCH's objection that the requested documents are subject to claims of attorney client
privilege and/or the attorney work product doctrine is without merit. PCH makes no attempt in
its objections to explain how these privileges apply to the requested documents. Certainly
sweepstakes mailings that are sent to hundreds or thousands or people are not privileged. The
cited privileges do not apply to requests for customer information either, as PCH presumably
does not provide legal representation to Maine consumers.
In its fourth general objection PCH objects to producing documents generated after
February 2,2000. This objection does not excuse PCH from producing documents generated
prior to that date that are with the scope of the CID. Obviously if the Attorney General decides
that documents created after that date are relevant, he can issue another CID.
In addition to its general objections, PCH also asserts three specific objections: 1) PCH is
willing to entertain a suitably narrowed request subject to agreement upon, and entry into, a
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protective agreement, 2) PCH will provide documents upon the Attorney General's payment to
PCH of photocopying in the approximate amount of $2,000.00 for black and white copies; and
3) it does not maintain its records categorized by state in the ordinary course of business. See
Exhibit B at 2 through 3.
It does not appear that demanding the Attorney General enter into a protective agreement
is contemplated by 5 M.R.S.A.§ 211 as a precondition to compliance with a CID. Rather, PCH
could have filed a motion in court requesting the CID be modified which it failed to do.
Moreover § 211 provides protection to PCH because it clearly states that information produced
pursuant to a CID "shall not unless otherwise ordered by a court of this State for good cause
shown, be disclosed to any person other than the authorized agent or representative of the
Attorney General." This provision exempts the response to a CID from the Freedom of Access
Law, 1 M.R.S.A. §§ 401 et seq. and requires the Attorney General to obtain a court order before
disclosing the information. Because adequate protection exists in the law to address PCH's
concerns regarding confidentiality, its demand that the Attorney General enter into a protective
agreement is without merit.
PCH’s claim that it need not comply with the CID unless the Attorney General pays
$2,000 for the costs of copying is similarly devoid of support in the statute. Nothing in 5
M.R.S.A. §§ 211 through 212 suggests that the Attorney General has to pay for copies. Rather 5
M.R.S.A. § 211 provides that"[Documentary material demanded pursuant to this section shall
be produced for inspection, reproduction and copying during normal business hours at the
principal office or place of business of the person served, or in the county where such person
resides or has a place of business, or in Kennebec County if the person served is a nonresident or
has no place of business within the State, or at such other times and places as may be agreed
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upon by the person served and the Attorney General." (emphasis supplied) Accordingly, PCH, a
nonresident, must make the documents available to the Attorney General in Kennebec County
where the Attorney General can inspect them and copy them.
Finally, PCH objects on the grounds that it does not maintain its records categorized by
state in the ordinary course of business. This claim is belied by the fact that PCH has sent letters
to residents of Missouri that clearly indicate that the mailing was limited to Missouri residents.
A copy of a letter from PCH to a Missouri resident is appended hereto as Exhibit C1. Therefore
it appears that PCH has some ability to sort its mailings on a state by state basis. Even assuming
that PCH does not maintain its records categorized by state in the ordinary course of its business,
there is no provision in 5 M.R.S.A. § 211 that provides for an objection on that basis. By
engaging in business in Maine, PCH is subject to investigation in Maine for its business activities
conducted here. The mere assertion that the requested information is not readily available is
insufficient to support a finding that the CID should be modified or set aside. Attorney General
v. Bodimetric Profiles. 533 N.E. 2d at 1368.1

1The Attorney General o f Missouri has brought suit against PCH on behalf o f Missouri residents. A Missouri
resident provided the appended letter to the Missouri Attorney General who forwarded a copy to the Maine
Attorney General's office.
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CONCLUSION
For the above stated reasons, the Attorney General respectfully requests that this court
issue and order compelling PCH to comply with the CID dated February 2, 2000 and assess a
civil penalty of $5,000 against PCH for failing to comply with the CID.

Dated: March 24, 2000

Respectfully submitted,
ANDREW KETTERER
Attorney General

LINDA J. CONTI -Me. Bar No.3638
Assistant Attorney General
6 State House Station
Augusta, Maine 04333-0006
Telephone: (207) 626-8800
Attorneys for the State of Maine
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In re:
PUBLISHERS CLEARING
HOUSE

ATTORNEY GENERAL’S OBJECTION TO
PUBLISHERS CLEARING HOUSE’S
MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER

The Maine Attorney General opposes Publishers Clearing House’s (“PCH”J Motion for
Protective Order because it would unduly limit his authority under 5 M.R.S.A. §§ 211 to
investigate by means of a Civil Investigative Demand (“CID”) potential violations of the Maine
Unfair Trade Practices Act.
■*

I.

BACKGROUND

Since 1998, there has been a nationwide multistate effort by State Attorneys General to
examine and address unfair and deceptive practices in the direct mail sweepstakes industry. As
part of this multistate effort, a group of approximately forty states conducted a preliminary
investigation of PCH. During this investigation, PCH engaged in settlement negotiations with the
states which would have ended the investigation. After these negotiations broke down in January
2000, the Maine Attorney General decided to continue with his investigation in a formalized
manner.
On February 2, 2000 the Maine Attorney General, through his staff, issued the CID at
issue to PCH, seeking the production of specified documents by February 16, 2000. The
Attorney General issued the CID to PCH pursuant to his law enforcement investigative authority

under the Maine Unfair Trade Practices Act ("UTPA") 5 M.R.S.A.§ 211 This statute grants the
Attorney General the power to examine documents in the course an investigation to ascertain
whether someone has engaged in or is engaging in an unfair or deceptive method, act or practice.
A Copy of this statute is attached to this Opposition as Exhibit A. The CID was not issued as a
discovery request, but as part of the Attorney General's prelitigation investigative powers granted
by statute.
PCH accepted service of the CID. Counsel for PCH contacted the Attorney General and
requested an extension of time to respond until March 1,2000. The Attorney General agreed to
extend the return date of the CID as requested. However, on March 1, 2000, PCH did not
produce any requested documents, nor did it file with the Court any motion to set aside or
modify the CID. The Attorney General filed a Motion to Enforce the CID on or about March 24,
2000. In response to the Attorney General's Motion to Enforce the CID, PCH filed a Motion for
Protective Order in which it seeks to narrow the scope of the Attorney General's CID and
requests this court enter a protective order that impedes the Attorney General's investigation.
To date, PCH has not produced a single document in response the CED.
Specifically, in its Motion for Protective Order, PCH seeks to set aside requests 1, 3 and
4 and objects to the CDD on the grounds that (1) the Attorney General seeks documents that are
not relevant to his investigation, (2) that the requests are unduly burdensome, and (3) the CID
seeks documents that are trade secrets. The Attorney General submits that PCH’s Motion for a
Protective Order is untimely under 5 M.R.S.A. § 211 and further responds to PCH’s objections
as set forth below.
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H.
A.

ARGUMENT

PCH’s Motion for a Protective Order is Untimely and is Being Used to
Impede the Attorney General’s Investigation

By waiting to file its Motion for a Protective Order until after its time to respond had
expired and only in response to the Attorney General’s Petition to Enforce the CID, PCH failed
to properly file its Motion under the requirements of the CID statute. Pursuant to 5 M.R.S.A.§
211 a court may modify or set aside the CID "[a]t any time prior to the date specified in the
notice or within 21 days after the notice has been served, whichever period is shorter.”
Therefore, under the statute PCH should have sought modifications, including a Protective Order
well enough in advance of the March 1, 2000 deadline to enable the Court to consider and act
upon the Motion prior to that date. Accordingly, PCH's Motion is untimely and should be denied.
PCH’s actions demonstrate that the filing of its Motion is simply an attempt to delay as
long as possible the Attorney General’s legitimate investigation. PCH initially had two weeks to
review the CID, contact the Attorney General’s staff with any questions or objections, try to
negotiate reasonable concessions to the CID, or move that the Court modify or set aside the
CID. PCH did, in fact, contact the Attorney General’s staff, who agreed to extend the return date
on the CID by about two weeks until March 1, 2000. Then, on the agreed upon date for
producton, March 1, 2000, PCH for the first time indicated to the Attorney General that it
objected to the CID and would not comply leaving the Attorney General no alternative but to
seek to enforce the CID in Court. PCH then asked for additional time to respond to the Attorney
General’s enforcement action. Then on the very last day of its extension to respond to the
Attorney General’s Petition to enforce the CID, PCH filed a Motion for Protective Order and de
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facto Motion to Set Aside, failing to file before the reporting date as required by 5 M.R.S.A. §
211 .

In sum, PCH has engaged in dilatory and obstructive tactics to impede the Attorney
General's investigation. As a result, over three months have elapsed from service of the CID to
the service of this Objection, yet the Attorney General has not obtained a single document from
PCH. PCH’s Motion for Protective Order is in bad faith in addition to being untimely and should
be denied.

B.

Each Demand in the CID Requires Production of Documents Relevant to
the Attorney General’s Investigation

PCH argues that the Attorney General is not entitled to certain categories of documents
because, as PCH argues, it is unclear why he wants them. PCH Memorandum at p. 11. The
Attorney General seeks both the mailings and information regarding the recipients of the
mailings. These requests directly relate to his investigation.
*
'■
The CID statute provides that the Attorney General may seek anything relevant to an
alleged violation. Also, the Attorney General may seek information concerning the result of
potential consumer protection violations i.e., what harm has been suffered by victims. Such
information is not only relevant, it is critical to the Attorney General’s mandate in enforcing the
Maine Unfair Trade Practices Act. Yet PCH would prevent the Attorney General from seeking
this very type of information. The “[^imitations for which [PCH] argues would hamper
reasonable investigation.” Cuna Mutual Ins. Soc'v. Attorney General. 380 Mass. 539, 543, 404
N. E. 2d 1219 (1980).
If the Attorney General believes that the nature of a CID recipient’s business itself may
be conducted unfairly or deceptively, he is entitled to a broad range of documents. As PCH
concedes, the nature of its business is marketing magazines and merchandise by means of
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sweepstakes promotions. It is these sweepstakes promotions that the Attorney General believes
may be unfair or deceptive. The purpose of the CED statute is to provide the Attorney General
with the necessary law enforcement tools to uncover and obtain details about potentially unfair
or deceptive practices. It is circular logic for PCH to argue that the Attorney General may not
prevail if a lawsuit is brought for violations of the Maine Unfair Trade Practices Act, therefore,
he is not entitled to investigate PCH’s business practices. PCH Memorandum at 10-12 and 2122. “[E]ffective investigation requires broad access to sources of information, ... because the
evidence of the alleged violations is within control of the investigated party.” In the Matter of a
Civil Investigative Demand Addressed to Yankee Milk. 372 Mass. 353, 364-365, 362 N.E. 2d
207 (1977).
For example, while PCH claims that this Court would apply a reasonable person standard
to recipients of its mailings and find no reasonable person would be misled by them, it withholds
its customer lists which prevents the Attorney General from finding out who is purchasing
$2,500 of merchandise from PCH and why. This information may allow the Attorney General to
determine whether PCH is targeting vulnerable consumers1 or whether reasonable consumers are
being misled. Either way, there is a potential Unfair Trade Practices Act violation.
C.

PCH’s Proposed Confidentiality Order is Unnecessary and Would Hamper
the Attorney General’s Investigation

PCH’s proposed Confidentiality Order is completely unnecessary because the statute
already fully protects the confidentiality of documents produced pursuant to 5 M.R.S.A. § 211.

1 Eighty-three percent of Iowa consumers who spent $2500 or more with PCH in 1996 and 1997, were 65 or
older. See PCH Memorandum at tab 6 p.4.
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This provision requires that “any documentary material or other information produced by any
person pursuant to this section shall not, unless otherwise ordered by a court for good cause
shown, be disclosed to any person.” In many respects, this statute provides for more protection
than that typical in commercial litigation because it prohibits disclosure of all documents and
information produced in response to the CID, not just those designated confidential.
These confidentiality provisions are also more than adequate to protect any trade secret
or confidential business information that PCH may produce to the Attorney General. Except for
his own designated agents or representatives, the Attorney General is forbidden by these
provisions from disclosing this information to any one, including competitors ancfthe general
public.2
Not only is PCETs proposed Confidentiality Order unnecessary, it also imposes
unreasonable burdens on the Attorney General which are not authorized by the CID statute. For
éxample, the proposed Confidentiality Order restricts disclosure of produced documents to only
those members of the Attorney General’s staff who are attorneys and would prohibit sharing the
documents with the Attorney General’s paralegals, investigators, or support staff. In contrast, the
CID statute allows the Attorney General to share documents with any “authorized agent or
representative of the Attorney General,” which would include paralegals, investigators, or
support staff.
Furthermore, PCH proposes in its Confidentiality Order to severely limit who the
Attorney General can retain as an expert. PCH’s proposed Order provides that confidential
material may only disclosed to experts who are not affiliated in any way with a competitor of
PCH. However, PCH defines “competitor” as “any company engaged in or sponsoring

2 O f course, many of these documents are already public. For example, the actual sweepstakes solicitations
themselves, which compose the bulk o f the CID request, have been sent to millions of consumers.
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sweepstakes in conjunction with the sale of magazines or merchandise.” PCH does not limit
“competitor” to companies involved in direct mail solicitations. PCH’s definition of
“competitor” would severely limit the Attorney General’s ability to obtain experts whose
expertise derives from experience of the subject of marketing techniques, disclosures, and
concealments that make people more or less likely to buy the product when playing the
sweepstakes.

1.

PCH improperly seeks to prevent discussions among the Attorneys General
PCH’s major concern, and the primary reason for seeking a Confidentiality Order

is its fear that the Attorney General staff will discuss their PCH investigation* with other
Attorneys General. PCH Memorandum at 19-20. PCH may wish to prevent the Attorneys
General from discussing their respective litigations, but it is not legally entitled to do so. Title 5 §
211 simply does not prevent the type of communication that PCH fears. The statute only protects
documentary material or other information which is produced by PCH. It does not cover strategy
or “issue spotting” derived from an attorney’s review and analysis of the documents, which may
be combined with his/her expertise in consumer protection law or legal research, he^ traditional
attorney work product. While the Attorney General does not and will not share discrete
information obtained directly from the produced documents, we are entitled under the CID
statute to share case strategies and development with our fellow law enforcement agencies.

D.

The Attorney General’s Specification of the Place of Production is
Authorized by the CID Statute

Under 5 M.R.S.A. § 211, the Attorney General is authorized to require that production of
documents pursuant to a CID occur at his offices. This is contrary to PCH’s suggestion that the
Attorney General either be required to travel to PCH’s offices in New York in order to examine
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original documents responsive to the CID or pay the expenses for PCH to photocopy them at
PCH’s offices.
First, the statute specifically requires that examination of documentary material pursuant
to a CID be conducted in Kennebec County. The statute states that “documentary material
demanded pursuant to this section shall be produced for inspection, reproduction and copying
during normal business hours at the principal place of business of the person served, or in the
county where such person resides or has a place of business, or in Kennebec County if the person
served is a nonresident or has no place of business within the State, or at such other times and
places as may be agreed upon by the person served and the Attorney General.” 5 M.R.S.A.§ 211
Second, the CID statute authorizes the Attorney General to specify the exact location of the
examination within the appropriate county. The statute provides for the Attorney General to give
notice to the recipient of the CID, including the "time and place” of the examination.
«

If, as required by the statute, the documentary examination occurs in Kennebec County

and PCH does not wish to provide copies, the Attorney General’s staff is more than willing to
make the copies at his office from originals or copies of originals which will be promptly
returned to PCH. It is difficult to believe that PCH cannot afford even to make one copy of
original documents that it could circulate to the Attorneys General for copying purposes.
E.

The CID is Not Unduly Burdensome

While any CID by its nature imposes a burden on a recipient, a CID may be modified or
set aside only if it presents an undue burden on a recipient. In determining whether a burden is
undue, this Court should consider that “effective investigation requires broad access to sources of
information, particularly when ... evidence of the alleged violations [is] in the control of the
investigated party.” Yankee Milk. 372 Mass, at 364-365. For this reason, courts may permit the
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Attorney General to issue a CID which “imposes considerable expense and burden on the
investigated party.” Id. See also Attorney General v.Bodimetric Profiles. 404 Mass, at 158-159,
533 N. E. 2d 1364 (1989).
The CID at issue does not present an undue burden. In particular, PCH complains that the
burden imposed by demands which require production of the names of all Maine consumers who
purchased products from PCH and the amounts they spent. PCH’s complaint, however, is
unfounded and stretches the limits of credence because it relies on a claim that PCH cannot sort
its customer records by state. First, it is hard to believe in the modem era of information storage
and organization that PCH finds it so difficult to sort its computer records by state. After all,
computer records are by their nature amenable to searching by various categories. While PCH
does provide an Affidavit to support its claim, the statements in the Affidavit are conclusory and
fail to explain what exactly about PCH’s computer system makes it difficult to sort records by
state. Furthermore, these conclusions are undercut by the fact that PCH has recently sent letters
4!

to consumers in states where that state’s Attorney General has sued PCH, which letters are both
sorted by state and specifically reference the state at issue. An example of such a letter is
attached to the State’s Petition to Enforce the CID. Also, some of the costs cited in the Miller
Affidavit are questionable without further explanation, such as an allocation of $107,473 for 215
hours of computer time at $500 per hour.
Second, if PCH truly cannot easily sort its computer records by state, PCH may produce
all of its records and the Attorney General staff will sort out the Maine consumers with a
commitment to delete all non Maine entries immediately after the sorting has been completed.
In an attempt to reduce the burden of compliance, the Attorney General is willing to
accept documents that PCH has that show the names and addresses of Maine residents who
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spent more than $2500 on PCH merchandise in 1997, 1998, and 1999. The Attorney General
having agreed to this compromise, PCH now insists that it will produce this information only if
the Attorney General enters into a protective order that prohibits him from contacting these
consumers. Obviously, this demand puts the Attorney General in an untenable situation.3 In
order to find out if there are persons who may have been misled by PCH’s mailings, the
Attorney General must agree not to interview them.
Therefore, the requests in the CID, including the request for the names of Maine
consumers, are not unduly burdensome. While the CED may place a burden on PCH, it is not an
unreasonable or undue burden given the scope of conduct being investigated, and the Attorney
General’s willingness to attempt to reduce the burden.
F.

PCH’s Customer Lists are Not Trade Secrets

For the first time in its Motion for Protective Order, PCH raises a new objection, which it
had not previously asserted, which is that the names and addresses of Maine residents who
purchased magazines and trinkets from PCH constitute trade secrets. First, for the reasons set
forth previously in this Objection, PCH has waived this argument because it was not timely
raised in response to the State’s CID. Second, the names and addresses of Maine residents who
purchased merchandise from PCH are not trade secrets and therefore are subject to the CID4.
In support of its argument, PCH cites 10 M.R.S.A.§ 1542, which provides:
Trade Secret means information, including, but not limited to, a formula,
pattern, compilation, program, device, method, techinique or process, that:
3 PCH points to a Wisconsin Protective order that contains provisions that limit the Attorney General’s ability to
communicate directly about the investigation with potential experts and victims. Other state courts around the
country, such as Missouri and Washington State have not entered the protective order as proposed by PCH.
Moreover in all of those states complaints have been filed and pretrial discovery is ongoing. In contrast, Maine
and Massachusetts have not filed complaints and are not involved in discovery under the civil rules, rather we
are pursuing information pursuant to the Attorney General’s prelitigation investigative powers and information
sought pursuant to these provisions is confidential by statute so the need for a protective order as in discovery
under M.R.Civ. P 26, is not implicated.
4 Title 5. section 2 1 1 provides that trade secrets are not subject to a CID.
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A. Derives independent economic value, actual or potential, from not being
generally known to and not being readily ascertainable by proper means by other persons
who can obtain economic value from its disclosure or use; and
B. Is the subject of efforts that are reasonable under the circumstances to maintain
its secrecy.
PCH bears the burden of establishing that the information requested is a trade secret.
Spottiswoode v. Levine. 1999 ME 79 5 28,730 A. 2d 166. PCH has not met its burden.
For example, PCH affiant Irving alleges in a conclusory fashion that only a fraction of PCHs
600 employees has access to this information. Irving Affidavit at5 5. PCH does not tell how
many employees in fact have access to the information. Irving also claims that all of-these
employees enter into confidentiality agreements but it does not provide copies of the agreements
or a definition of "non-authorized persons to whom disclosure is prohibited. Irving Affidavit at
56. PCH also admittedly shares the names with vendors. Irving Affiavit at 58. PCH has
aotprovided this court with a sufficient basis upon which to evaluate its efforts to maintain
confidentiality, and thus has failed to meet its burden.
Finally even if the names and addresses of all Maine residents who purchased
merchandise from PCH is a held to be a trade secret, the names and addresses of Maine
residents who purchased more than $2500 worth of PCH merchandise in 1997,1998 and 1999
are clearly not trade secrets. PCH admits that these lists were compiled as a result of
investigations commenced by the Attorneys General and not because they have independent
economic value. See Affidavit of Stephen Miller submitted by PCH in support of its Motion for
Protective Order at 5 10.
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m.

CONCLUSION

For all of the reasons set forth in this Objection to PCH’s Motion for Protective Order,
the Attorney General requests that the Motion for Protective Order be denied and this court
issue an order requiring PCH to comply with the Attorney General’s CED dated February. 2,
2000.
Respectfully submitted,

ANDREW KETTERER
Attorney General
Dated: May 19,2000
LINDA J. CO N T^M e. Bar No.3638
Assistant Attorney General
6 State House Station
Augusta, Maine 04333-0006
Telephone: (207) 626-8800
Attorneys for the State of Maine
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In re:
PUBLISHERS CLEARING
HOUSE

SUPERIOR COURT
CIVIL ACTION
DOCKET NO. CV-00-62

)
)
)
)

ATTORNEY GENERAL’S OBJECTION TO PUBLISHERS CLEARING HOUSE’S
MOTION TO MODIFY OR SET ASIDE CIVIL INVESTIGATIVE DEMAND
PURSUANT TO 5 M.R.S.A. § 211

On November 17, 2000 the Attorney General issued a second Civil Investigative
Demand (“CID”) to Publishers Clearing House (“PCH”), pursuant to 5 M.R.S.A. § 211. PCH
filed a timely Motion to Modify or Set Aside the CID. A copy of the CID is attached to PCH’s
Motion to Modify the CID as Exhibit 1. The Attorney General submits this Objection to PCH’s
Motion.
BACKGROUND
Each year in an effort to induce the purchase of magazine subscriptions and other
merchandise, PCH sent sweepstakes mailings to Maine consumers, consisting of letters, forms
and other documents designed to interest consumers in making purchases from PCH.
Among the techniques PCH uses to induce such purchases are these:
(a)

representations that convey the overall impression that the consumer has won the
sweepstakes;

(b)

representations that state or imply that the consumer has been specially selected
to receive the mailing or has a greater likelihood of winning than is the case;

(c)

requests for information from the consumer, such as his or her preferences
regarding characteristics of the prize to be awarded or the method and location
where the prize is to be awarded;

(d)

personalized simulated checks and titles to vehicles;

(e)

fictitious dramatizations that state or imply that PCH employees have personal
feelings or have had actual conversations about particular consumers;

(f)

envelopes bearing official looking designations and implying that they were sent
by special mailing methods;

(g)

methods of entry for consumers not interested in ordering merchandise that are
more cumbersome and complicated than the methods used by orderers; and

(h)

representations that state or imply that persons who order merchandise are more
likely to win, or to be eligible for additional prizes or opportunities than non
orderers, or that a persons purchase history will improve his or her status in a
sweepstakes.

In connection with its investigation, the Attorney General issued a CID to PCH in
February 2000 requesting a list of high activity customers in Maine and copies of sweepstakes
solicitations sent to Maine residents. PCH objected to the CDD and, after hearing, was ordered
June 6,2000 to produce a list of Maine customers who spent $500 or more per year on
merchandise sold in connection with PCH sweepstakes and to produce the sweepstakes mailings
in Maine for inspection and copying by the Attorney General.
In July of 2000 the Attorney General inspected 16 boxes of sweepstakes mailings
provided by PCH. PCH also produced a list of high activity customers in Maine. The Attorney
General has also contacted many of those high activity customers, in connection with this
investigation.
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As a follow up to the first CID, on November 17,2000 the Attorney General issued a
second CID to PCH. While the parties have reached an agreement as to the method and scope of
production that PCH will make in response to the second CID, PCH has filed a Motion to
Modify or Set Aside the CID in so far as it seeks deposition transcripts of employees or agents of
PCH on the grounds that the deposition transcripts are subject to Protective Orders.
ARGUMENT
The parties have resolved all but request Nos. 27 and 28 of the CID.1 The only
outstanding matter is whether PCH must, pursuant to the CED, provide the Attorney General with
the deposition transcripts of PCH’s agents or employees taken in connection with the State of
Wisconsin v. Publishers Clearing House, Case No. 99-CV-027, pending in the Circuit Court for
Columbia County, Wisconsin, including, but not limited to, the depositions of Dorothy Addeo,
Debra Holland, Dave Sayer, Darrell Lester, Lori Strand, Dan Doyle, Steven Miller, Keith
Burgandorf, Elena DiLoguri, Todd Sloan, and Andrew Goldberg.
The State also seeks transcripts of all depositions of PCH employees taken in connection
with any other legal action in which the action includes allegations of deception, fraud or
misrepresentations, or allegations that PCH solicitations or other mailings violated any State or
Federal consumer protection laws or regulations, including, but not limited to, depositions taken
in connection with the action styled Vollmer et al v. Publishers Clearing House and Campus
Subscriptions. Inc., in the United States District Court for the Southern District of Illinois.
In seeking to withhold the Wisconsin transcripts, PCH relies on a Protective Order issued
by the Court in the Wisconsin case (“Wisconsin Protective Order”). Attached to PCH’s Motion
to Modify the CID as Exhibit 7. However, the Wisconsin Protective Order does not actually

1 The Attorney General withdraws its request No. 29 in which it sought documents that refer or relate to Maine
residents who are members of the class of plaintiff in Vollmer et al v. Publishers Clearing House and Campus
Subscriptions, Inc., in the United States District Court Southern District of Illinois.
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prohibit PCH from producing the transcripts or otherwise prevent the Attorney General from
obtaining them, because the Wisconsin Protective Order does not prohibit PCH from freely
disclosing its own material.
Paragraph 5.H of the Wisconsin Protective Order states “[disclosure of confidential
material designated by PCH may be made to any person designated by PCH in writing.” PCH’s
Exhibit 7, at 6. Since the Wisconsin Protective Order does not prohibit PCH from distributing its
own material, there is nothing else in the Order that can be interpreted to provide PCH with the
ability to withhold such material when compelled to produce it, especially pursuant to
compulsory process by another law enforcement agency. Indeed, to hold otherwise would create
a serious hurdle to law enforcement investigation, because it would set a precedent allowing CID
recipients to withhold their own documents from the Attorney General by obtaining a Protective
Order in another jurisdiction in a separate litigation. See Attorney General v. Bodimetric Profiles,
533 N.E. 2d 1364, 1367 (Ma. 1989), in which the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court
interpreting a nearly identical statute held that Confidentiality Agreements between a CID
recipient and a third party do not prevent the Attorney General from obtaining documents
pursuant to a CID.
Furthermore, PCH cannot argue that requiring production of the Wisconsin deposition
transcripts would violate any prohibition against state sharing of information in the Wisconsin
{i
Protective Order. The Order prohibits the respective state Attorneys General from sharing PCH’s
documents with other state Attorneys General; these Orders do not prohibit PCH from sharing its
own documents with individual state Attorneys General.
This argument is equally true with respect to depositions taken in other cases. With
respect to the State’s request for transcripts of depositions taken of PCH employees and agents in
other cases, PCH cites a Protective Order issued by the United States District Court for the
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Southern District of Illinois, attached to its Motion to Modify as Exhibit 5 and a Protective Order
issued by the Circuit Court for Baltimore City, Maryland submitted by PCH under separate
cover. The Vollmer Order does not provide for the confidentiality of deposition transcripts. That
Order protects only documents relating to the administration of the class settlement.
Additionally, paragraph 5.G of the Maryland Protective Order specifically provides that “A
designating party may disclose its own confidential material to any person without requiring the
person to sign an acknowledgement.” The proposition that a party may withhold its own
documents from a valid request because of a protective order in another, separate case has led a
number of federal courts to compel production in similar circumstances. Carter-Wallace v. Hartz
Mountain Industries. 92 F.R.D. 67 (S.D.N.Y. 1981); In the Matter of Frigitemp Corporation. 27
B.R. 264 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y. 1983); Tucker v. Ohtsu Tire and Rubber. 191 F.R.D. 495 (D.MD
2000).
The facts in Carter-Wallace v. Hartz Mountain Industries, 92 F.R.D. 67, are very similar
to the facts in this case. In Carter-Wallace. the plaintiff asked the Southern District of New York
to order discovery against the defendant, which previously had been a defendant in a similar
lawsuit in the Eastern District of Virginia and had obtained a protective order governing
discovery. In the New York action, the plaintiff sought deposition transcripts of the
defendant’s employees which were subject to the Virginia protective order. When the
defendant asserted the Virginia protective order as a bar to producing the transcripts, the
Southern District of New York rejected the argument out of hand, stating:
Significantly, [the plaintiff] seeks production not from the court whose order sealed
the record nor from the party whose receipt of the information was contingent upon its
maintenance of strict security over its further dissemination. Rather, discovery is
explicitly directed at [the defendant], the party that originally controlled the evidence
and the one party not bound by an order which by its own terms prohibits disclosure
only by 'the receiving party.' None of the cases or principles cited by [the defendant]
support the absurd tenet that a party can avoid discovery in one case merely because it
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disclosed the same material to an adversary bound by a protective order in another
case.
Carter-Wallace. 92 F.R.D. at 69.
Like the plaintiff in Carter-Wallace. the Attorney General in this action seeks
documents, not from the Wisconsin Attorney General’s Office, but from PCH itself, which
was the original source of the information. Furthermore, in this case we know that the
Wisconsin Attorney General has no objection to PCH producing the deposition transcripts to
the Maine Attorney General.
Finally, PCH has offered to provide the Attorney General with portions of the
transcripts of depositions taken in Wisconsin that were read in open court or entered into
evidence at the trial of the Wisconsin case. The Attorney General obviously has access to that
evidence. However, as the court so aptly stated in Carter-Wallace when confronted with the
same argument, “[The plaintiff] is entitled to know what [the defendant’s] personnel told [its
former adversary] under oath during recent questioning.” Carter-Wallace. 92 F.R.D. at 70.
The Attorney General is entitled to know what PCH’s employees recently testified to under
oath to another law enforcement agency.
For these reasons, PCH should be ordered to produce the Wisconsin deposition
transcripts, as well as transcripts of depositions of any PCH agents or employees in any other
legal action, which includes allegations of deception, fraud, misrepresentation or alleging ;
violations of state or federal consumer protection statutes or regulations in their entirety
immediately.
Finally, this Court should consider the cost savings to Maine in avoiding duplicative
discovery. Pursuant to 5 M.R.S.A. § 211 the Attorney General has the authority to depose
PCH employees and agents here in Maine. However, the State seeks a cost efficient process
for determining which PCH employees and agents, if any, Maine needs to depose. Reducing
6

the cost of discovery is a legitimate objective. Martin Marietta Corporation v. Federal Trade
Commission. 475 F. Supp. 338, 344 (D.D.C. 1979). Requiring PCH to provide deposition
transcripts of its agents and employees in other cases will save Maine taxpayers money by
reducing the number of depositions to be taken by the Maine Attorney General and by
reducing the length of any depositions that the Maine Attorney General ultimately decides to
notice.
CONCLUSION
WHEREFORE, the State of Maine Attorney General respectfully requests that PCH’s
Motion to Modify paragraphs 27 and 28 of the CID be denied.
Respectfully submitted,
ANDREW KETTERER
Attorney General

Dated: December 22, 2000
LINDA J. CONTIyMe. Bar No. :
Assistant Attorney General
Department of Attorney General
6 State House Station
Augusta, Maine 04333-0006
(207) 626-8800
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STATE OF MAINE
KENNEBEC, SS.

IN RE PUBLISHERS CLEARING HOUSE

SUPERIOR COURT
CIVIL ACTION
DOCKET NO. CV-00-261
)
)
)

-

■

REPLY OF RESPONDENT PUBLISHERS CLEARING HOUSE
TO ATTORNEY GENERAL’S OBJECTION TO MOTION
TO MODIFY OR SET ASIDE CIVIL INVESTIGATIVE DEMAND
Respondent Publishers Clearing House (“PCH”) hereby replies to the Attorney General’s
Objection to PCH’s Motion to Modify or Set Aside Civil Investigative Demand (the “Motion”).
Because “good cause” exists in this case, PCH respectfully requests that the Court modify and/or
set aside the Civil Investigative Demand as set forth below.

I.

Document Requests 1 through 26
In the Objection, the Attorney General does not dispute that the parties have reached an

agreement whereby the Attorney General may review documents responsive to C.I.D. Document
Requests 1 through 26 (to the extent such documents exist) at PCH’s document repository in
New York, and that this agreement shall constitute compliance with the Civil Investigative
Demand (“C.I.D.”) for purposes of Document Requests 1 through 26.
As set forth at page 3 of PCH’s Motion, PCH requests only that the Court order that such
review take place subject to the same confidentiality provision set forth at Paragraph 4 of the
Court’s Amended Order dated June 22, 2000 and attached as Exhibit 3 to PCH’s Motion, relating
to a prior C.I.D.: “[t]he Attorney General’s use of the documents produced will be strictly limited
pursuant to 5 M.R.S.A. § 211 and no discrete information or documents produced will be
disclosed to anyone, either inside or outside the State of Maine, without prior court order.”
While it is PCH’s understanding that the Attorney General agrees to be so bound, PCH

respectfully requests that the Court expressly apply such language to the present case.

II.

Document Request 29
The Attorney General has withdrawn C.I.D. Document Request 29. See Objection at 3 n.

1.

III.

.

.

Document Requests 27 and 28
The only remaining dispute relates to Document Requests 27 and 28, by which the

Attorney General seeks transcripts of depositions taken of PCH employees in various civil cases
outside of Maine.1 PCH objects to these document requests because the deposition transcripts
are subject to protective orders in the courts in which the relevant cases are or were pending.
PCH does not object to providing the Attorney General with the portions of transcripts of
depositions taken in Wisconsin that were read in open court or entered into evidence, not under
seal - which are thus no longer confidential and subject to the protective order.1
2
As noted in PCH’s Motion, however, other responsive transcripts (as well as the portions
of the Wisconsin transcripts that were not read in open court or otherwise entered in evidence)
remain subject to court orders in the various jurisdictions in which the relevant cases are or were
pending. It is well-settled that protective orders serve the salutary purpose of facilitating
discovery by eliminating the prospect of disputes over what discovery should or should not be

1
Document Request 27 seeks transcripts o f depositions taken in a case brought by the State o f Wisconsin
against PCH, while Document Request 28 seeks transcripts from any remaining cases, including but not limited to
the Vollmer class action in the United States District Court for the Southern District o f Illinois. As noted in PCH’s
Motion, there were no depositions taken in Vollmer or in cases brought by states other than Wisconsin, with the
exception o f depositions taken o f PCH employees by the State o f Missouri relating to the narrow issue o f personal
jurisdiction over corporate officers. There were depositions taken in cases brought by individual consumers against
PCH.
2
As noted in PCH’s Motion, the relevant deponents were Dorothy Addeo, Deborah Holland, David Sayer,
Todd Sloane and Marianna Halufska.
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provided given confidentiality concerns. See, e.g.. United Nuclear Corn, v. Crawford Ins. Co..
905 F.2d 1424, 1427 (10th Cir. 1990).3 Thus, such orders are consistent with the command of
Me. R. Civ. P. 1 that the rules of civil procedure “shall be construed to secure the just, speedy
and inexpensive determination of every action.” 14 The Wisconsin Protective Order should
therefore be given its intended effect.
The Attorney General cited only a portion of the Wisconsin Protective Order in support of
the argument that the Order permits production by PCH of the remaining confidential transcripts.
The portion cited by the Attorney General (Section 5.H) permits PCH to disclose confidential
transcripts to third-parties designated by PCH in writing. However, this provision was
incorporated into the Wisconsin Protective Order so that PCH could disclose its confidential
documents to persons involved in the Wisconsin suit who were not foreseeable at the time of
entry of the Order and therefore were not specifically named therein. For instance, PCH needed
to disclose confidential material under the order to former employees who testified in PCH’s
defense, but who were not originally specified in the Protective Order.
Moreover, the Wisconsin Protective Order directly addresses - indeed p r o h ib its - the use
of the confidential transcripts in any proceeding other than the one conducted by the Wisconsin
Attorney General. This is precisely what the Maine Attorney General now proposes to do.
Specifically, Section 4 of the Wisconsin Protective Order provides:
Confidential Material under this Protective Order shall be used or disclosed only
for the purposes of preparing for and conducting the above-captioned litigation ...
and then only to the extent and in the manner specifically set forth herein.

3
This basic principle is noted even in cases cited by the Attorney General. See, e.g,. In the Matter o f
Frigitemp Corn.. 27 B.R. 264, 268 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y. 1983) (citing Martindell v. International Telephone and
Telegraph Corp,. 594 F.2d 291, 295-96 (2d Cir. 1979)).
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See Exhibit 7 to PCH’s Motion, at Section 4 (emphasis added). In a bench ruling incorporated
into the Wisconsin Protective Order, the Wisconsin Court noted that “the issue of discovery is for
the purposes of this litigation, not litigation in other jurisdictions or other forums.” See transcript
of proceedings attached hereto as Exhibit 1. at 8.4

.

In addition, Wisconsin Court in its bench ruling specifically made a prohibition of
disclosure of the deposition transcripts to other attorneys general conducting parallel proceedings
against PCH a p r e re q u is ite to allowance of the depositions in the first instance:
The protective order will prohibit release of protected materials to agencies of
other states. If the protective order is to be effective and enforceable, the
depositions or video testimony must not be released to state agencies of other
states.
See Exhibit 1. at 8-9. Accordingly, contrary to the Attorney General’s suggestions, the
Wisconsin Protective Order directly addresses and prohibits what the Attorney General proposes
to do - he., use the confidential Wisconsin transcripts in the context of an investigation in Maine.
In the same vein, this Court (Studstrup, J.) ruled in its June 22 Amended Order relating to
the Attorney General’s prior C.I.D., that, even beyond the confidentiality requirements of 5
M.R.S.A. §211:
[N]o discrete information [produced by PCH] will be disclosed to anyone, either
inside or outside the State of Maine, without prior court order.
See Exhibit 3 to PCH’s Motion, at Section 4. These two orders confirm that the Maine Attorney
General and other attorneys general are not to disclose the information they compile on a

4
Likewise, the court in Carter-Wallace v. Hartz Mountain industries. 92 F.R.D. 67, 69 (S.D.N.Y. 1981),
cited by the Attorney General, recognized the basic principle that “discovery . . . is for the party receiving it, not
outsiders . . . and . . . subsequent litigants should tailor their requests to the peculiarities o f their own action.” Here,
discovery materials created in another case are substantively irrelevant to this case, which involves different
statutes, different solicitations and a different time period.
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confidential basis from PCH as part of their individual investigations. Now, however, the Maine
Attorney General is attempting to circumvent the clear intent of these rulings by requiring PCH
itself to provide the Attorney General with out-of-state information clearly protected against
disclosure. The Court should reject this effort.
While the Attorney General contends that shielding the transcripts that are covered by
protective orders elsewhere would constitute an impediment to the Attorney General’s
investigative powers, it bears emphasis that such powers are not unlimited.5 Indeed, that much is
clear from the text of 5 M.R.S.A. § 211, which places certain information fe.g.. trade secrets)
beyond the reach of a C.I.D. Thus, the relevant inquiry is not limited to whether denying the
requested discovery would constitute an impediment to the Attorney General, but is rather
whether any such impediment would be acceptable in light of the competing concerns raised by
requiring disclosure of materials protected by an order of another court.6
A Maryland court presented with the same issue has recently ruled that the State of

5 Furthermore, any impediment is minimal, as the issue at this point is not whether discovery can be taken
in this case - but rather whether the Attorney General is entitled to discovery materials created in another case that
are subject to a protective order. PCH is not attempting, for example, to avoid producing documents that were also
produced elsewhere under a protective order. Rather, PCH is simply opposing the production o f transcripts o f
depositions o f individuals from whom the Maine Attorney General can obtain discovery by deposing those
individuals. Thus, the concern cited by at least one court ordering production o f materials subject to a protective
order in a different court does not appear applicable to this case. See Tucker v. Ohtsu Tire & Rubber Co,. Ltd.. 191
F.R.D. 495, 501 (D. Md. 2000) (citing the “unsettling . . . notion that [a party] might forever be insulated from
producing discovery in this, or other actions, by virtue o f having once produced it in a protected fashion . . . ” in
another case). Clearly, the concern expressed in Tucker is not implicated here.
6 With respect to the possibility o f depositions being taken pursuant to 5 M.R.S.A. § 211, it should be
noted that any depositions o f PCH employees would have to be taken where those employees are located, rather
than in Maine. By requiring nonresident deponents to travel to Kennebec County, while allowing residents to be
deposed at their places o f business anywhere within the state, section 211 violates the United States and Maine
constitutions. There is no rational basis for the statutorily disparate treatment o f residents (who may be deposed as
far from Kennebec County as Madawaska) and nonresidents (who may be much closer to Kennebec County, e.g.,
Portsmouth, New Hampshire).
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Maryland is entitled only to the portions of the Wisconsin depositions read in open court or
otherwise entered in evidence. See Order dated December 11, 2000, State of Maryland v.
Publishers Clearing House. Case No. 24-C-00-003104, at ^ 7(B).7 PCH respectfully requests that
this Court take the same approach as the Maryland court and set aside C.I.D. Document Requests
27 and 28 except with respect to portions of the Wisconsin depositions read in open court or
otherwise entered in evidence.
In the alternative, PCH respectfully requests that to the extent the Court orders PCH to
provide the Attorney General with deposition transcripts that are subject to protective orders in
other courts, the Court further order that the Attorney General’s receipt and use of those
transcripts is governed by the terms of such protective orders. See, e.g.. United Nuclear Corp..
905 F.2d at 1428; Tucker v. Ohtsu Tire & Rubber. 191 F.R.D. 495, 501-02 (D. Md. 2000);
Kerasotes v. National Amusements. Inc.. 139 F.R.D. 102, 106 (E.D. Mich. 1991).

CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons, Respondent Publishers Clearing House respectfully requests
that the Court modify and/or set aside the Attorney General’s Civil Investigative Demand dated
November 17, 2000.

7
The Maryland Order was referenced in Footnote 9 o f PCH’s Motion, but a copy was unavailable at the
time o f the filing o f the Motion and was therefore not attached thereto as an exhibit. A copy o f the Maryland order
was subsequently filed by letter to the Clerk dated December 13, 2000.
The Attorney General states in the Objection that the Maryland Order allows a party that has designated
material as confidential to release such material if the party so chooses. While this statement is accurate, it is beside
the point. First, the Maryland court specifically ordered that the Wisconsin deposition transcripts, which are subject
to a Wisconsin protective order, need only be produced to the extent that portions o f the transcripts were read into
the record or otherwise introduced in evidence at trial. Thus, the Maryland Order’s provision allowing a party to
disclose its own confidential material is irrelevant. Second, the reasons for such a provision are the same as they
were in the Wisconsin protective order (see supra at 3): to allow PCH to disclose protected materials to unspecified
and unforeseeable future witnesses or deponents in the cases at hand.
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Dated: January 5,2001

James T. Kilbreth, Esq.
Daniel L. Rosenthal, Esq.
VERRILL & DANA, LLP
P.O. Box 865
Portland, Maine 04112
(207) 774-4000
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SUPERIOR COURT
CIVIL ACTION
DOCKET NO. CV-00-261

STATE OF MAINE
KENNEBEC, SS.

IN RE PUBLISHERS CLEARING HOUSE

)
)
)

RESPONDENT PUBLISHERS CLEARING HOUSE’S
UNOPPOSED MOTION FOR ENLARGEMENT OF TIME
Respondent Publishers Clearing House hereby moves for an enlargement of time to and
including January 5,2001, to respond to the State of Maine’s Opposition to Publishers Clearing
House’s Motion to Modify or Set Aside Civil Investigative Demand. As grounds therefor,
Respondent states as follows:
1.

The current deadline for Respondent’s Reply is December 29, 2000.

2.

Respondent’s counsel is taking a long-planned vacation during the week of

December 25 through December 29, 2000.
3.

The State’s counsel, Linda Conti, has authorized Respondent to represent to the

Court that the State is not opposed to the requested enlargement of time to and including January
5, 2001.
WHEREFORE, Respondent requests the Court to issue an order allowing Respondent
until January 5, 2001 to respond to the State ofMaine’s Opposition to Publishers Clearing
House’s Motion to Modify or Set Aside Civil Investigative Demand.

Dated: December 27, 2000

James XTKilbreth, Esq.
Daniel L. Rosenthal, Esq.
VERRILL & DANA, LLP
P.O. Box 865
Portland, Maine 04112
(207) 774-4000

SUPERIOR COURT
CIVIL ACTION
DOCKET NO. CV-00-

STATE OF MAINE
KENNEBEC, SS.

IN RE PUBLISHERS CLEARING HOUSE

)
)
)

MOTION OF PUBLISHERS CLEARING HOUSE
PURSUANT TO 5 M.R.S.A. $ 211
TO MODIFY OR SET ASIDE CIVIL INVESTIGATIVE DEMAND
(with incorporated memorandum of law)
Publishers Clearing House (“PCH”) hereby moves pursuant to 5 M.R.S.A. § 211 to
modify or set aside the Civil Investigative Demand (“C.I.D.”) dated November 17, 2000, served
by the State of Maine Office of the Attorney General. While, as set forth below, PCH and the
Attorney General have reached an agreement with respect to Document Requests 1 through 26 of
the C.I.D., the parties have been unable to reach such an agreement with respect to Document
Requests 27 through 29. Because there is “good cause” for the Court to modify and/or set aside
the C.I.D. pursuant to 5 M.R.S.A. § 211, PCH respectfully requests that the Court grant the relief
specified below.1

FACTS
PCH is a New York limited partnership that is engaged in the sale of magazine
subscriptions and other merchandise through direct mail marketing. As part of its business, PCH
conducts sweepstakes in which recipients of PCH’s promotional materials are eligible to win a
prize simply by following the sweepstakes rules, without regard to whether they purchase

1
5 M.R.S.A. § 21 lstates, “[a]t any time prior to the date specified in the notice, or within 21 days after the
notice has been served, whichever period is shorter, the court may, upon motion for good cause shown, extend such
reporting date or modify or set aside such demand. The motion may be filed in the Superior Court o f the county in
which the person served resides or has his usual place o f business, or in Kennebec County.” The C.I.D. in this case
is dated November 17, 2000, was received by counsel for PCH on November 20, 2000, and states a date of
December 18, 2000 by which PCH must respond.

anything from PCH.
On November 20, 2000, counsel for PCH received a C.I.D. dated November 17, 2000
pursuant to 5 M.R.S.A. § 211, Maine’s Unfair Trade Practices Act. A copy of the C.I.D., which
contains 29 categories of document requests, is attached hereto as Exhibit 1.

I.

Document Requests 1 through 26
As set forth in a letter to the Attorney General dated December 1, 2000, a copy of which

is attached hereto as Exhibit 2. counsel for PCH advised the Attorney General that PCH objected
to Document Requests 1 through 26 on the grounds that those requests sought information
beyond the legitimate scope of a C.I.D. Specifically, PCH noted that the materials requested
constituted legally protected trade secrets2, and that production of such documents in Maine
would be unduly burdensome3. In addition, PCH set forth its view that the requirement of 5
M.R.S.A. § 211 that nonresident C.I.D. recipients produce documents in Kennebec County,
while residents may produce documents at their places of business or residences anywhere in the
state, is unconstitutional.
However, PCH offered to allow the Attorney General to do as other states’ attorneys
general have done, and review documents responsive to Requests 1 through 26 (to the extent
such documents exist) at a document repository in New York where documents are maintained
and indexed for review. PCH’s offer was conditioned only on the Attorney General’s

•:

willingness to agree that such a document review be governed by the confidentiality language

2 5 M.R.S.A. § 211(3)(B) states that no notice o f examination “shal l . . . [Require the disclosure o f any
documentary material which would be privileged, or which contains trade secret information . . . . ”
3 5 M.R.S.A. § 2 1 1(3)(A) states that no notice o f examination “shall. . . [c]ontain any requirement which
would be unreasonable or improper if contained in a subpoena duces tecum issued by a court o f this State . . . .”

2

appearing in 5 M.R.S.A. § 2114 and in an Amended Order dated June 22, 20005, issued by this
Court in a separate proceeding relating to an earlier C.I.D. A copy of the June 22 Amended
Order is attached hereto as Exhibit 3.
The Attorney General has accepted PCH’s offer to review documents responsive to
Requests 1 through 26 in New York, subject to the confidentiality provisions of 5 M.R.S.A. §
211 and the June 22 Amended Order.6 See letter dated December 7, copy attached hereto as
Exhibit 4. Such review constitutes compliance with the C.I.D. with respect to Document
Requests 1 through 26.

II.

Document Requests 27 through 29
As to Document Requests 27 through 29, PCH and the Attorney General have been

unable to reach an agreement. These requests deal with two categories of information: (1)
information relating to a class action captioned Vollmer. et al. v. Publishers Clearing House and
Campus Subscriptions. Inc., in the United States District Court for the Southern District of
Illinois; and (2) transcripts of depositions taken in various cases outside Maine.

I

4 5 M.R.S.A. § 211 states, “[a]ny book, record, paper, memorandum or other information produced by any
person pursuant to this section shall not unless otherwise ordered by a court o f this State for good cause shown, be
disclosed to any person other than the authorized agent or representative o f the Attorney General, unless with the
consent o f the person producing the same.”
5 Paragraph 4 o f the Amended Order states, “[t]he Attorney General’s use o f the documents produced will
be strictly limited pursuant to 5 M.R.S.A. § 211 and no discrete information or documents produced will be
disclosed to anyone, either inside or outside the State o f Maine, without prior court order.”
6 The Attorney General, in the December 7 letter, agrees that this review o f documents shall be governed
by the confidentiality provision o f 5 M.R.S.A. § 211, but does not mention the additional language contained in the
June 22 Amended Order. It is unclear whether this omission was intentional or simply an oversight. PCH
respectfully requests that the Court order that the Attorney General’s document review be governed by the same
confidentiality language contained in the Amended Order.
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A.

Vollmer Information

Document Request 29 seeks “[a]ll documents that refer or relate to Maine residents who
are members of the class of plaintiffs ..

in the Vollmer case. While this request is

extraordinarily broad, PCH understands the Attorney General to be seeking information
regarding the identity of Maine residents who are Vollmer class members, whether they opted out
of the class, and how much they received from PCH if they did not opt out. Such information,
however, is subject to a crystal-clear confidentiality order entered by the Vollmer court, and PCH
is not at liberty to release the information under that order. The Vollmer order, a copy of which
is attached hereto as Exhibit 5. states:
The Court is advised that various State Attorneys General are seeking immediate
production of lists of persons who opted out or made claims in this Action, and/or
the actual correspondence sent by such persons, and other correspondence
received in connection with the settlement. PCH has objected to providing these
documents, in part, because it continues to process the claims and opt outs and
respond to correspondence in accordance with the settlement agreement and this
Court’s various Administrative Orders. Producing the documents in the time and
manner requested by the Attorneys General will interfere with this Court’s Orders
regarding administration of the settlement and will subvert PCH’s attempts to
maintain the files in an orderly and organized fashion.
Accordingly, the Vollmer order continues:
Until further Order of the Court, access to all claims, requests for exclusion, and
all correspondence received from class members in connection with the settlement
of this case shall be limited to Defendants and Class Counsel and shall be
maintained in the sole and exclusive custody of Publishers Clearing House at the
Rescission Processing Center. Use and access to these documents is restricted to
processing the documents by Defendants and Class Counsel, in accordance with
the settlement agreement and this Court’s prior Administrative Orders. Any other
individual or entity seeking access to these documents, other than an individual
class member seeking his or her own documentation, may make application to this
Court and such request will be heard after notice to all parties to this action.
Clearly, the Vollmer court considers the protection of this information critical to the orderly and
4

proper administration of the class settlement.
The Vollmer court has indicated that when the claims process is complete, the abovecited Order will expire. However, that court will maintain continuing jurisdiction over the
relevant materials, and will have the final say as to what may be released and the terms and
conditions of such release. PCH has informed the Attorney General that when and if the Vollmer
court allows PCH to do so, PCH will provide the Attorney General with the information he
requests (subject to some clarification of what is presently an extraordinarily broad Document
Request). See Exhibit 2: see also letter dated December 7, 2000, copy attached hereto as Exhibit
r*~

6. Nevertheless, the Attorney General has maintained that PCH is obligated to produce the
information now. See Exhibit 4.

B.

Deposition Transcripts

Document Request 27 seeks “[tjranscripts of all depositions of your agents or employees
taken in connection with the action styled S ta te

o f W isconsin

v.

P u b lish ers C le a rin g H ou se,

Case

No. 99-CV-027, pending in the Circuit Court for Columbia County, Wisconsin, including but not
limited to, the depositions of Dorothy Addeo, Debra Holland, Dave Sayer, Darrell Lester, Lori
Strand, Dan Doyle, Steven Miller, Keith Burgandorf, Elena DiLoguri, Todd Sloan, and Andrew
Goldberg.”
Similarly, Document Request 28 seeks “[tjranscripts of all depositions of your agents or
employees taken in any other legal action in which the action includes allegations of deception,
fraud or misrepresentation, or that PCH solicitations or other mailings violated any State or
Federal consumer protection laws or regulations, including, but not limited to, depositions taken
in connection with . . .” the Vollmer case.
5

PCH has informed the Attorney General that it will not produce the Wisconsin
depositions because they are governed by a protective order entered by the Wisconsin court.
See Exhibit 2.7 A copy of the Wisconsin order is attached hereto as Exhibit 7. For the same
reasons, PCH objects to producing remaining transcripts of depositions taken in the case brought
by the State of Missouri (relating to the limited issue of personal jurisdiction over corporate
officers) and in cases brought by individuals against PCH. See Exhibit 6. These depositions are
also protected by court orders. See, e.g., Missouri Order, copy attached hereto as Exhibit 8. No
other depositions have been taken, either in Vollmer or other states’ cases.

ARGUMENT
Because there is “good cause” to do so, PCH respectfully requests that the Court: (1) set
aside the C.I.D. as to Document Requests 27 and 28; and (2) modify the C.I.D. as to Document
Request 29 to narrow and clarify the request and to allow PCH to provide the Attorney General
with information responsive to such a narrowed and clarified request at the time and in the
manner specified by the Vollmer court.
As a threshold matter, it bears emphasis that the Attorney General’s investigatory powers
under 5 M.R.S.A. § 211 are not without limitation. Indeed, as noted above, the statute expressly
removes from the legitimate reach of a C.I.D. information that would be beyond the reach of a
subpoena duces tecum or that would constitute trade secrets. See 5 M.R.S.A. § 211(3). •
Moreover, the statute expressly gives the Court the power to “modify or set aside” a C.I.D. upon
a showing of “good cause”. Because good cause exists in this case, the Court may - and should -

7
PCH has, however, offered to provide the Attorney General with the portions o f transcripts o f depositions
taken in Wisconsin that were read in open court or entered in evidence. The relevant deponents were Dorothy
Addeo, Debra Holland, Dave Saver, Todd Sloan, and Marianna Halufska.
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modify and/or set aside the C.I.D. in the manner that PCH requests.

I.

Vollmer Information
While Document Request 29 - seeking information regarding the Vollmer class action -

is overly broad as presently worded, PCH understands the Attorney General to be requesting
information with respect to the identity of Maine residents that were members of the Vollmer
class, whether they opted out of the class, and if not, how much they were paid under the class
settlement. As discussed above, PCH does not object p e r

se

to providing the Attorney General

with this information. The problem is that the information is subject to a very clear
confidentiality order in the United States District Court for the Southern District of Illinois, and
PCH cannot release the information unless and until allowed to do so by that court. PCH
anticipates that the Court will lift its order early in 2001, and PCH would then be able to provide
the Attorney General with what he is requesting. However, it should be clear that what PCH can
release, as well as the time and manner in which PCH may release it, are ultimately up to the
Vollmer court and PCH cannot say with certainty what that court will do.
Thus, with respect to Document Request 29, PCH requests extremely narrow relief. PCH
asks only that the Court: (1) narrow and clarify the document request (or order the Attorney
General to do so); and (2) allow PCH to provide the Attorney General with information
responsive to such a narrowed and clarified request at the time and in the manner specified :by the
Vollmer court.
The existence of the Vollmer court order constitutes "good cause" to protect PCH from
immediate compliance with the current overly broad Document Request 29. The Maine
Legislature cannot be presumed to have intended, in enacting 5 M.R.S.A. § 211, to give the
7

Attorney General the power to force a C.I.D. recipient into contempt of a court order, or to
overrule the determination of a judge in another jurisdiction that particular materials should be
protected from disclosure. Indeed, such a requirement would be “unreasonable or improper if
contained in a subpoena duces tecum issued by a court of this State . . .

see 5 M.R.S.A. §

211(3), and thus beyond the legitimate scope of a C.I.D. in the first instance.
This is particularly true given the provision in the Vollmer order allowing a party that
requests access to protected information to make such a request in the Vollmer court. See, e.g..
Pushkin Publishing Group. Inc, v. Kinko’s Service Corp.. 136 F.R.D. 334, 335-36 (D.D.C. 1991)
(denying motion to compel production of documents shielded by protective order in another
court as a matter of comity, and concluding that to the extent party sought documents, request
should be addressed to court that issued protective order); Puerto Rico Aqueduct and Sewer
Auth. v. Clow Corp.. 111 F.R.D. 65, (D.P.R. 1986) (“[T]he proper way for a third party to
challenge a protective order is to intervene in the main action . . . for the limited purpose of
seeking modification of the protective order.. . . Consistent with considerations of comity . . . we
await the action of plaintiff, defendants and, if sought, the above mentioned courts.”).
II.

Deposition Transcripts
With respect to the deposition transcripts that the Attorney General seeks in Document

Requests 27 and 28, PCH has agreed to produce the portions of transcripts of depositions taken
in Wisconsin that were read in open court or entered in evidence - which are thus no longer
confidential and subject to the protective order.8 However, other responsive transcripts (as well

sAs noted above, the relevant deponents were Dorothy Addeo, Debra Holland, Dave Sayer, Todd Sloan
and Marianna Halufska.
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as the portions of the Wisconsin transcripts that were not read in open court or entered in
evidence9) remain subject to court orders in the various jurisdictions in which the relevant cases
are or were pending. The courts in such jurisdictions have deemed it appropriate to order that the
deposition transcripts be protected from disclosure, and PCH should not be forced to waive that
protection in order to comply with the C.I.D. In addition, those depositions were taken in the
context of, and for use in, the relevant cases - not to be distributed and used for purposes of other
litigation in a different jurisdiction. If the Attorney General wishes to commence an Unfair
Trade Practices Act claim against PCH, he is free to do so, and will be able to conduct his own
t*—

discovery in due time. In the meantime, however, the court-protected transcripts of depositions
of PCH representatives taken in other cases outside Maine are beyond the legitimate reach of a
C.I.D. Accordingly, PCH respectfully requests that the Court set aside Document Requests 27
and 28.

CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons, Publishers Clearing House respectfully requests that the Court
exercise its power, pursuant to 5 M.R.S.A. § 211, to: (1) set aside the C.I.D. as to Document
Requests 27 and 28; and (2) modify the C.I.D. as to Document Request 29 to narrow and clarify
the request (or order the Attorney General to do so) and allow PCH to provide the Attorney
General with information responsive to such a narrowed and clarified request at the time and in
the manner specified by the Vollmer court.

9A Maryland court has ruled that the State o f Maryland is entitled only to the portions o f the Wisconsin
depositions read in open court. PCH does not yet have a copy o f the Maryland order but will file a copy when
obtained.
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Dated: December 8, 2000
Daniel L. Rosenthal, Esq.
VERRILL & DANA, LLP
P.O. Box 865
Portland, Maine 04112
(207) 774-4000
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SUPERIOR COURT
CIVIL ACTION
DOCKET NO. CV-00-62

STATE OF MAINE
KENNEBEC, SS.

In re:
PUBLISHERS CLEARING
HOUSE

)
)
)
)

ATTORNEY GENERAL’S REPLY TO PUBLISHERS CLEARING HOUSE’S
OPPOSITION TO MOTION TO AMEND ORDER
NOW COMES the Attorney General and replies to Publishers Clearing House’s
Opposition to the Attorney General’s Motion to Amend the Court’s Amended Order dated June
22, 2000 as follows.
In its Opposition to the Attorney General’s Motion to Amend the Court’s Amended
Order dated June 22, 2000, Publishers Clearing House argues that the State has not demonstrated
good cause to make information about this investigation available to the public.
It is the Attorney General’s position that there is a need to educate and inform the public
about Publishers Clearing House’s Sweepstakes business. This need is evidenced by the fact that
a significant number of elderly people have spent large amounts of money on Publishers
Clearing House products which are marketed in conjunction with its sweepstakes. The Attorney
General is concerned that elderly people constitute a vulnerable population and need to be made
aware that buying does not help them win. Dissemination of information is one component of
protecting a vulnerable segment of the population from Publishers Clearing House Sweepstakes
mailings.

1 The Attorney General agrees with Publishers Clearing House that the State’s concerns about Publishers
Clearing House’s business practices should be resolved in the courts of the State of Maine and will make every
attempt to complete its investigation shortly.

Attached is a recent mailing from Publishers Clearing House to its customers. This
mailing creates a sense of urgency for the recipient to act, suggests that the recipient is in a
position to forfeit something and suggests that the recipient has been specially selected to receive
the mailing. In addition to these tactics which are common to PCH mailings, this document
states: “Wouldn’t that be something to show your family and friends, perhaps the very same
people who laugh at you every time you send in an entry! Now it could be your turn to laugh - all the way to the bank.”
This mailing therefore also sends a message to the recipient that he should not listen to
friends and family who may be discouraging him from playing the sweepstakes. This is the type
of message that the Attorney General feels compelled to combat with education. Publishers
Clearing House’s own sweepstakes mailings in combination with the large amounts of money
the elderly people are spending on goods sold in connection with its sweepstakes demonstrate
good cause for the Attorney General to provide information to the public.

Respectfully submitted,

Dated: November 20,2000
Department of Attorney General
6 State House Station
Augusta, Maine 04333-0006
(207) 626-8800
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SUPERIOR COURT
CIVIL ACTION
DOCKET NO. CVj.Q0-2f5I

STATE OF MAINE
KENNEBEC, SS.

IN RE PUBLISHERS CLEARING HOUSE

)
)
)

RESPONDENT PUBLISHERS CLEARING HOUSE’S
UNOPPOSED MOTION FOR ENLARGEMENT OF TIME
Respondent Publishers Clearing House hereby moves for an enlargement of time to and
including January 5, 2001, to respond to the State of Maine’s Opposition to Publishers Clearing
House’s Motion to Modify or Set Aside Civil Investigative Demand. As grounds therefor,
Respondent states as follows:
1.

The current deadline for Respondent’s Reply is December 29, 2000.

2.

Respondent’s counsel is taking a long-planned vacation during the week of

December 25 through December 29, 2000.
3.

The State’s counsel, Linda Conti, has authorized Respondent to represent to the

Court that the State is not opposed to the requested enlargement of time to and including January
5, 2001.
WHEREFORE, Respondent requests the Court to issue an order allowing Respondent
until January 5, 2001 to respond to the .State of Maine’s Opposition to Publishers Clearing
House’s Motion to Modify or Set Aside Civil Investigative Demand.
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Dated: December 27,2000
James i . Kilbreth, Esq\
Daniel L. Rosenthal, Esq.
VERRILL & DANA, LLP
P.O. Box 865
Portland, Maine 04112
(207) 774-4000
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Regional O ffices:

ATTORNEY GENERAL

84 H arlow S t „ 2 nd F loor
B a n g o r , M a in e 04401
T e l : (207) 941-3070
F a x : (207) 941-3075
Telephone: (207) 626-8BOO
FAX: (207) 287-3145
TDD: (207) 626-8865

State of M aine
D epartment of the A ttorney G eneral
6 State H ouse Station
A ugusta, M aine 04333-0006

44 O ak S t r e e t , 4 th Floor
Portland, Maine 04101 -3014
T e l : (207) 822-0260
' F a x : (207) 822-0259
TDD: (877) 428-8800

February 2, 2000
VIA FACSIMILE (212) 309-6273 and Regular Mail
Richard Mescon, Esq.
Morgan, Lewis & Bockius, L.L.P.
101 Park Avenue
New York, New York 10178-0060
Re: State of Maine v. Publishers Clearing House
Dear Mr. Mescon:
The Maine Department of Attorney General is investigating Publishers Clearing
House’s business activities in the State of Maine. We are concerned that Publishers
Clearing House, in an effort to induce the purchase of magazine subscriptions and other
merchandise that it sells, sends large numbers of sweepstakes mailings to Maine
consumers consisting of letters, forms and other documents designed to interest
consumers in making purchases from Publishers Clearing House. Among the
techniques used to induce such purchases, Publishers Clearing House makes
representations that convey the overall impression that the consumer has won the
sweepstakes; states or implies that the consumer has been specially selected to receive
the mailing, or has a greater likelihood of winning than is the case; requests information
from the consumer such as his/her preferences regarding characteristics of the prize to
be awarded; and states or implies that Publishers Clearing House employees have
personal feelings or have had actual conversations about particular consumers.
As part of our investigation into these allegations, we are requiring that
Publishers Clearing House respond to the enclosed Civil Investigative Demand. As we
discussed, I have included an Acceptance of Service form for your signature. If you
have any questions about this matter, please don’t hesitate to contact me at (207) 6268591. Thank you for your cooperation in this matter.
Q in n û fû K /

Enclosure
LJC/ajm
Primed on Recycled Paper

CIVIL INVESTIGATIVE DEMAND
MAINE UNFAIR TRADE PRACTICES ACT
(5 M.R.S.A §211-212)

TO:

PUBLISHERS CLEARING HOUSE, LP
382 CHANNEL DRIVE
PORT WASHINGTON, NY 11050

Pursuant to 5 M.R.S.A. §211, you are hereby required to appear on February 16, 2000 at
the offices of the Department of the Attorney General, Key Bank Building, 4th Floor, 331 Water
Street, Augusta, Maine and to produce and to give authenticating testimony concerning the
documents described in the attached Document Request.
The Attorney General is investigating whether Publishers Clearing House (“PCH”), its
principals, shareholders, affiliates or parents, or the officers, agents or employees of any of them,
have engaged in unfair methods of competition or unfair acts or practices in the conduct of its
business, namely, mailing misleading promotional materials to Maine residents in connection
with its sweepstakes business in violation of the Maine Unfair Trade Practices Act, 5 M.R.S.A.
§207.
Testimony will be taken and documents will be reviewed by Linda Conti, Assistant
Attorney General, and other staff from the Department of the Attorney General.
This Civil Investigative Demand is made pursuant to 5 M.R.S.A. § 211. You have the
right to file a motion in Superior Court to modify or set aside this Civil Investigative Demand
within 21 days after the date the Civil Investigative Demand was served.
This Civil Investigative Demand is enforceable in Superior Court pursuant to 5 M.R.S.A.
§

212.

Please take notice that Maine law, 17-A M.R.S.A. §455, provides that any person
who alters, destroys, conceals or removes any document or other tangible physical evidence
which is relevant to this investigation with intent to impair its verity, authenticity or
availability is guilty of committing a Class D crime.
Dated: February 2, 2000

LIND;
Assistant Attorney uenerai

CIVIL INVESTIGATIVE DEMAND
DOCUMENT REQUEST
Pursuant to this Civil Investigative Demand (CID), you are requested to produce the
documents requested below.
Grouping of documents. It is requested that the documents submitted be grouped
according to the individual paragraphs or subparagraphs to which the documents respond.
Within each group, the documents should be arranged, to the extent possible, in chronological
order. If any document is in response to more than one paragraph of this Schedule Request, you
may provide a single copy indicating the paragraphs to which it is responsive, in lieu of providing
multiple copies.
Sequential numbering. It is requested that the documents submitted be numbered
sequentially (by page) in the order in which said documents are produced.
Claim of privilege. If you withhold any documents covered by this CED under Claim of
Privilege, you should furnish a list identifying each document for which the privilege is claimed,
together with the following information: date, sender, recipient, persons to whom copies were
sent (together with their job title), subject matter, basis upon which privilege is claimed and the
paragraph to this request to which such documents respond.
Alternate form. If the information contained in the documents described below is
available for production in a form which is less burdensome to produce than the documents in the
form described, a request may be made to the office of the Attorney General, to substitute
documents in the less burdensome form and, if such request is granted, the substituted documents
may be produced in lieu of the requested documents.
Removal or destruction. If any document responsive to this CID has been removed,
destroyed or altered prior to service of this CID, please furnish the following information with
respect to each such document:
(a)

date, sender, recipient, persons to whom copies were sent, subject matter, present
location and location of any copies, and

(b)

identity of any person authorizing or participating in the removal, destruction or
alteration; date of such removal, destruction or alteration; and method and
circumstances of, such removal, destruction or alteration.

Time period. Unless otherwise specified by particular paragraph, the time period covered
by this CID is from January 1, 1997 to the present.
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Delivery of documents. In lieu of personal appearance to give testimony and to
authenticate documents on the specified date and time, you may deliver the requested documents
to Linda Conti, Assistant Attorney General, at State House Station 6, Key Bank Building, 4lh
Floor, 331 Water Street, Augusta, Maine 04333, together with a sworn Certificate of Compliance
in the form attached hereto. In such event, your testimony will be deferred until further notice. In
the event you elect to deliver documents in lieu of personal appearance you must notify the
Department of the Attorney General no later than three days in advance of the time for
appearance.
Custody of documents. Documents produced in accordance with this CID shall remain in
the custody of the Department of the Attorney General pending completion of the investigation.

DEFINITIONS
A.
“Documents” means all books, papers, correspondence, memoranda, photographs,
graphs, charts, maps, drawings, film, tapes, compact or floppy discs, electronic mail or other
electronic or computer records or programs and any nonidentical copy thereof (whether different
from the original because of notes made upon such copies or otherwise) in the possession,
custody, or control of the addressee of this summons.
B.
“PCH” means Publishers Clearing House, LP, its employees, officers, agents,
parents, subsidiaries and affiliates.

DOCUMENTS
1.
Such documents (or in lieu thereof a statement) as will show the names and
addresses of all Maine residents to whom PCH has mailed sweepstakes promotional materials
from January 1, 1997 to the current.
2.
Copies of all sweepstakes promotional materials, including entry forms, PCH
mailed to Maine residents from January 1,1997 to the present.
3.
Such documents (or in lieu thereof, a statement) as will show the names and
addresses of all Maine residents who purchased magazines or other merchandise from PCH from
January 1, 1997 to the present.
4.
Such documents (or in lieu thereof, a statement) as will show for each Maine
resident who purchased magazines or other merchandise from PCH from January 1, 1997 to the
present: the date of the purchase; the type of merchandise purchased; and the amount of the
purchase.
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CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE
The undersigned hereby certifies under oath that__________________________ has
made a diligent search of its records in response to the attached CID and produced for inspection
by the Maine Department of the Attorney General the original of all nog-privileged documents
requested by the attached CID that are in the custody or control of Publishers Clearing House and
has accurately listed all other documents responsive to this CID, but (a) withheld from
production in good faith on the grounds of privilege from disclosure to the Attorney General, and
(b) removed, destroyed or altered prior to the service of the CID.

Publishers Clearing House

Dated:

By
Its

STATE OF
ss.
Personally appeared before me the above-named___________________________ and
made oath to the truth of the foregoing statements by him/her above subscribed.

Dated:____________

___________
Notary Public
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STATE OF MAINE
DEPARTMENT OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

IN RE: PUBLISHERS CLEARING HOUSE

)
)
)
)

RESPONSE OF PUBLISHERS
CLEARING HOUSE TO CIVIL
INVESTIGATIVE DEMAND

__________________________________________________)_________________________________________

Publishers Clearing House (“PCH”), by and through counsel, hereby responds and objects
to the Document Requests (the “Document Requests”) served with the Civil Investigative
Demand of the Attorney General of the State of Maine dated February 2, 2000, as follows:
GENERAL OBJECTIONS
1.

PCH objects to the Document Requests on the grounds that they seek to require

PCH to produce documents beyond the requirements of 5 M.R.S.A. § 211. The Document
Requests seek documents that are not relevant to the legitimate goals of the subject matter of the
Attorney General’s investigation.
2.

PCH objects to the Document Requests on the grounds that they contain

requirements which would be unreasonable or improper if contained in a subpoena duces tecum
issued by a court of this State, pursuant to 5 M.R.S. A. § 211(3)(A). The Document Requests as
drafted are unduly burdensome, unreasonable and oppressive.
3.

PCH objects to the Document Requests on the grounds that they seek to require

PCH to produce documents and things that are protected by the attorney-client privilege and/or
the attorney work product doctrine. See 5 M.R.S.A. § 211(3)(B).
4.

PCH objects to the Document Requests to the extent they seek production of

documents generated after February 2, 2000.

DOCUMENT REQUESTS
Request No. 1: Such documents (or in lieu thereof a statement) as will show the names
and addresses of all Maine residents to whom PCH has mailed sweepstakes promotional materials
from January 1, 1997 to the current.
Response:
PCH objects to this Request on the grounds stated in the General Objections above. PCH
also objects on the grounds that it does not maintain its records categorized by state in the
ordinary course of business. Finally, PCH states that it is willing to entertain a suitably narrowed
request subject to agreement upon, and entry into, a protective agreement.

Request No. 2: Copies of all sweepstakes promotional materials, including entry forms,
PCH mailed to Maine residents from January 1, 1997 to the present.
Response:
PCH objects to this Request on the grounds stated in the General Objections above.
Subject to and without waiving such objections, PCH will provide documents responsive to this
Request upon the Attorney General’s payment to PCH of photocopying fees in the approximate
amount of $2,000.00 for black and white copies.

Request No. 3: Such documents (or in lieu thereof, a statement) as will show the names
and addresses of all Maine Residents who purchased magazines or other merchandise from PCH
from January 1, 1997 to the present.
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RESPONSE:
PCH objects to this Request on the grounds stated in the General Objections above. PCH
also objects on the grounds that it does not maintain its records categorized by state in the
ordinary course of business. Finally, PCH states that it is willing to entertain a suitably narrowed
j
request subject to agreement upon, and entry into, a protective agreement.

Request No. 4: Such documents (or in lieu thereof, a statement) as will show for each
Maine resident who purchased magazines or other merchandise from PCH from January 1, 1997
to the present: the date of the purchase; the type of merchandise purchased; and the amount of the
purchase.

RESPONSE:
PCH objects to this Request on the grounds stated in the General Objections above. PCH
also objects on the grounds that it does not maintain its records categorized by state in the
ordinary course of business.

oiC

Dated: March 1, 2000

u
1 A
>
u
James T Kill)reth, Esq.
Daniel L. Rosenthal, Esq.
VERRILL & DANA, LLP
P.O. Box 865
Portland, Maine 04112
(207) 774-4000

Richard Mescon, Esq.
Wayne A. Sorrell, IL, Esq.
MORGAN, LEWIS & BOCKIUS, LLP
101 Park Avenue
New York, NY 10178-0060
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STATE OF MAINE
DEPARTMENT OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

IN RE: PUBLISHERS CLEARING HOUSE

)
)
)
)

PROTECTIVE AGREEMENT

__________________________________________________ )____________________________________

THIS PROTECTIVE AGREEMENT, is made and entered into by and between Publishers
Clearing House ("PCH") and the Department of the Attorney General, State of Maine (hereinafter
"Attorney General");
WHEREAS, the Attorney General is willing to ensure confidentiality; and
WHEREAS, the parties desire to establish certain conditions for the Attorney General’s
use of information provided by PCH;
THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY STIPULATED AND AGREED by and between the
parties, acting through their duly authorized attorneys, as follows:
1.
Designation Of Confidential Information Or Materials. In order to avoid invasions of
individual privacy and to protect proprietary information, confidential business and financial
information and trade secrets, any documents produced in discovery in this action and any
deposition testimony or portions thereof may be designated as "Confidential" (hereafter
"Confidential Material") by counsel for either party (the "Designating Person"). If a party believes
another party has improperly designated "Confidential Material," it may file a motion with an
appropriate state or federal court in or for the State of Maine to remove such designation. Before
filing such a motion, the party objecting to the designation shall attempt to resolve the dispute
regarding the designation with the designating party.
2.
Designating Documents Confidential. Designation of documents as Confidential
Material shall be made by placing the word "CONFIDENTIAL" on the document. Permitting
inspection of a document before it is marked "CONFIDENTIAL" does not waive the right to
designate the document as "Confidential." When a party wishes to designate as "Confidential" a
document produced by another party, such designation shall be made by notifying the other party
in writing within twenty (20) days from the date that the Designating Person receives notice that
the document has been produced.
3.

Designating Deposition Testimony "Confidential".
A.
Deposition transcripts or portions thereof may be designated as "Confidential" by
verbally advising the court reporter on the record or by notifying the court reporter in

writing within five (5) business days following the deposition, in which case the transcript
of the designated testimony shall be bound in a separate volume and marked
"Confidential" by the reporter.
B.
By designating testimony as "Confidential" at a deposition, a party may exclude
from the deposition all persons other than those to whom the "Confidential Material" may
be disclosed under paragraph 5 of this Protective Agreement.
4.
No Use Beyond This Litigation. Confidential Material shall not be given, shown, made
available, discussed or otherwise communicated for any purpose other than the investigation or
litigation of this matter, and then only in accordance with the terms and conditions of this
Protective Agreement.
5.
Disclosure Prohibited Other Than That Specifically Provided Herein. Confidential
Material may be disclosed only to the following persons in the following manner:
A.
The Court. Confidential Material may be disclosed to an appropriate state
or federal court in or for the State of Maine in which a case or controversy is pending that
relates to the Attorney General for the State of Maine’s investigation of Publishers
Clearing House, provided that such disclosure is made m camera and filed with the Clerk
of Court under seal as set forth in paragraph 6 below.

B.

Counsel. Confidential Material may be disclosed to the following counsel:

The Attorney General of the State of Maine and all Assistant Attorneys General of the
State of Maine associated with this investigation.
Verrill & Dana LLP
Morgan, Lewis & Bockius LLP
In-house counsel for PCH.
C.

PCH’s employees

D.

Court Reporters/Copy Services. Confidential Material may be disclosed to

court reporters engaged for depositions and persons employed by copy services making
copies of Confidential Material, provided that any such court reporter or copy service
employee shall be informed of the terms of this Protective Agreement and shall sign a copy
of the Acknowledgment attached hereto as Exhibit A prior to disclosure.
E.
Consultants or Experts. Confidential Material may be disclosed to consultants or
experts (hereinafter referred to collectively as "Experts") who have certified in writing by
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signing a copy of the Acknowledgment attached as Exhibit A hereto or by stating under
oath on the record of a deposition that they are not affiliated in any way with a competitor
of PCH and that they agree to be bound by the terms of this Agreement. A competitor of
PCH is any company engaged in or sponsoring sweepstakes in conjunction with the sale of
magazines or merchandise. No disclosure may be made to any Expert or prospective
Expert known to be affiliated with a competitor of PCH. If the State is unable to ascertain
whether a prospective Expert is affiliated with a competitor of PCH, the State shall
identify the prospective expert to PCH and provide a brief description of the expert's
business, qualifications, and past and present affiliations. PCH shall have twenty (20) days
from receipt of the notice to deliver to the State any objections in writing. If PCH’s
objections, if any, cannot be resolved by the parties, the dispute shall be presented to an
appropriate state or federal court in or for the State of Maine for resolution and no
disclosure may take place until that court acts.
F.
Disclosure by the Designating Party. A Designating Party may disclose its
own Confidential Material to any person without requiring the person to sign an
Acknowledgment.
G.
Other Persons Authorized by a Court. After notice to all parties and a hearing,
Confidential Material may be disclosed upon a showing of good cause to other persons
authorized by an appropriate state or federal court in or for the State of Maine. Persons
authorized by such court to receive Confidential Material shall be informed of the terms of
this Protective Agreement and shall be required to sign a copy of the Acknowledgment
attached hereto as Exhibit A.

H.

Copies. Copies and extracts of Confidential Material may be made by or for the
foregoing persons, provided that all copies and extracts are appropriately marked
"Confidential." All copies and extracts are subject to Paragraph 9(B) of this Agreement.

I.
Custody of Confidential Materials and Executed Acknowledgments. All
Confidential Material and copies or extracts thereof shall be maintained in the custody of
counsel of record for the parties in a manner that limits access to qualified persons.
Complete sets of executed Acknowledgments shall be kept by counsel. Counsel shall
produce a list of persons who have executed Acknowledgments and/or copies of all
executed Acknowledgments in their possession to counsel for the opposing party promptly
upon request.
6.
Filing Confidential Material. If any portion of a submission to a court contains
Confidential Material, the portion containing the Confidential Material shall be filed under seal in
a sealed envelope on which shall be affixed the caption of this action, a general description of the
nature of the contents that does not disclose any Confidential Material, the word
"CONFIDENTIAL," and a statement substantially in the following form:
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THIS ENVELOPE CONTAINS MATERIALS SUBJECT TO A PROTECTIVE AGREEMENT
ENTERED INTO IN THIS ACTION. IT IS NOT TO BE OPENED, NOR ARE ITS
CONTENTS TO BE DISPLAYED, REVEALED OR MADE PUBLIC, EXCEPT BY ORDER
OF THE COURT.
A copy of this Protective Agreement shall be submitted to the Clerk of Court with the materials
filed under seal. Unless otherwise ordered by the court, appropriate steps shall be taken to
preserve the confidentiality of Confidential Material during the trial of this action and at any
hearing or other proceedings at which Confidential Material may be referred to or disclosed.
7.
Subpoenas. Any person in possession of Confidential Material who receives a request or
a subpoena or other process for Confidential Material from any non-party to this investigation
shall promptly give notice by telephone and written notice by overnight delivery and/or telecopier
to counsel for the Designating Person, enclosing a copy of the request, subpoena or other
process. In no event shall production or other disclosure pursuant to the request, subpoena or
other process be made except upon order of an appropriate state or federal court in or for the
State of Maine after notice and hearing, or by written authorization of the non-receiving party.

8.

No Prejudice.
A.
Nothing in this Agreement shall preclude any party from seeking and obtaining
additional or different protection with respect to material which it believes is confidential.
B.
Nothing herein shall diminish or waive the attorney-client privilege, the attorney
work product privilege or other applicable protection from discovery, or objection to
admissibility at a trial or hearing.
C.
The inadvertent or accidental disclosure of Confidential Material shall not be
deemed a waiver in whole or in part of a claim of confidentiality or a claim of privilege or
other applicable protection from discovery, either as to the specific document(s) or
information inadvertently disclosed or as to other documents or information relating
thereto or of the same or related subject matter. Any inadvertently or accidentally
disclosed document or information that is subject to a prior or subsequent claim of
confidentiality, privilege, work product, or other protection, shall be returned immediately
to the appropriate party.

9.

Other Provisions.
A.
The restrictions imposed by this Protective Agreement may be modified or
terminated only by written stipulation of the parties or by order of an appropriate state or
federal court in or for the State of Maine. This Protective Agreement shall survive
termination of this investigation or any subsequent action.
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B.
Within ninety (90) days of final termination of this investigation, whether by
settlement or at the end of trial and/or any appeals, the State shall assemble and return to
counsel for PCH (or certify under oath the destruction of) all Confidential Materials
produced by or designated as Confidential Material by PCH, including all copies or
abstracts thereof.
10.
Maine Public Records Laws. "Confidential Materials" designated pursuant to the
procedures set forth herein are not disclosable pursuant to any Maine state or local law, code, or
regulation including but not limited to the Maine Freedom of Access Law.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Attorney General’s Office and counsel for PCH have
executed this Protective Agreement on the date indicated below.
Dated: March _ , 2000.

STATE OF MAINE
DEPARTMENT OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

By:

_____________________
Linda J. Conti, Esq.
6 State House Station
Augusta, Maine 04333-0006
Telephone: 207-626-8800

VERRILL & DANA LLP

By:

_______________________________
James T. Kilbreth, Esq.
Daniel L. Rosenthal, Esq.
One Portland Square
Portland, Maine 04112-0586
Telephone: 207-774-4000
Richard Mescon, Esq.
Wayne A. Sorrell, IL, Esq.
MORGAN, LEWIS & BOCKIUS, LLP
101 Park Avenue
New York, NY 10178-0060
ATTORNEYS FOR PUBLISHERS
CLEARING HOUSE
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EXHIBIT A
DEPARTMENT OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

IN RE: PUBLISHERS CLEARING HOUSE

)
)

)
)

X
ACKNOWLEDGMENT
I , __________________________ , certify that I am not affiliated in any way with any
competitor of PCH. I acknowledge that I have received a copy of the Protective Agreement in
this investigation and have read its provisions carefully. I will comply with all of the provisions of
the Protective Agreement. I will hold in confidence, will not disclose to anyone other than those
persons specifically authorized by the Protective Agreement, and will not copy or use, except for
purposes of this investigation, any information designated "CONFIDENTIAL" which I receive in
this action. I agree to return or destroy all such information in accordance with Paragraph 9(B) of
the Protective Agreement after the conclusion of this action.
Executed this___day o f_____________ , 20__.
I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.

Signature
Print name
Address

Occupation

STATE OF MAINE
KENNEBEC, SS.

In re:
PUBLISHERS CLEARING
HOUSE

SUPERIOR COURT
CIVIL ACTION
DOCKET NO. CV-00-

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

PETITION FOR AN ORDER
COMPELLING PRODUCTION
OF DOCUMENTS, 5 M.R.S.A. § 212

The Attorney General of the State of Maine, pursuant to the authority vested in him by 5
M.R.S.A. §§ 211 and 212, hereby petitions the court for an order compelling Publishers Clearing
House, a New York limited partnership, ("PCH") to produce all the books, records, papers and
memoranda whose production was required by the civil investigative demand ("CID") dated
February 2, 2000, a copy of which is appended hereto as Exhibit A. The Attorney General is also
requesting that the court assess a civil penalty of $5,000 against PCH for failing to comply with the
CID. In support of this petition, the Attorney General states as follows.
1.

The CID for books and records was issued by the Attorney General in the context

of an Unfair Trade Practices Act investigation. Specifically, the Attorney General is investigating
whether PCH's sale of magazine subscriptions and other merchandise to consumers, including
Maine residents, using mass sweepstakes mailings as a primary method of inducing purchases,
violates 5 M.R.S.A. § 207.
2.

The CID was served on Richard Mescon, Esq., a New York attorney, who accepted

service of the CID by mail. By its terms the CID required the production of documents on February
16, 2000.
3.

On February 4, 2000, local counsel for PCH contacted the Attorney General's Office

on behalf of PCH and requested an extension of time until March 1, 2000 to respond to the CED.
The Attorney General agreed to extend the return date to March 1, 2000.
4.

On March 1, 2000 PCH delivered objections to the CID, a copy of which is

appended hereto as Exhibit B to the Attorney General.
5.

PCH has not produced any documents in response to the CID.

6.

PCH has not filed a motion in court requesting that the CID be modified or set

aside.
WEDEREFORE, the Attorney General respectfully requests that this court issue an order
compelling PCH to fully comply with the CID and assess a civil penalty of $5,000 against PCH for
failure to comply with the CID, as provided in 5 M.R.S.A. § 212.

Dated: March 24, 2000

Respectfully submitted,
ANDREW KETTERER
Attorney General

LINDA J. CONTI - Me. Bar No.3638
Assistant Attorney General
6 State House Station
Augusta, Maine 04333-0006
Telephone: (207) 626-8800
Attorneys for the State of Maine
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